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the Project

Case Studies in Science Edu
teaching. and learning in American
study was undertaken to provide t
conditions in K-12 science class
for science education consistent w
educational-researchers at the Univ

n is a collection of field observations of science
lic schools during-the school year 1976-77. The
tional Science Foundation with a portrayal of current
to help make the foundation's programs of support
tional needs. It was organized by a team of
y of Illinois.

.

Eleven high schools and their fe

t balanced group of sites:, rural and u
economically well-off and impoverished
vative and traditional. They were fine
field experience could be placed at eac
studies and to ads special information,
teacheri, principals, curriculum supervi
students were surveyed. Survey questions
study sites%

The field researchers were nstrUcted
important, in science (includi mathematic
4 to 15 weeks they were not re wired tp coor
Questions originally indicated important by t
"networked" by thetIllinois team. Efforts to
of site visit teams.

C

--4
r schools were selected to provide a diverse and
n; east, west, north and south; racially diverse;
onstructing achooli and closing 'schools; inno-
y selected so that a researcher. with ample relevant

To confirm findings of the ethnographic clutt
national stratified-random-sample of about 4000
rs, superintendents, parents, and senior class

ere based on observations at the eleven case-

find out what was happening, what was felt
and social science) programs. Onsite from
nate their work with observers at other sites.
e NSF or identifiek early in tqe field were
riangulate findings were asst ed by reports-

Each observer prepared a case study report ich was Preserved intact as part of the
final collection, and later augmented with_cross site conclusions by the Illinois team. The

cost of the study $jas just under $300,000, takin 18 months actual time and about 6 research-
, person years to complete.

In the principal findings it was noted that e ch place was different in important ways,
that each teacher made unique contributions. Nati lly we found that science education was
being given low prio;ity, yielding to increasing sis on basic skills (reading and compu-

tation). Still, the CSSE-high-school science facult es worked hard to protect courses for the
college-bound, with many of these courses kept small y prerequisites and "tough" grading.

Only occasional efforts were made to do more than "r -.d about" science topics in most of the
elementary schools. Although ninth-grade biology and ighth-grade general science flourished,

general education aims for science instruction were no felt vital at any level. Seldom was

science taught as scientific inquiry--all three subjec were presented as what experts had
found to be true. School people and parents were supOo tive of what was chosen to be taught,
complaining occasionally that it was not taught well en gh. The textbook usually was Seen
as the authority on knowledge and the guide to learning. The teacher was seen to be-the
authority on both social and academic decorum. He or -sh= worked hard to prepare youngsters
for tests, subsequent instruction, and the value-orientat ons of adult life. Though te}ativtly
free to depart from district syllabus or community expecta' ion, the teacher seldom exercised
either freedom.

Each of the above Statements is only partly correct. is summary is a drastic oversim-

plifiCation of the circumstances observed by the field peopl and portrayed in the case study

reports. The picture at each of the sites--seen through the xperienced but singulir eyes of
our observer--is a special picture, greatly influenced by the\administrators, the parents, and
the students encountered; coloied with technical, professional economic and social problems. -

Somehow the pictures do not aggregate across sites to be eithe the picture-of national edu-
cuation'represented by the popular press (though no less aggri ed) or that presented in the
professiohal education publication (though no less complicated) It is an interesting

collection.

Robe t E. Stake
Jack . Easley, Jr.

Codir ctoxs
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LIST OF CASE STUDY, SITES

Code Name Description. Field Observer

1 RIVER ACRES a suburb of Houston Terry Denny

2 FALL RIVER a small city in Colorado Mary Lee Smith

3 ALTE a suburb of a large Midwestern city Louis M. Smith

4 BRT a consolidated district in rural Alan Peshkin
Illinois

S URBANVILLE a metropolitan community.of the Wayne'W. Welch
Pacific Northwest

l
(

.

6 PINE CITY a rural community in Alabama Rob Walker i

7 WESTERN CITY a small city in middle California Rodolfo G. Serrano

8., COLUMBUS the Columbus, Ohio, school district, James R. Sanders &
Daniel L. $tufflebeam

9 ARCHIPOLIS an Eastern middle seapoard city- Jacquetta Hill-Burnett

10 VORTEX a small city in Pennsylvania Gordon Hoke

11 GREATER BOSTON an urban section in metropolitan Rob Walker

r.

Boston

O
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. Other Site Visitors
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NSF Project Officers; Arlen Gullickson, Linda Ingison
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There is no Chapter A. Time ran out.' In order to get the final report to
'

the NSF )
on schedule--at the time the r view panel was scheduled to review it, early enough so -that _
it might still be distributeddiolLi science educators during the 1977-78 school year -ewe haVe-

.submitted it without the Over J:

.
,

The Overview would have told how we gat involVed in this project, how a few of us in
CIRCE with colleagues from the University of East Anglia and elsewhere had been trying to
improve the portrayal of educational provams as a part of curriculum evaluation studies;
had been trying_to capitalize more on the fact that professional educators and other prac-
titioners of the modern world make. so many of their decisions on the basis of conviction
and experience, pressed by the irrationalities of social, political and economic affairs;
andwhad been trying to build upon the hermeneutic and versteIen epistemologies for arriving
at an understanding (if not an explanation) of the-mechanisms of teaching and learning.

-_)
,/'

-At the sametime, a few of us on the University of Illinois Committee on Culture and
Cognition were becoming increasingly sensitive to the role of context, (or, culture, or
circumstance, or fifth-order interactions) it.shaping youngsters' personal meanings and
understandings of science, mathematics and/other subjecVmatters. We were impressed with
the work of Jean Flew; found ways of,making phenomenolclicalextensions of hie ideas
as they pertained-0 educational proyltms; and were distrneed by the increasing belief,
partly based,(falsely) on his writing, that educa on should b-a-structured to speed the

-hierarchical stages of cognitive,experience.

.---- /

//
Separately, in, the fall of1975) ,,sere delighted to learn about the National Sdience

Foundation's Request for Proposals asking for 10-15 case studies of science teaching and
learning to ptovide information on the piesent status of things. This was seen to be needed,.
as part of the needs assessment of precollege sci4ce education in.America to permit staff
personnel to plan-further the NSF's programmatic Apport efforts to the Schools.

Our plan faced stiff competition. Ours Was a unique plan, in fact risky. Most of the

plans submitted followed the RFP more closely, relying on a strong sampling plan to enable

the small numberof sites to represent science classrooms in the country and relying on

formal instruments of interviewing and testing and brief site visits to.get the case study

data. Our plan relied on a weak sampling plan, choosing some of the sites to allow us 0

put a first-rate field researcher on site for a much longer period of time, following more

of an ethnographic or anthropological style: Qualified, experienced field researchers, We

realized, would insist on doing the studies their own ways,-tither than work from a uniform

methodological and conceptual plan, but we decided that such would be a strength as well

addisadvantage, relying on successful past efforts, showing the diversity of the American

scene in the same sense of diversity that it is seen by the any different people interested

in and concerned about education.

11
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Our sites were to bS chosen then partly to fit our research manpower, but we were able
to give asSurance,that we woutd 'provide a balance of school clusters that would fulfill
some of the purposes,for which a strong sampling plan is employed. To further counter-
balAnce our weak sampling elan for the selection of sites-we propose to conduct a"liTmall
national sample to attempt to get confirmation of major findings from the case studies.

';Our plan was to describe what'we'fodnd in a way that would be useful to any 'her
.person who could not be there to visit for himself. We were not impressed with odi ability
to see what others could not, but with our opportunity to be-where they could not. And to
be cautious and redundanF, adkingjogain, looking again, seeing cause and consequence, one
way and many ways and de4tribing those several things we saw. We were pleased with how
Emile Zola -once expressed what we considered out obligation:

We no longer desc 'be-for the sake of describing, from a
a-ple ure of rhetoricians. We consider that

man cannot ed from-his turroundings, that he is
completed by his clothe., is house, his-City, and his
country; and hence we skull t note a single phenomenon
of his brain and heart without lookinelbr the causes or
the consequence in his surroundings . . . I ,should define
description: "A,' account of environment which determines
'and completes man." . . . In a novel, in a study'of humanity,
I blame all description which is not according to that -de-
finition.

ni I

All this we would have told about in the Overview.

We were able to win that'competitioo because o the strength of the personnel commit-
meht and in spite of the objections to our lack of respecification of instruments and
issues. Our selection of issues, as would be expec ed, was to wait, more than most other
researchers would wait, until we were well acquainted with the conditions in the field.
We slowly put togetiher our list of research questions,- concentrating on "emit" issues,,,
paying most attent4on to the perceptions of teacher$, other education people, students
and parents there in the Xen (and later eleven) gatuiters of schools.

There were four_main groups of people working On'the project, The field observers
(who wrote the case studies), and site visitors (who pent perhaps 3 days at asite), the
issue analysts (who coordinated work across the sitdt and wrote the assimilation chapters),
and the survey researchers. Th roster is shown of et4Be,title Page. As is usually the.
case we had very many differeritimdtives for doing t is project. One of the few we all
agreed on was that we wanted to show that a mul case study project could be compre-
hensive, timely, and useful.

7' .

We continually had the problem of dealing will our own predilections. We recognize
that we were prejudiced in various ways, such as Sgainst letting test scores and other
social indicators represent the conditions of a Child's bind or a teacher'smphasis'or
preparation.. At the outset we thought generally that inquiry teaching is a superior way

i6
of getting Children learning about science. Al o, that teachers crave better books and
materials, that specifying school objectives r duces curriculum to a lowest common denan-1
inator, and that culture and circumstance influence teaching and learning to a great extent.
We of course found widespread suppo rt for most of these views. We deliberately sought
counter evidence. We tried to incretse the range of people who would influence the choice

'of_what would'be-observed, and how it would be interpreted. But some of-our earliest
critics confirmed our fears that we did not adequately constrain our biases.

4
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The bials'is more apparent in the assimilatiOn chapters than in the case studies.'' We
chose field observers with a rants 0....4iews about science educatton, some we knew to be
dissimilar from ours. They had their biases, but being exPkrienced,and respected in their
work, used the methodological purges of their disciplineesilind wrote (as best they could)
balanced and unclguded.accounts of teaching at eir sites.

The platform for this projeog was t o cise.studies. They provided for us and 4
our,readers many views of the complexity and particularity of each science classroom. it
would be unfortunate if the assimilation chapters -encouraged readers to dismiss the.iftoor-
tante of particular persons or particular:condexts. The assimilation chapters'should add
to the understandings of the case studies,,rather that substitute for them. They introduce
new data as well as interpretations of old gets. We wanted, the' reader to summarize'all
these things for himself or herself. We resisted even the idea of providing an executive
summary, but odrfdponsors insisted. Stills we urge'our readers not to be satisfied with
the press release or the executive summary, or even .the assimilation. chapters, but to
read at least some of the case study reports.

We realized rather early that one of the largest prbblems would the coordination'
o dings from the several sites. We had seen similar projects uddiftaken by the Center
for New Schools and by theaucational Testing Service encountering major time delays'and
synthesis difficultiesAbecause the secondary analysis problems were so great. We decided
to rely on a highly informal naturalistic communication sistem, involving enough_curious
and compatible people to cover'the many happenings but few enough to permit everyone to
talk to every one.else. That works out congenially enough but not productively enough.
Weatick not get enough of an exchan about information and issues at the different site
lad that field workers could search ut pasibIe developments along lines being productively
probed elsewhere. After the case studies (*ere completed we Agent six months of soaking
things pp without a satisfactory merging of findings, leaving too much of the essential
assimilation for a hectic six weeks prior to the su Salon of the final feport. We did
not learn how such a, project might be properly anized to handle the synthesis an8 '

assimilation of findings from a group of indivi ual case study researchers.

Part of the assimilation difficdlties were caused by podr planning, by the failure to
allow sufficient time after,observations for field-workers to complete their studies. We
asked for copy within a few weeks after leaving the field., Observers needed and tObk much
longer. First'daftswere scheduled by'June 1, but not all were received until October and
finardrafts were received barely in time to hand oue at oral_ presentation of _final
results in Washington in mid-December. Part of the aesimildtkon difficulties were caused
by increesing the national survey to 22 groups of respondents, each with some questions
unique to it and with item sampling to permit an even greater list of questionsand try-
ing to do this within the assimilation period el within the 3 1/2 months prior to that
oral presentation. .

a'

Jill in all we took about 8 months, to do thejob. It stjild not have taken so long.
.

, It is reasonable to say that e data wopld.have been more usilful in 6 months or 12 than
'they were after 18. We resew chers should be able to do a high-quality national status
.study in a shorter period. atiof.the Obblem was the instrument clearance process,. We
.. .

gg. . _Ahae a large amount of coope ation,and good advice from the CEIS and OMB committees, yet
tOte-6und the process troubles and delaying. Somehow ought to be a way to do the

sort of study the NSF wan ed, one that_trofild help them with policy setting and program
. planning, within a year. .

11.
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The need for haste was practical. The circumstances thin 11SF and between NSF and

other federal agejies changed considerably after plans for "the study were drawneOp. The
bureaucracy often acts as if social policy yesearch is independent of the political and
personnelchange,"hut a study ideally suited for one time and one, agency director is.a '

perfunctory collection of information for another head at anotber

Times continued to change rapidly across the nation and within the nation's achdols.
After the Study was undertaken, accountability of the schools be5aje much less a concern,
financial circumstances implored,
schools came to realize the demo-
graphic changes they would face;
and court action became increas-
ingly in what a teach7
er lathe classroom would do. (If

we fail! lop_get distribution of

theset1,0-77 observations until
the 1978-79 school year they will
have less value than they should.)

Part of the value *either
year, however, will be to make a
point so easily forgotten: that
the happenings of the nation's
schools are not adequately report-
ed in the popular or professional
press. Happy news is neys.
Ordinary news is not news The
'feature stories Ti!', NEWSWEEK,
and other major news media his
past fall (1977), stories elling
of hostility andviolence in the
schools, a large mount ue in a
few schools, was not a p tune
cpmpatible with the con tions we
found.* Boredom was muc
;ommon than hostility. Submds
was much more common than rebel-
lion. Pride was much more common
than vandalism. Hostility, rebel-
lion, and vandalism, though, were
k.nown° in every corner.

I

*
In a brief story in The Guardian (September 18, 1977) entitled "Hate in the Clah

reporter Jonathan Steele told British readers "There's peace but not much else 1.n the,inte-
grated schools df the U. S. this term."
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i

I sit in Row Z and look down across-the rows of bent wood
aeatetoward a-stage now walled-off by,heavy canvas curtain.
A erne' American flag and an electric crock mark the presence
of time, but most other features mark the past. Now a bell
rings and the present comes alive aS dozens of Stud.enta cross
theauditoriumto'pass-between classes. A, quiet reverbera-
ting flow. Teenage boys and girls cast a curious, perhaps
friendly , walk on. The reverberations come fron
echoing ha 8, the bell again adding to the clamor.
Almost eve student quiet, but the system a din.*

The quality of s ience education vas, in a sense, very much he same. na ional
condition had not been weir represented by the reports of Colleg Board test cor 8, by the
reviews of North Central'or other accrediting agencies, or by Okiressions of outrage from
Admiral Rickover and Frank'Armbruster." The views of'such reports and people are important
but they are usually greatly incomplete views df lye national scene, based upon expectations
both arbitrary and parochial. There are many different pictires of science education, many
value commitments, even.within.a small community, certainly in avast copntry, We beliive
that we capturecLa more nearly valid national picture of science education in these case
studies than have the nation's reporters and researchers,, critics, and education's apologists.
Quality of science eduCation in the schools, as we found it was seen to be at least "satis-
factory," and in many instances "very good," by most school people Ind parents. It could
have been much bettet, but the obstacles to Improvement were many, and the direction of
improvement was not something on which there are agreement. If the wishes of citizenry and
students had been followed better it is more likely that Mr. Rickover and Mr. Armbruster .

, would have'become even more indignant. The question of which philosophies, which values,
*ill control the schools continues even when change in control is unlikely. If it takes
a national trauma to give a small canal to its neighbors, to give the schools either to
the people or to the science establishment would require an effort beyond comptehension.

5 I 4
We were ever beset with paradoxes; of indoctrinating youngsters to keep our freedoms,

of going to extremes to keep things the same, of finding everything changing but all remain-
ing the same. On one occasion it would seem that everybody agreed on what they wanted, but
soon again all would disagree. The nation wanted a common classroom for all4'children, yet
wanted each child freed from the constrafnt of slower and disruptive classmates. We thouget
about organizing this report in terms of paradoxes, for we found so many in the field.
But we did not.

1

In the methods chapter we speak of "multiple realities." We believe that in reality,
reality is multiple, rooted in thediffefent perceptions of people. That ddes not mean
that we consider all realities worthy of equal consideration. In a project such as this
we wanted to epenunter as may realities as we could, but we concentrated on several-appear-.
ing sore worthy of study than others. We chose a few views to represent the many. . \

Reality has ldvels of complexity, of course. But reality, being a creature
who realize, can be simpler or more complex, depending partly on who is payini tibn.

People sometimes ask'for a clarification of school goals, and that is no more and.no
less than they are interested in. It can be as simple as that. And people sometimes ask
for a clarification of school goals, and they are there pointing out that children are
unwilling to learn, that parents are unconcerned about what the children do, that the learn-
ers are unprepared for learning, that teaching is over-demanding, etc., etc. And it is is

*
Site Visitors Report

* *Prank E. Armbruster, The U.S. Primary and Secondary Education Process (Croton-on-
Hudson, N.Y:: Hudson Institute, Final Draft, 1975). Also College Entrance Examiniation Bo
On Further ,Exastination. Report of the advisory panel on the Scholastic Aptitude Teat She
Decline. New York, 1977.

sr-
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ceiplex and diffuse as that, or more. And it may be the same situation and same people
and, the same moment on the clock.. And it is not that those who see the comflexity, "see ,

through" the simplicity; because the situation is not complex until the reality of simplic-
ity is le longer sufficient. It often, is.

We have asked large numbers of questions so that individuals could tell us how other
indiy.iduals, especially large groups of individuals, act or feel. They- found this quite -

difficult to do. They said they did not know. Apparently little sharing of ideas, little
/joint teaching, little visiting over classrooms had been occurring.- Those classroomswere,
it seemed, public school but private space. John Coodlad titled his book of the American
school currjculuml Looking Behind the Classroom Door.*

°We were privileged to share in some of that private'space and some of those private
realities. We found ittomfortablejo let the purposes stand for what they were, or to
probe until we fgund other purposes. And paradoxes. And to report them all. We found a
paragraph by Leo Tdlstoy that helped us understand what we were doing:

A bee poised on a flower has stung a child. And so the child is
afraid of bees and declares that bees are there to sting people.
A poet delights in the bee sipping honey from the calyx of a
flower and sayi the bee exists to suck the nectar of flowers. A

bee-keeper, seeing the bee collect pollen and carry it to the hive,
says that the object of bees is to 'gather honey. Another bee-keeper,
who has studied the life of the swarm moreKosely, declares that
the bee gathers pollen-dust to feed the young bees and rear a queer',
and that is exists for the propagation of its spepies. The botaniet,
observing that a bee flying with pollen from one dioecious plant to's,
the pistil of another fertilizes the latter, sees in thi /the purpose'
of the bee's existence. Another, remarking the hybridization of
planft and seeing that the bee assists in this work, may eay that
herein lies the purpose of the bee. But the ultimate purpose of
the bee is not exhausted by the first or the second or the third
of the processes the human mind can discern. The higher the human
intellect soars in the discovery of possible purposes, the more

_obvious,it becomes that the ultimate purpose is beyond-our comprehension.

Mdn cannot achieve more than a certain inaight in to the correlation
between the life of the bee and other manifestations of life.

Those *I-Et some of the things we would have said in the Overyiew.

-

*John I. Goodlad, Frances M. Klein, and Associates, Looking Behind thI Classroom Door,
2d ea. (Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones Publishing Co.,. 1974).
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*
Chapter B

THE CONTEXT OF PRECOLLEGE EDUCATION IN AMERICA TODAY *°

* * * * * * * * i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The schools are the offspring of society. They are both the image of society today and
the shaper of society tomorrow. In America the shapihg impact of schools as direct influence
on individual lives and on the collective life --has diminished. Mass communications (pri -
eerily TV, advertising, and contact thropgh travel) have made everyone everyone's teacher.
The teacher, is but a voice along voices

d

Nowbas much as evet, the, society'butside school walls shapes the society within--as
these musings suggest:

.

The TV hero ignores 4aws that seem cOnstraining. And even the shy child
carries that individKalistic, destiny-wresting American ethic to whoa.

4 ,

The dental 'hygienist on the billboard wears a white frock and recites
"evidence ringing with authority, yet obviously devoid of logic. And
the school teacher, even while abhcliing the, deceit of advertising, steps
in and &id of the same recitation.

The employeewhether father, mother, or 'youngsterwor*s loyally to
fulfi/l some k' of production quota. And the student hands in a
weekly °homeworc assignment that fulfills "the contract" and keeps open
the option of aereday admission to college.

plifting b an aoonomic rather than a moral issue. The only
terreht t loot is the possible brief pain of apprehension. The

merchant's price is now generously increased to accommodate the likeli-
hood of lo e., And the child in the nearby school treats school property
--window e and boob alike --as neither a matter of common- privilege
("to inj it ie to inJure me") or of moral consideration.

I
The pol tician presents himselfaS a man of the people. He/she
prowls e not so much to protect each individual within his own custom
and be iefe, but parhape to help get spacial tax breaks for this and
that pup. And the schoopauperintendent talks of common mastery of
pre e eine rather than the uniqueness of personal- understandings in
a* education.

The perional reaction to people like yourself: black, or business-
man Sr hitch-hiker, or woman, ors citizen-band contact, is empathetic and

g ial. Other persona remain "unseen," tho sometimes suspected. It is'

same in and out of school.

Many arellels. The school is still a crucible, with outside values poured generously
in. lint,t e outer society does not determine the inner. Rob Walker's case study (GREATER
BOSTM) the point magnificently, "the school walls are thick." 'You'do not know what's
inside by looking around outside. The teachers and studeits and administrators cannot turn
A meagre of into a charmed lot, but together they can make whatever they have a good place
or a bad lace to live and learn. (Our case studies show more gOod than bad.) Schools are
captured in their environments - -yet where the human chemistry is right, any hook or cranny
can prov de a rich qpportunity to learn.

17
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Many people wish. schools were Something other than what they are, but by and large,
neither student nor parent nor teacher displays a longing for the school to be different
from the society immediately surrdunding.

,.
Are theY'disillusiOned? Perhaps it is the legacy of the strong emphasis on education

in Lyndon Johnson's War.on Poverty. Almost nobody "out there'2--itxpec.ts the schoors to lead
the way to improve the social condition.* Realistic maybe, for the schools collectively
are so much a part of that condition.

"Technological change demands social invention," said Victor Fuchs,** "if stability is
to be maintained." But it Is difficult for established societiesto create new social in-
ventions to solve their problems. We have tried. Title,III of the National Defense Educa-
tion Act and the National Indtitute of Education's dozen or so Experimental Schools,-kkhile
succeeding in creating several new gardens, failed to reclaim worn-out lands. Few enduring,
procreating, problem- engaging institutions resulted. Probably not'because t ign or
funding was inadequate, but because theirs were the answers such few peopl= were 3ooking for.
Few of the innovative designs acknowledged the fact that schools as the are are the pay-
master and the stage forfpersonal identity and aspiration of over 3,0d ,000 professional
educators.

We begin a collective consideration of our Case Studies in Science Education by exam-
ining the general conditions in and around American schools today.

HARD TIMES - TOUGH NEGOTIATIONS

Times are hard in the scho s. Money is scarce. Less so in communities tike Phoenix
and Fairbanks and'Cheyenne,ib even there we find squeezes.

It is not now so much a matter of a depressed econqmy. That was the key problemlive
a ' years ago and remains one particularly in the industrial cities of the Northeast. Now the

lack of money is more because state-funding of schools (40% of U.S. school costs are paid by
the state)*** largely is linked "by formula" to enrollments, and enrollments are dropping some
2% each year.**** The costs of running schools do not drop When fewer children show up.
Just$as with the household-budget, it is hard to make ends meet.

P

According ph a 19.77 Yankelovich survey, America's least affluent parents
cannot depend on'schools for educating their children. More than four but of
feel they cannot even rely on schools to teach children how to read fnd write.
General Mills American Family Report on Raising Children in a Changing Society
conducted by Yankelovich, Skelly and White, Inc. and reported in Intellect 106

(November 1977): 177-179.

feel they

ten parents
See the

, a survey

**Victor Fuchs, The Sergice Economy. National Bureau of EconomicoResearch (New York:
''olumbia University Press, 1968), p. 124.

***National Cenret for Education Statistics, Statistics of Local, Public School Systems,
1972-1973 U. S. Government Printing Office, 1976).

****(From the high point of national enrollment; 1971) National Center for Educatien Sta-
tistics, DiAest of Education Statistics (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1975), Table 29,
p. 36; and National Center for Education Statistics, Education Directory, Public School
Systems, 1975-1976, (U.S. Goverapent Printing Offide, 1977), Table 1, p. xvi.
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"..kme would say a Woe of di ni= ed enrollments,(it will-fait throughout most of the
1980'0%should be a time of taki g stoc leaning, weeding out poor teachers and programs
--and to vane extent it is. But schools-are institutions for providing work for
adul ;s.than they are inatitutio for Providing tra for children, and where hard times
force choice between the two.. snaging the work force-is-taking precedence.

Even with yastly higher price
oil crisis--labor costs continue t
industry it to automate and/or hir
America have done. Moreand more
dents talk about using good busines
"production."

for supplies --much due directly and indirectly to the

rise' faster than other costs. The response of private
teenagers, as McDonald's and Safeway and Bank of
hools are looking for iimilar,solutions. -SOperinten-
accountability And refer to'edudation as a matter of

During'the lase fifty years of:U.S. commerce, breadwinners have'been driven out of
production, out of merchandising. 'Many of the most literate now work to design, program,
or ballyhoo the machines and teams,of part-time help who do the work. Others have sought
work increasingly in public agencies, including the schools. Superintendents and teachers
alike have established work,rules that in effect protect them from the "efflkiency expert."
Their arguments are not only self-serving,o be sure. The efficiency expert is often
among the most naive as to what an education is, educators at least more the expert there.
But school people seek ways' that are.kind to both teacher and learner, and the alternative
costs Of schooling are not weighted carefully in the equation.

It is easy to perceive the schools as art of the jobs program provided by government
because private industry' cannot or will not employ the huge number of well-educated

kers in America. In at least two of the sites we visited and in
schools have the biggest payroll, in town. If there were suitable

or teacherthe schools could consider more alternative ways to oper-1.
certainTTy might be.decided that teaching should become more personalized rather

clertcal-managerial
many-comemnities t

6 alternaiiv
ate (

a.

than less) and could perhaps revitalize the instructional program. But there are not and
they cannot.

t
.

A combination of tough collective bargaining and worsening fiscal
affecting the K-12 curriculum. The yoATEx and URBANVILLE case studies
tions--but such were evident in alliOur; urban sites. Adjusting th the
stances is largely a political processHless a pedagogiCal process.

Fewer school-age.children. CSSE f e servers were in the field studying school
programs during the 1976-77 school ye National high-School enrollments for that year
were the highest they had ever been. The junior high and middle school enrollments-were
down a bit, and the elementary school enrollments were starting to bottom out after a
decade of decline. Because the schools had learned how to deal with crowding, rather
little attention was being paid to the large nuers of high school students. Because
the schools had not learned how to deal with diminishing enrollments, there was much con-
cern about the adjustments in elementary school programs. 4Conditions varied a great deal
from site to site, but the growing problems of declining enrollments were anticipated in
nest of these schools and others around the country.

constraints is
pinpoint the condi-
economic circular

Secondary schools will feel the 'forthcoming enrollment drops even,more than the ele-
mentary schools have. Secondary programs are more fragmented and specialized, making them
more dependent on a steady flow of students and funding, more vulnerable to the population
cycles. The readjustment of secgmdary school programs will be more dramatic due also to'
the differences in organizationa/"structure. .
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Some areas of the curriculum will suffer more than others. The enrollmen changes--
will have greater, effect upon courses' of study based upon changing need and interest, for
example, in science and mathematics. RIVER ACRES in Texas was an exception. In many places

there is serious drop-off in enrollment in history and political science, on o e hand,
and growing interest in the electives of psyChology,f sociology, and pnthropolog Depart-
ment chairmen In California told of a great interest in sociology. 1taeir remark
underscored a,comment on enrollment by A curriculum supervisor in,Militaukee.

Civil rights has had a'tremendous impact on social studids. Law and
Urban Studies are the two biggest areas now. Government as such is
not faring well with kidsalmost drqpping out of sight, economics
too '

ro

/he "biggest problem's facing the social sciences, he suggested, Is to preserve eboiCe
_for students striving for a sense of .racial or ethnic identity while retaininee core of++ ,

civic cohesiveness. His words proved to be prophetic: budget cuts in-many of the sites
werffOrcing boards to collapse multiple sections of the high school program into fewei _---

arclIts of electives--again particularly noticeable in URBANyILLE and VORTEX--or toincrease
cLas'eize and the numbers of instructors teaching in more than brie field, as in WESTERP
CITY.

Elementary schools were trying to respnato the same pressures by closing schools
;Anal:realigning attendance boundaVes, threatening older areas with loss of "their" school:,
:andtpiecipitating board vs. neighborhood skirmishes. Given the additional thrust of
desegregation mandates, such as'in our GREATER BOSTON and Alabama sites, it is apparent

-itha lurban and rural settings alike.are witnedting fundamental changes in the relation-
pdtof public schools to the communities they serve.

4 1.

VTiere is a very personal side too. "Riffing" is a term applied to "reductions in
[teichi?Ag] force." The way it usually works is that the most junior teachers are fired
eacHlspiAng; the more senior of these are rehired in August, and assigned ell,- a school
where;enkollMents permit it. Naturally it is a trauma, and not,only just for the younger
teachiirsi In URBANVILLE, riffing triggered a strike as the school year began. Riffing
adds t4 tie growing complexities and stridency of collective bargaining? In a state where
there hps0)een a collective bargaining law for at least two years, 14% of 71 superinten-
dents taus that reassignment of teachers has become a much larger issue due to the
collectile bargaining agreement.

New agpreementi between school boards and teachers unions are reflecting the concern
teachers hale about placement, such as does this language from the agreement at our VORTEX
site: 4

Article 47

The Permanent Substitute

A ubstitute teacher who fins a vacancy for a f4// year in. the
VO EX Public Scho ls and who commences his assignment prier to

ber 1, shall be deemed a.permanent Substitute.

2. Ph a permanent sub titute's assignment is concluded during the
se ol year, he will be given five (5) days notice of the termi-
na n of the assi t.

. 3. = a permanent sub titute'a,itterignment is concluded during
school year, he '11 be assigned to any other vacancy in his

a
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fietd. If no vacancy exists, he will receive per diem assign-
ment With permanent substitute benefits for the remainder of
the year.

No permanent substitute shall be required to perform any task
not required of a regular teacher.

5. .Permanent substitutes shall continue to'be included in the
teachers' insurance programs.*

Comb ned a general surplus of teaching candidates throughout the nation,.riffipg
fash ons a dismal harbinger for efforts to.put -the best teacher in places most needed.

ther issues, oncefnever conside ;ed are joining salaries, outof-class duties and
class izeon the negotiation docket. Tenure by buildinf, rather than by district (to
limit toss-town reassignments); is such an isspebut now at least temporarily side-
trac by an August 1977 ruling, by Judge Parsons of Chicago's Federal District Court.**

- With such activism teacAr associations are becoming stronger- -even with a surplus of
unemployed- teachers registered at placement bureaus. Over 80% of all precollege teachers

' belong tO an affiliate of the Na ional Education Association or the American Federation
of Teachers. There were '468 teat ere-strikes (by one count) in the nation's schools in
the calendar years 1973 through 1 75.***

As they get'stronger the teacher unions find increas ng dissension within the ranks.
Some groups strongly maintain the professional ethic, that the welfare of the child comes
first and ,that instructional reorganization is a union's top priority; others push harder
in the trade union tradition for raising certification standards so as to admit fewer
teachers to the profession. I many communities the leaders. p is being pressed by a
bel igerent subgroup to press r great& demands

As deveioped.in the assiml :ilon chapters
/tional programs in U.S. schools s one of gr
pable transformation. Yes, bot

The times dall for utmost
is selddl there. There are str
enrollments are blending with c
bargaining inside the schools s

this report, the picture okinstruc-
inertiaunmovable fix,dness and Unstop-

..

exibiliiy of 'institutional response, but the flexibility
g indications that the budget constraints and declining
lective bargaining to restrict maneuverability. And
s likely to become more identified with the general

*1976-1979 contract agre ween VORTEX School Board ancl,'VORTEX Federation of
Teachers, p.

Dail News, 15 August 1977, pp. 1 and 4.

._25-5-)7t example, out of._the 99 graduate mho completed teaching preparation in 1975
2,700 seeking employment exceeded by 90,950 the number'of_positions open (101,750)
esearch Memo 1976-2, June 1976), Sources for other figures in this paragraph were:

oral Education Association, "Status of Teachers and NEA Members, Special Memo 1-6"
shington, D.C.: NEA Research, July 1976); HEW, National Center fOr Educational Statis- '

t s, "Advance Report, Fall 1975 Statistics of Public Schools"; and U. S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Work Stoppages Report," Nos. 483 (1975), 453 (1974);
437 (1973), (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office).
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realm of pOlic sector negotiations--with educational costs viewed as an integral part
of municipal budgets. A brief overview of mid-197 developments in' four states attests
tb the gravity of school- related issues.

Tennessee--The legislature was considering a bill to revise the state's
funding formula to give systems with more pupils more state money,
while at the same time guaranteeing smaller districts wouldn't lose
funds.

Illinois--Governor Jame Thompson had appointed a 23-member commission
to Insider the effects of state-required programs on school boards
and local governments. He said a major problem local communities
and school ;districts now face is sustaining state-mandated programs
that,aren'madequately funded:

Kansas--New.legislation had been adopted which allows citizens to
protest school closings and even petition for a referendum on the
school board's decision. The new law requires any school district
to publish reasons for closing a school, name of the school and
names of spools to which pupils would be reassigned. -Public

hearings are required within 45-60 days of such a resolution, and
if at least five per cent of the registered voters in the school
district field a,petiZion protesting the closing, a general elec-
tion would be required.

Pennsylvadia--GOIrernor Milton Shapp was expecting a report from a special
commission established in December to review the state's public
employee bargaining law, which guarantees state and local government
workers the right` to strike and teachers the right to unionize.

The Penney0ania State Education Association would like to see
impasAes resolved with binding "best offer" arbitration. That
apprOach, however, was strongly opposed by both, the Pennsylvania
School Boards Association and the Philadelphia Federation of Teachers.

Historically, public schools have been regarded as a major contributor to the welfare
of the total populace despite their focus on children and youth. In an era of commenity,
state, and federal priorities in flux, An era of fewer youngsters and more oldsters, how

1 the schools will fare is one of the seminal matters confronting this society.

C.)

THE CITIES AND THB'SUNBELT

The'CSSE project was conducted at a time of high levels of unemployment, inflation,
energy use, and constraint on budgets. The school age population was declining. Only
thirty7four out of seuenty-four superintendents in the CSSE national survey responded that
the science curricgum in their district had not been affected by budget cuts recently.
Major demographic srafta were also apparent throughout the United States--a promising
explanation for some regional variation in science teaching and learning.
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case studies will underscore the importance of a pre-
pher,'Phillip Morrison,* at the 1977 meeting of the
ancement of Science:

and unregulated movements that moEike up migra-

scrutinised for the newly perceived costs
gin and especially at destination.

Much of the move nt is "whi
that area rdnging fr Georgia an
New Mexico, and Ariz a to squthe
Colorado, Virginia, = d Washingto
heavy military invo vement in the
transportation, the coupling of 1
the first nonzagri
noted in thE 1976

pulation, coupled t;ith,,a sharp elowdLn in
lower'birthrate, has altered local and

th rates. ,The new patterns are having eig-
and political repercussions.'

e aght" from the Northeast to the lure of the "Sunbelt,"
Florida across the,Gult_statesT-through Texas,

ornia--and by some calculations including
C. Tbs-Ind of nearly three and a' half decadeb'of
fie, the nation's increasing reliance on truck
y with rising educational levels in the South, and

ltural popula n gains in many rural areas are the circumstances
port on NatiOnal Growth and Development.**

Three tables 'illustrate the changes. In Table B-I we show population changes in
.

,

large metropolis areas between 1960 and 1974. In Table B-II we present percentages of
the total U.S. po ulation by size of place for 1950, 1960, and 1970.

, ,
I

Population changes alrea
of factors will probably levy
several years increased numbe
'full-time employment. The n
public school enrollments has
Changes by age groups over the

underwgp reveal that in the years immediately ahead a trio
influence on public affairs, including education. For

Aung people will be starting households and seeking
eirdrOlder people is increasing. A substantial decline in
egun. In Tible B-III we portyay projected population
next fifteen years.

As can be inferredriim thebe data, the out-migration from(northern cities is both to
outlyi 1 areas in the same region and-to the Sunbelt. In effect, the migration is
creat g new urban centers in the South and shrinking the existing ones in the North. The

/-. educated white migrants from northern cities to new suburbs and to the Sunbelt partly comprise
what has been called "the middle-class poor" who extend their eredit,limits to buy homes
and maintain middle-class ideals. Most are working at least as hard as ever,

I '

The "white flight" has left behind something of a populationsstagnation in most inner
cities, especially those in the Northeast. The destitute predominantly'non-white inhabi-,
tanks of places like Watts in Los es, Bedford - Stuyvesant in New York City, the

n

*The Scrabton'Times, 22 Febr ry 1977, pg. 7s e

**Washington, D.C.: U.S. GoveI sent Printing Office, 1976.
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B-I: Population Change in Metropolitan Areas
Between 1960 and 1974

Standard Metropolitan Statil;tical Area Average Annual Population Change

Sunbelt

Migration Migration
1960-1970 1970-1974 ,

I

AlbuquerqueOlewrMexico. ''' + 1700
Anaheim p-Santa Abe-Garden Grove, Calif. +5640
Atlanta, Georgia * +23300
Denver-Boulder, Colorado +16500
El Paso, Texas - 2900
Houston, Texas 77' +31700
Los Angeles=Lang Beach, C lifornia +26900
Memphis, Tennessee, Arkan s, Mississippi - 400
Miami, Florida ,

\
+25500

Pheonix, Arizona +19000

Other

Bakersfield, California
Boston, Massachusetts
Chicago, Illinois
Detroit, Michigan
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Indianapolis, IndLinlk
Jersey City, New Jersey
MilWaukee, Wisconsin -
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota-Wis nsin
New York, N.Y. - New Jersey
Peoria, Illinois ,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania-New Jersey
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Salb -Lake City; Utah

Seattle-Everett, Washington
St. Louis, Missouri-Illinois
Trenton, New Jersey
Washington, D.C.-Maryland-Virginia

r

k

+ 7000
+ 44300
+ 25500
+ 22800

+ 5300
+ r2,3500 '

- 8
- 4300
+ 32500
+ 39000

- 500
NA

- 1500
NA

+ 1800 - 56500
- 1700 38800
+ 1200 = 1000
+-3800 - 3800
- 4600 - 8500
= 3700 - 6800
+11800 - -6500
-31900 -125500
- 800 - 300
+ 5700 - 27800
-16600 - 22300
+ 800 + 1800
+18800 - 14500
+ 2400 - 26300
+ 1200 + 2000
+42700 - 3500

*Adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census of Population and Housing. PHC (2)
Gener*1 Demographic Tends for Metropotitin"Areas, 1960 to 1970,, Characteristics
of the Population, ?art 1, Uniited States Summary; and Current Population Reports,
series P-2I, Na. 618.
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Table B-IL: U.S. Population by Size of
lor 195,0; 1960, and 1970*

CLASS AND SIZE PERCENT OF TOTAL
POPULATION

* United States

1950 1960 1970

100.0 100.0 100.0

IUrban 64.0 69.9 73.5
Places of 1,000,000 or more 11.5 9.8 9.2
Places of 500,000-1,000,000 6.1 6.2 6.4
Places of 250,000-500,000 5.4 6.0' 5.1
Places of 100,000-250,000 / 6.4 6.5 7.0
Places of 50,000-100,000 5.9 7.7 8.2
Placei"tof 25,000-50,000 5.8, 8.3 , 8.8 .
Places of 10,000-25,000 7.8 9.8 10.5/
Places Of 5,000-10,000 5.4 5.5
Places of 2,500-5,000 4.3 4.2

..,6...4/

A.0
Places under 2,500 0.4 0.4 0.4
Unincorporated parts gf urbanized areas 4.9 5.5 7.5 r.

Rural
N 36.0 30.1 "26.5

Places of 1,000-2,500 4.3 3.6 3.3
Places Gunder 1,000 2.7 2.2 1.9
Other rural 29.0 24.3 21.3

.

*
U.S. Census of Population: 1960 and 1970, Vol. 1, Tables 19 and 20

'Washington, D.C. : U.S. Department of ComMerce, Bureau of the Census).

\
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Table B-III: Population Changes by Age Groups,
Unit_ed_$tates, 1972 - .

(Percent Change Based on 1972 Population)**

Ake Grouts.

All ages

under 5 years

5-17 years

18-24 years

25-34 years

35-44 years

45-54 years

55-64 years

65 and Over

Proilected Change_ by 1980

+

- 2.4%

-11.7%

+MO%

+35.1%

+11.4%

= 540%

+10.4%

+14.8%

Protected Change by 1990

+14.5%

+ 3.0%

-13.42

- 3.8%

+52.8%

+62.0%

+ 4.3%

+ 6.6%

+32.6%

ti

*National Growth ,_4. Development: 1976 Report (Washington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1916), p. 37. . IA!

yo .

**Assumes 1.8 av;iage births per woman in childbearing ages 15-44. However,
fertility rate dropped again in 1976 for fifth consecutive yeat.

V
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West Si e of Chica , end parts of Boston, Detroit, WagiklEgton and van Atlanta were
featur n ti' gust 29, 1977 edition of Time,in an article entitl C"The American
UnOttcl s." the authors claimed that "the underclass presents our st dangerous
crisis, more dente-rose-than the depression of 1929,and more complex.

A most Lore -range need is to improve public' edi4cation. .

As the orest of the poor have inundated inner-city schools,
116it has been eaiier for educators to concede the trappings of

8u00688: passing grades, graduating doplomas, than to teach the

skills necessary for living and working. Ghetto school officials
ed td enforal.their Lai truancy rules; putting more pressure

dOistrate rigoruely on the "reading, writing, and math skills
.

ts to that their children attend, and need to con-

,

an

required to get ahead in iin advanced soaiety.4

.
.4 .

Such simplistic solutiens to the problems are found in all the media, and in many of
the CSSE quotations. How easy to say "enforce truancy rules." Does it take into account
that most teachers are white and not living in the areas of urban decay? Or the absence
of jobs or promise of,jobs that will help oungsteit from deteriorated neighborhoods

ith a full mix of education and economic fac-eicape? There is indeed a great problems
tors: Remedying the education side with t remedying the economic seems -gteatly unlikely.
The South toes North** offered insight into the migration of millions of farm workers from
the South to the throbbing upan enters of the North between/1940 and 1960. Mechaniza-
tion of agriculture and employmetit Opportunities for the unskilled in urban factories and
the outgrowth of World War II were forcelthat increased minority pupil populations in the

,darban-metropolitan areas, particularly of the,northeaet lake fronts and seaDoardlof.our
country. From the influx into"the larg ban school systems of the children of the
newly-arrived minority families emergsd w and different student behavior. 'Blackboard
Jungle and High School Confideptial*** vidly portrayed the inability of inner-city
schools to adaptto the culturally changing school populations.' This change included the
cultural reactions Of the minority and non.ainority children whose families were not new
to transitional neighborhoods; West Side Story**** exemplified ethnic ( "non- minority ")
,reac ion to the influx of, Puerto-Ricans to certain New York City neighborhoods.

Teaching the poor. In the sixties federal funding to ghetto schools increased the
number of pedagogical personnel to teach the growing and changing student population.
Universities were obligated to prepare teachers capable of vans into ghettb school
districts to provide minority children with the educational opportunity equalto that
enjoyed by white children in the suburbs. The t k as too difficult. Teachers Talk*****
documented the frustrations of beginning element ry school teachers as they were inducted
into ghettO school staffs.,

*"The American Und rclass," Time, 29 August '1977, pp. 18-19.

**Robert Coles, The h Goes North, Volume III 6f Children of Crisis (Boston:.
Littlek_Brown and Coupe , 1967).

***Ryan luntef, The Blackboard.Jungle (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1954) and
Lewis'Neltzer and Robert Blees, High School Confidential, TH, 1958.

****Arthur Laurents, West Side; - Story' (New York: Random House, 1958).
a '

*****Estelle Fuchs,- leachers Talk: Views From Inside City Schools (Garden City, NAY.:'
Doubleday & Co., 1969):

NL_
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-
As the failure of centralized school boards to provide, for the education of poor and

disadvantaged minority groups became apparent there emerged a strong advocacy fdr decen-
tralization and local community control. The Ocean Hill-Brownsville school district in
Brooklyn drew America's attention: parents demanded participation in selection of the
school staff.

4.

o4Through 1970 the northern inner-city ghetto school was often a modern building looking
-of-place among dilapidated tenement houses. Steel doors and wire mesh window coverings

by then were common. Many teachers were fresh out of college and began experiencing diffi-
culties with discipline in classrooms comprised primarily of city-born and newly arrived
minority children. These children seemed to have little of thejnotivatlon of the docile
and well-read children of the teacher training classroom. Whilemortherlecities were still
thriving many students dropped out of school and were-able to gain unskilled employment.
The job situation changed. Youngsters who dropped out or were expelled were not able to
fin employment. The schools'were still not able to transform disadvantaged youth into the
model students ,envisioned by employers, college admissions officers, newspaper writers and
moat other adults.

Mkar mitidle.class families were leaving the cities to live in the suburbs and more
lately itythe Sunbelt. Business and industry were leAving the big cities and the out-
migra on oflaiddle class families gathered new momentum, further eroding the tax base.
Decl nip eli9entary schoctl enrollments contributed to the need to constrain budgetestor

in the cities as elsewhere. Cutbacks in resources and lay-offd for yadagogical
and staffs upset urban classroom dynamics further. Confusion, fear and general
'loss ecur was experienced'by students, teachers, administralors:parents and
commun es. T = =cher unions felt internal contention as teachers of different subject
areas a levels allied themselves against one another--particularly as to what seniority
wrest oold come into effect duting the imminent teacher lay-offs;

tudents who were previously marginal about their commitment to learn in school were
less disposed than ever to make the best of the classroom scene. Many would sneak out by
one of the many exit doors--as in a CSSE high'school in GREATER BOSTON (site visit report).
A c ange in curriculum, "back to basics" seemed to some like the most promising option in
light of the decaying conditions and the public's outcry against funds spent for well-
intended but failing program innovations. In 1977, after years of deterioration, urban
school systemsAre in _wear ,distress--but each of CSSE urban sites have reported signs
of new stability:

But arrest of deterioration- -even if true--is little cause for celebration. Urban
areas continue to decay; immigrants continue to arrive and transients move into neighbor-
hoods that were fairly stable only a few years ago. We find new waves of transitional'
neighboihoods, already decayed but still getting worse.

. ,

The Sunbelt from 1940 tp 1960, experienced the out-migration of both highly educated
people,and firm workers, bound for Detroit and the industrial oities. But since 1960
many Of the highly educated departees have been replaced by highly' educated northern
arrivers. An agricultural revoldtion drastically reduced the number, of farmers, leaving
many, especially blacks, unemployed and unable to adapt to non-agricultural employment.
And still today many of the eilliterate youngsters and old people are concentrated in the
poorest-sections of the Old South. The growth of the northern cities in the sixties
:gems to be Errored in the southern cities in the seventies.*

*James F. Doster, "The Old Way and'the New" in The Rising South, ed.R. H. McKenzie,
(Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1976).

*
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For the northern cit es President Carter's aides have predicted a greater federal
emphasis on naighborho nervation.* The youngsters of die inner city underclass
might benefit from the relevance in learning, understanding and experiencing a "science"
of neighborhood preservation. For the cities of the Sunbelt, is there any way to avoid
the mistakes made previously in the North? Can good schools be maintained along with a
strong commitment to equal educational opportunity during this period of growth? The
same dysfunctional classroom dynamics that occurred in.northern cities may occur in the
Sunbelt cities--particularly if northerners migrating south take along that common
mind-set: "Well, first, I'm going to get mine."

THE SCHOOL AS SURROGATE

Ruth Love, Oakland's distinguished superintendent and former director of the "Right
to MI program recently told an audience of administrators and school boafd ;members
tka blic schools are bei=ng asked to do things we used to pray to God for."** Few
seem to feel that the response now is any livelier than it was before. Precollege edu-
cation may be asked to do things once left to the Almighty, but its central place in
the American aspiration faces strong challenge.

Historian Henry Steele Commager,*** in a chapter titled "The School as Surrogate,"
described the demands this way:

In the past we required our schools to Jo what in the Old World,
the family, the Church, apprenticeships, and the guilds did;
now we ask them to do what their modern equivalents, plus a
hundred voluntary organisatiOns, fail or refuse to do. Our
schools, like our children, are the victims of the failure of
our society to fulfill its obligation to paideia.

This is not to say that the modern equivalents are inactive. The libraries are
bustling, rebuilding. Sesame Street and other children's educational television programs
have a wide audience. "Scout troops," 4-H clubs and "OUtward Bound"still continue to
dispatch youngsters on educational adventures. Girls' athletic programs are booming,
thanks to federal equal opportunities legislation, giving young women educational experi-
ences and acculturation long available to young men.

But getting an education from these is somewhat like learning science from Ripley's
Believe It or Not. Sooner or later the facts and great ideas are all there, but disjointed,
without the profound sense of relationship,thatrtomes with an apprenticeship or a good
collection of readings or course of study. The Beatles, Archie Bunker, First Officer Spock,
and the Fonz have contributed to a mil

i
on liberal educations, escapist to be sure, but

*"Answering the Cities' Cries of Distress," U.S. Newsj. World Report, 13 December
1976, p. 30,

**Gordon Hoke, Report on the Annual Meeting of the American Assoctation of School
Administrators, February-March 1977, at Las Vegas, Nevada. Reprinted in CSSE P. 11:41.

***In School Worlds '76: New Directions for Educational Policy, ed. Donald N. Bigelow
(Berkeley: McCutchan Publishing Co., 1976), n. 23.
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liberating youngsters from old sanctities and ideals dear to the sixth grade teacher.
The modern equivalents are at work, professor Commager, but as you said, not supplanting
the school in caretaking American education.

.
,

How to share the role of the community-wide education with other institutions,con-
. nues"to be a puzzlement for the schools. Continuing education and adult education'

responsibilities have increasingly been assumed by community colleges, even so much so
--that the YMCA, church gropps and others offering supplementary courses cannot compete

th the subsidized tuitions of the new program. Here again, the "cottage industriee
d "corner groceries" are being driven out of business--whether or not their offerings

are better, or poorer in quality than those with the modern "delivery systat7
,,

11,

The libraries, the park districts, the community colleges, the museums, the cable
television contracts (which 'have municipal regulation) are areas where intergovernmental
cooperation with schools is inadequate to the need. Debate ov4r the role of public
libraries vis-a-vis public schools sparked the following,exchange between two school
board members in one of gut case study sites.

It (the library) is not only one of the remaining founts of culture,
but also is\ a central part of the total education of the students
moving through the school system. All the disciplines have at their
core the necessity of and access to'booka. There is no comparable
public educational institution in the city or in the school slstem
itself . . . The libraliy must be recognized as an indispensable part

.of the educational system of the City . . . The school board must
o'increaie its Undint of the . . . Public Library.

IA crazy, really crazy, you know! We started out haping,the
librar4j in a "crisis year" as a gesture of good will!' Now e've
caught ourselves, =dam expected to increase, our aid to other
institutions when we can't even cope with our own demands. .

State-Federal requirements. The demands to which the latter speaker referred are
the increasing obligations,accompanyihg state and federal programs. These programs'are
an expression of real social need, but are based on the notion that the schools can do
additional soeial and educational servicrWittle or no change in organization, per-
sonnel or funding:, "Categorical -aid" progr in spite of Richard Nixon's effort to get
'rid of them, continue to grow. They carry enough funding or threat of loss of funding so
that, though voluntary, the school cannot really'choose whether or not to participate.
So the mission of the school grows more expansive and more intricate.

The California progrim for bilingual' education is a case in point. First, this
excerpt from an interview with two elementary school curriculum supervisors:

Funding provides an aide in every'classroom, helps with the class
size, and also provides a curriculum specialist at teach experi-
*mental site. In many cases, it also provides. a "community-contraa"
aide . . . Math and reading people are made available from the
district-level office. . . At least twenty (of thirty -six) schools
are receiving some form of aid and the number may rise to twenty -
four or twenty-fivt next year. . .

The situation does create probleme of management, We dream of
management from one source, (but) not management by ftoiding source.

-There has to be accountability. It shozitd be such that classroom
teachers &nit have to spend eons of time, filling out forms.

3Q,,
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Wf have some schools receiving aid in several oategories--fb e,

early childhood edieation)Senate Bill 90.Vlitle 1, Senate Bill
and nal.§4nate'Bill 1329, plus upcoming ki for special educat
Each 14PW these programe has particula eas that it is %WU, at,

areas it wants to measure.

. )1,
Our WESTERN CITY report further. indicates the welter'of categorical programs of federal
and state origin. One by one, by direct statement in the legislktion or in the subsequent
program regulations, each program places a ormal.plannipgracoonnting -reporting burden on

4the schools. This burden is no small esca tion!, It is ,not'easily assumed by the infor-
mal planning, accounting, and reporting acqlvitieb tfaditiftally operating in the schools,
or by the formal planning - accounting- reporting mechanisms of other federal-state programs.

Each categorical program can be expected toset forth requirements for a newly designed
or renovated bookkeeping operation. The' neW reqUirements make good sense, considered .

&historically, without regard to existing ollerations in the school, but they add greatly
to an already encumbered system. ,

D .

Effbrts are being made by the states to get the schoolirto be more efficient and
productive by imposing "accountability" requirements. Led by Michigan in the late 1960's
and followed by most states (extravagantly by Florida and Oregon), legislation was passed
to get the schools to pursue a more uniform set of objectives afid'to monitor progress with
state assessment testing. Early efforts to link performance to state funding of local
districts and to other decision-making were impolitic and itpractical. The whole notion
that schools can use student performance data to improve district programs has yet to be
validated. Furthermore, there is a yet - insufficiently- calculated risk of diminishing the
opportunities terlearn concepts and relationships by emphasizing the facts and basic
skills covered by the tests. As House* has demonstrated, the "accountability" aim is
questionable; the technology is far from adequate.

.

In analyzing Gallup Poll data regarding the public attitude about school ccounta-
bility,

\_,
_..., .,

.
-.

Harry.Broudy** said:

1

The school is being asked to change its priorities from cognitive
to environmental; personal outcomes. If, as authorities in social
work and sociology insist, the most potent forces in these non-
cognitive conditions of learning are the home and the community,
the accountability of the school for providing them becomes
problematical.

_Diverse needs. Teachers are at times expected to be surrogate parents grandparents,
siblings, priests; therapists, wardens, biographers, babysitters, and frien . They qr:h
intermediaries for the schools which are at tines expected to feed the hun , restore' the

deprived, redirect the alienated; energize the lethargic, and calm the hyp ractive, as

*Ernest R. House; Wendell Rivers;'and Daniel Stufflebeam, An Assessment of the
hichigan Accountability System (1974); reprinted in The Evaluation Center, "Evaluation
Series,Report #2" (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Western Michigan Univirsity, 1976).

**Marry S. Broudy, "The Demand for Accountability: Can Society Exercise Control Over
Education?" &ration and Urban Society .9 (February 1977):241 -242
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well, of course, as educate the ignorant, train the naive, and inspire the downhearted.
Many school people enjoy the challenge. Others areliTitrated.

A junior high school teacher vented his feelings at repeated demands for his school
to be abetter "melting pot," a meeting place of the cultures, a place to honor the
pluralliM of our society.

I'm not a bigot: I'm not a saiologist!: I don't know the answers:
ifyour concern is that you want a kid to know about science the
are ways of dealing with that. But for some you have to make things
so simple and "relevant" teat there is really no application after.
that. What's important is that they know English:

Anti-social behavior is often linked to low self-esteem. The schools are atAimes
charged with the responsibility of developing attitudes of self-worth, personal and group
identity. In Milwaukee, they had developed a seventh -grade textbook entitled The American-
His Heritage-Rights-Responsibilities.* In it appear these statements:

He (mankind) can think about what is here and now, what was in the
past, what can be in the future, and what can never happen. Only
hunans can do these things.

1
Actually,, you (the student) -mill note that all aspects of our
'culture have been affected by ourheritage as a nation of

- immigrants.

The longings for brotherhood, tor a sense of identity, fora student body free of aggres-
sive hostility are real sad to be respected, of course. Unfortunately, when teachers face
youngsters having little of a work-ethic, having little fear of the teacher's authority,
having 'little appetite for gaining power through academic learning, hiaing'little desire
to become more like the teacheeis--thenthe'achools have little collective expertise in
teaching self-esteem or cultural appreciation.

The following excerpt from our GREATER*BOSTON case study (p11:11).reveals the com-
4 mitment of some teachers to deal simultaneously,both with academic and nonacademic needs.

David and Steve both find that they need to plan their lessons for
the lower ability groups quite differently to the higher ability
groups. . . .

Both teachers are workinelthrough the part of the Earth Science
course that deals with the atmosphere and goes on to, look at
'weather and climate. Both of them are trying to establish the
idea that air has substance, and that it has characteristic pro-
perties. We have sees how David has set about, this problem by
having the students work through a number of experiments (which
are not all in the text), which cumulatively he hopes will give
the students a feel for the key concepts. It is crucial to his
approach that the students do the experiments themselves (even if

*Department pf Elementary and Secondary Education Diyision of Curriculum and
Instruction, The! American-His Heritage-Rights-Responsibilities (Milwaukee: Milwaukee
Public Schoold, 971), pp. 19 and lag.

1
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they'knew what will happen) because the tactile sensations, involved
are as important as the delonstrations and explanations:

With his low ability group Steve too is trying to get the students
making things.. But feeling they would be bored by the kinds of air
pressure experiments DaVid is doing, he has them making models of
atom using polystyrene spheres. The students could set their own
level by *Wooing Which atom to build, and then having coloured the
spheres (red for protons, blue for 'neutrons and white for electrons)
had to assemble a model using wire and a wooden base board..

But it suggests too low an incidence of suttees.

Spokesmen for the schools say they would like to do the many things people want thee
to do, but they are prevented from doing so by the shortage of funds. Funds are indeed
precious, but there is real.question :mato whether more money would buy better education.
Cutbacks in funds for chemistry supplies and for indiildual instruction on musical instru-
ments are clearly and directly lowering the quality of instruction. However, if full,

funding were restored, only a small portion would go for those. As indicated In the pre -
,Nrious section, most of any newly recovered funds will pay for existing profehsional
services seen now as below a just and deserved wage level.

The need and propriety of additional funding was documented repeatedly in our even
case studies. In Columbus, Ohio the schools were closed for several frigid weeks st

February, partly because natural gas rates went up beyond the.ability of the s of to pay- -

not only becauise the gas was in, extremely short supply.

Increased expectation of the schools is seldom matched with proportionate increases
in funding. Budgets do actually go up, but not in propo!tion to the inflation rate or the
rise in program goals. So in effect the,schools have less cash for purchasing what they
would like to have in the way of counseling services, textbooks and duplicating machines.
They would like to be able to operate in the style of a central government agency or
private business. But most cannot.

And most cannot do the myriad tasks their communities collectively assign them. The

public has its eyes on mOHY goals. in many different directions, a few of them even in con-
tradiction with each other, such as student attitudinal goals of self-reliance and accept-
ing the interdependence of individuals. We asked high school counselors, a group 'that
sometimes sees themselves as the applied social scientists of the schools, about it this
way: ,

Parents, students, and teachers--talking among themselves or with
others--say what they want the schools to be doing. They say

different things, but do they really disagree?*

Essentially none of them told us that people agree about what-the school should be doing,
though more thought it a disagreement over technique rather than purpose.

*CSSE Survey
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(
Broad and narrot, aims.- Teachers know they cannot satisfy their pluralistic,publicu.

They know they will be increasingly embarrassed as the public learns more and more,about
what they actually spend time on, what the students actually become knowledgeable about.
Administrators lnow it. This realistic reassessment is probably behind the strong teacher/
administrator support of,a "back to the basics" curriculum.

".
We were surprised. We expected to find parents and economically-distressed

critics advocating more emphasis on the basic skills of reading, spelling and arithmetic,
wish teachers arguing back that these skills do not add up to an education--but many
teachers were "the advocates" more than anyone else 'around. Perhaps they wanted to be .1

accountable for an assignment they knew they could succeed at, andto consider that what?'
else was taught was a bonus,rather than a general obligation.

Well, that is one way to deal with the problem. If the expectations of the school are
unrealistic, pare'them back to the "do-able." Such was the advice several years ago of
Carl Bereiter* who contended that the schools are relatively,ineffective even at teaching
the substantive ideas of science and the humanities, that they shodld stick to,areas where
their success has been documented, 'to the teaching of basic language and arithmetic.

.

A

Thewdemands of (chools are great, but not impossible. Many teachers,many'school
districts have been quite successful over the years. The schools in GlendiveMontana;
Scottsdale, Arizona; Miami, Florida and Brewer, Maine have lived up to most expectat/Ons
of the community. Many observers from the outside -would scoff at what they consider to be
overly modest aspiFations. And many citizens within those communitieshaketheir heads
in disbelief at things iht-sChools do and fail to do. But most citizens believe (as
Ggoler** found in 1970) schools",,should pursue a broad array of goals and that academic
responsibilities Should continue to be assumed primarily by the schools.

The following exchange occurred in a downstate Illinois kindergarten center on the
first day of school. Our observer approached a woman, a mother perhaps at 30-32 years of
age. Most of her life had beeh spent in southern Illinois, though in several communities.
She was retained at least once in grade school and dropped out of school in the ninth
grade.

Mother: / When I was a child I fell downataire. My mother thought
it must,have harmed mea But we didn't have the money to do anything
about it. I don't think too well, but I sure don't think I'm
mentally retarded.

Observer: (a Lane question about the importance ofetudents demon-
strating a positive attitude tawardlearning)

Mother: Some students have it; some don't. Personally, I'ated
school. Atichaaa (her oldest, a kindergartener) Lovett it. He wants

to come here /even when he's sick. I guess my attitude was poor.

I was scared; nervous. Was always mIda tb hurry, to, work faster.

But I just couldn't work faster, -so I was left behind. But the

*Carl Bereiter: Must We Educate (Englewood Cliffs, N.r.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1973).

**Dennis Cooler, "Strategies for Obtaining Clarification of Priorities in Education,"
(Ph.D. diss. University of Illinois, 1970).
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things they Iteaghersl do now! My, this kindergarten! Schools have
changed a lot. My husband' and I, and my woman friends, think kids
are being treated better today. 'And I'm learning things in those
Head Start parent meetings.

Obaerver: . . the reorganisation of schools?

Mother: Some parents are against that - -what do you call it? - -

consolidation? Well, you'll have trouble with that. I'm afraid of,-
bigschools. I think other people are too.

Observer: . what classes would you like?

'' Mothers I would like to learn mre about child care. Also, I
don't ok too good. I'd like to know WM about fbods, about
8 -ng. Kids today have, I guess you'd call quivcommAktearning." '

e never had that! I-was real good in art and music. Liked them.
Had lots of'fUn in those classes. But I just wasn't too fast- -
not too much learning. Guess I'm slower than others. I was always
behind.

Observer: . . . Office of 11(state superintendent in Springfield?

V-
Mother: Yes, it does provide for equal edueation opportunity.

Observer: How do you know?

Mother: Because of the Head Start and this kindergarten Do, you
kw., about the D.V.R. program !Division of Vocational Rehabilitation!?
It really helped me years ago. A 6ounselor got me into it. It's
very important for the 'underprvil4ed and ,handicapped. Guess I'm
sort of handicapped.

Observer: . . . everybody has strengths and weaknesses.'

4', Itt
Mother: As far as learning goes, I am handicapped. Learning and
knowledge have always been important, but I'm 86 slow.

.Second Mother: !approaching, appears agitated; even hostile; later
will have a serious clash with one of the kindergarten teachers!:
There's not much school left.

Mother: Hello. Yes, time goes fast. .!proudly! But Michael is
going to be in Head Start. And so is his little sister. They're
going to be smart. You know, I'm not very smart.

Second Mother: !with a trace of bitterness! Oh, I don't know.
I've had two years of college. Now I'm here !divorced); making
$1.80 an hour, paying a babysitter.50 an hour- -and for what?

F

'here is a change in the public. It is.a change in confidence in the schools to
accopplish their responsibilities. People aib less optimistic than they were fifteen
years ago.' Then, kod for years earlier, no hatter what the your s'ers learned, they could
go'to work or on to further schooling. And now, and miybe for n years to come, no
matter what"tbe youngsters learn, they can go on to further sch li , but not to work.
Perhaps it is easier to believe that what is wrong is the schools, r ther then political -
economic systems. Any grave 'challenge to the centrality of the echo s in the American
aspiration may be more a matter of loss of the American dream. Bo far at least, for all
the wistfulness, there is not a substantial turning away from the echo le as the instru-
ment of learning and socialization.

15
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DESTINY CONTROL

Perhaps no American institution has been more vulnerable to competing claims end
. shifting priorities than the public schools. Chanting legal interpretations of "due
process" and "equity," those Constitutional bulwarks, have had a direct impact on school
policies and practices. The success of Russia's Sputnik just twenty-five years ago gal-
vanized a,concern for political-military strength. We reacted by overrunning the previous
obstacles to federal'interventien in education, passed the National Defense Education Act,
and sought counseling and instruction for our future scientists and engineers.

10

And more. Contemporary obligations to acknowledge, even to honor, cultural and
linguistic differences among people have seriously complicated the. work of a school
system built partly tor_the assimilation of didparate immigrants into a homogeneoUs
society.* Racial'delegregation and mainstreaming of handicapped children are among the
more recent and continuing obligations of the schools to disregard and diminish the differ-
ences among peopleto the end that we ac!ieve a more equitable life in a more homogeneous
society.** dk

From coast to coast there is widespread antipathyto "homogenization." Wow, this
could be taken as evidence that the cultural enclaves still successfully resist the
melting pot idea of American destiny, evidence that the' people of this,country now have
the more classical Western road.of "upward ity" via successful business or professional
practice plus the more parochial road of s cial ccess according to the standards of the N.

local community.

And there is such a continual restatement of instructional objectives and reorgani-
zation of school offices. Now this could betaken as evidencthat the yearnings of de
cated individuals and pressure groups do redirect the work of the schools, that is, that,
the individual American is attaining a greater control over his destiny.

1-1

Most people we have)talked with are not persuaded by such evidence. They see little
increase in the leverdie individuals have. The rhetoricof remediation of our problems,
e.g., mainstreaming, should not be taken as evidence of rdmediation. Indeterminacy, e.g.,
organizational change, should not be taken as evidence of social sensitivity. The pres-
sures continue. The buffetigg of the school is real. But it is difficult to see the
response as responsive to the troubles of modern life. The social standards set in the
earliest colonial schools still predominate in today's schools.

*An insightful document by a former U.S. Commissioner of Education,on what the schools
did to help "liber4te'rimmigrants and minorities from their heritages was aptly entitled,
"Cowboys, Indians, and American Education " by Harold Howe II, in Picking Up the Options.
(,Washington, D.C.: Department oftlementary School Principe} s, 1968).

**Or perhaps, as .7bel Spring claimed in The Sorting Machine: National Educational
Policy Sin 1945 (Neat York: David McKay Company, 1976), it was just part of the
unrecognize4

ce

National, Educational Policy, to perpetuate the benefits of the meritorious
and to quiet demands or correcting the inequities of the political-economic system.
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Whits the rhetoric eionetional politics had been ZiberaZ and egali-
tarVin in the past, t had been counteracted quite effectively by the
conservatism of local practice. After World War 11, the federal gov-
ernment became an increasingly important factor in local affairs as a
result orthe activities of the courts_aa well as the impact of such
legislation as public, housing or urban renewal programs. Unfortunately,

the national government tended to.implement its rhetoric with policies
and Raiding whose effects were cosmetic rather than remedial--there is
ZittZe sign of any genuine willingness to pay the costs involved in a
serious attack on social problems, even if the competence to deal with
them were present. Ur:implemented changes in legal status pan be had
at ZittZe cost; the cost of implementation, as the busing controversy
of the 1970's shows, can become an unmanageable burden. For the most
part, efforts by the federal gOvernment to improve the Zot of the

poor and unfortunate were only tokens of intent and not serious
efforts at remedy --an epidemic is not counteracted by immunizing and
treating a small and select-porti'n of the total population.

s
The ethor of these words, social scientist Eugene Meehan faulted this nation for

an inadequat effort. Was he wiser than an Oregon parent who said, "It doesn't pay to

rft?
keep trying do what you can't do."? The prevailing attitude in the schools today is
to forge idea of reshaping a national destiny through the schools, and to make
things better here and there.

Why all this interest in destiny control? It is so much the myth of what the American
schools are all about. Freedom from religious oppression. New lands. The Westward Move-
ment. Horatio Alger. .Jackie Robinson. We surprise the European visitor to our school's.
Back home the schools'are to perpetuate a system.. Here too, but the talk, the talk is
about the chances your grandfather never had, that a lad born in a log cabin who studied
by candlelight could become President, that there is nb subject matter any pupil cannot
learn, given time and good teaching.

Others dreg and sag 'thy?"
I dream and bay "why not?"

Mostly fantasy, Bobbte-i.ennedy,..rt of the American dream- -and still a useful dream,
if hosesteading4 -dimming rivers, or teaching math are your business.

Plymouth Rock shone through the mists of James Coleman's study** of school segrega-
tion and its purported effects on children. Destiny control, the feeling that one hate
the power and the fuedom to direct one's own life and manage the surrounding circumstances,
was judged by Coleman to be a crucial variable separating the "successful" from the."uniuc-,
cessful" youngsters in the classroom. The plight of both parentsand children in places

*Eugene J. Meehan, Public Housing Policy: Convention Versus Reality (New Brunswick,

N.J.: The Center for Urban Policy Rasearch, Rutgers University, 1975), pp. 172-173.

**James Coleman, Ernest Q. Campbell, Carol J. Hobson, James McPartland, Alexander M. Mood,
Frederic Weinfeld, and. Robert L. York, Equality of Educational Opportunity, U. S. Depart-
sent of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, National Center for Educational
Statistics (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966).
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like our GREATER BOSTON site and our Alabama site ate captured in these further words by ,
Professor Meehan:*

Ironically and tragically, t'he factual helplessness of the inner
city's population was increasing'rdpidly at the very moment when
that population was being urged to entertain rising expectations
about the quality of its own life and the life oliits children.

. --tipectations do continue to change. Conditionsin some cities, it appears to some
observers, are 'bottoming'out." In our middle Atlantic seaboard study, for example, we
saw residents in the school neighborhood accepting more responsibility for improving
their houses and landscapings. And the youngsters in those schools hearing over and over
something like, "You don't have no rich uncle; you don't have no professional football
career; if you gonna make it, it's gonna be by reading these books " -= always with the tone
that "yes, it is going to happen."

Powerlessness. Destiny control is a mstter of concern for others than students, of
course. The teachers are not optimistic aboUt changing the system, but they have seen
their salaries get better, and they think the unions can help some more. Though super-
intendents are facing a job lOngevity of but two to three years, they can'count on
"reorganization" to keep them from serious trouble for a year or two. They feel terribly
constrained bystate and federal demands and the unpredictables of community prissure.

,--

Even school boards, the supposed pltimate power,in the American educational' system,
are seeing themselires as hallo little control over the destiny of the schoola% They
once were the spokesmen or the teachers to the community, drawing more they thought in
wages and privileges than the community was ready or even able to pay. Now teachers
have formed collective organizations as a means of job protection as well as monetary
advancement.

ilt)

Boards considered themselves the patrons of the children, -but students have b ught
'.pressures directly and indirectly to obtain wider choices of courses and various tudent
rights. To the activist, parental involvement, special interest groups, basic civil
rights, all are closely related to shaping one's own destiny, but to board members, this
activists and the state and federal requirements are draining away the opportunity for the
local community to have the, schools it wants.

The State Board of Education in Pennsylvania sawifit to impose a Students'itikhts
and Responsibilities Code on the state's 505 districts. District representatiVes pro -
testedin a class action suit. The Court ruled that the Legislature "specifically gave
local school hoards the right to regulate student conduct and discipline" and cautioned
the State Board that'it could not assume it was a "super school board."**

...,., .
. .

,
%

And so at every level, qven at the "super board level"--in spite of the obvious fre-
quent changes in what-the .schools are doing- -there is the feeling that you have less to

'say about it than you used to, that you don't ,have much to say about the destiny of the
schools or their children,

*Op. Cit., Meehan.

**The Scranton Tines, Februy 25,T1977.
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YOUTH ANY ALTERNATIVES

If one-laseeking a baseline for exams
better is likely to show -up than Paul Good
the Organized Society.* Unfortunately Goo
cation of girls--a matter obviously growl
loisgof alternative ways for young men to
relevant. They.have been supported by c
Mental Health Study Center, National In

The centrality ofwork, then
did not arrive with the app
ethic . . . What does seem
appearance of widespread, s
integral part or by -prb
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g adolescence and the schools, nothing
's Growing Up Absurd: Problems of Youth to
had relatively little to say about the edu-

in importance. HisUnsights Concerning the
establish a feeling of identity continue to be
inical studies. In a document prepared for the
itute for Mental Health, Liebow wrote:**

is not new to human experience, and it
e of capitalism and the Protestant

be relatively new, however, is the
stenatic nonwork - -unemployment - -as an

of the ordinary functioning of society.

Both the youth who has never worked but who sees [this] situation
--, as his probable future, and the man who had experienced it retreat

to the street Winer where others like themselves, in self-defense,
hao_oeraxtructed a world which gives them-that minimum sense of
"belonging and being usiful,without which human life is perhaps im-

- possible and which the larger society gives up so very grudgingly
or not at all.

Jerome Bruner*** also explored the:realm of life prospects in a 1972 article partially
foCused on youth. He noted that adolesients were-turning to a type of "deep play";sucH as
"chicken," involving even an incomprehensively high risk of life.

What is characterlstic of the whole; however, sometimes appears very rare in the parts.
The CSSE case stndlas seldom use such dramatic tones in portraying the yOuth culture. More

common are the colors of football warm-ups and pom-poms. More common are the squeaks and

_squeals of skylarking in the corridors.) But even those distract eye and ear from the shades
of gray of boredom, disinterest in student government, and diibelief.in the stories of how
it used to be or how it ought to be.

The kids still long to get-on with\life. Forty per cent of the black youngsters want
work but cannot find it. Twenty per c t of the white. The desire for jobs is evident in
the readings of URBANVILLE and RIVER
trievable way of life is evident in the
cars and jobs is all so apparent in WEST

*Paul Goodman, drowin U Absu d: P blems/of Youth in the Organized Societ
(New York: Random House, 1967). -

S. Commitgent--even of teenagers--to an itre-
arming community ground BRT. The linkage between
RN CITY.

* *Elliott Liebow, The Hunan Cats f Une-1 nt ed. A. M. Okum,(New York:
W. W. Norton & Co., 1972), pp. 1-11.

***Jerome Bruner, "Nature anc Uses of Immaturity," The American Psychologist 23
(August 1972 704-765.
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Automobiles continue to serve,ai the most obvious artifact of the youth culture.
Vans, trucks, and Hondaa'assumejecreasing stature. 'Jobs aressential for maintaining
access to wheels, for gaSelimeis 58.1$ evenvat "the cut-rates.'" Jobs are essential for
purchasing the accoutremeiti of regiodel gatelife--ski equipment'in greater Seattle,
leather coats in GREATER BOSTON.. Jobetre notapprenticeships;-jobs are NOW."

More working, fewer jai. It is no easier for a nineteen-year-old to get aob than.
a sixteen-year-old. The market is flat that way. Of course what k'ooks like a good job
to a sixteen-year-old boy or girl is not likely to look good enough to One three years
older. The situation varies from place to place.

The echo" are increas y,,,,Kerant of yOungsters working, and even Make accommoda-
tions for latelirrivals and e departures. In an urban New York City classroom every ,

ten minutes or so a youngster slidh in'or a youngster walks quietly out, without challenge,
legitimized at least in part by "the job." Even in the comfortable suburban school, over
half of the hi school youngsters have after-schdel work. That has an effect on extra-
curricular pro ams, to.be sure, add is in turn an effectof fewer. unds for special classes
and extracurr ulars. Boredom, cars, jobs, no money, no hobbies, no jobs--it's a complex'
pattern.

Only a f edges of the pattern seen' in our sites show up as distressful as the con-
ditions cited,by Bruner, Liebow, and Goodman. Students Acknowledge "a lack of motivation"
for school wokk. Teachers recount the troubles'of teaching lower- ability students. The N.
folks in the RIVER ACRES schools deal at'length with such matters. Similar concerns
are found in all eleven sites. Particularly common is the loss of youth interest in fol-
lowing traditional pathways of academic progre

cs
s.

!

'

Youth jobs bring immediate choices b not.long-range choices. Aft working a year
the sixteen -Year -old does not get promoted to a seventeen - year -ofd's . It doesn't work
that way. He or she quits. Maybe because the job no longer is g enough. Maybe because
it's just n' longer necessary or fun to work. It's not clear. at is clear is that c

nobody is offering career work to-teenagers. Accordingkto economist Eli Ginzberg* only
three out of ten new jobs now being created are "good jobs." McDonald's has its famous
Hamburger U. for the training of McDonald management people--but it takes about as many
recruits as the National Football League. So young people pass into their twenties with
bRth an education and an appetite for spen4ing money greatly exceeding the long-term work
opportunities available to them. Seven yeirs later, about at age meta-V.-five, they finally
get into long-tera work. Nobody seems to know why it takes so long. -,

Already, in a seam, "overeducated," the two main answers to'the high school graduates'
questions "Now what?" are: more education or han ing around. The'influence of "overeduca-
tion," the prolongation of formal schooling prior entering the work force, apdears to
be one Of the chief undercurrents in the troubled wa rs of public education. Its rela-
tionsh p to structural changes in world economies was featured in the May 23, 1977 edition
of N week. Noting similar conditions throughout western Europe, the authors compared
them tp the state of affairs in this country: -,

, 1J

*"The Purpose of an Economy," Jobs for AMericans,ed. Eli Ginzberg (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976), pp. 1-7.

OM
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The'YOZT-unemployment disease 'that, has plagued the United States
since the early 1960s has crossed the Atlantic. Hoz* thau 2
tlrlion people under 25 may be out of work in the nine Common
lust cbuntries, and at the economic summit in London this month,

, youth unemployment emerged as one of the West's thorniest issues.
, The danger is that disillusioned and sidelined youths may take a

/ young people out on the street at the mercy of radical vat-

/ sharp political turn to, the left. -"We just can't afford to have

catchers, says West German Chancellor Belmut Shmidt."

/
,/ ,-,11iChancellor's strong words are a r inder that traditional long-range goals also
appear/ be losing their hold, not only on youth but on other segments of society.

The youngsters are in trouble because th y are,idle, they are idle because they do
not work; they do not-work because they are ignorant and, lazy; they are ignorant and lazy

F. because the echoo have failed-to do their4qb. So goes a common line of reasoning. No
doubt there is soirtruth in it, but not much, Most younghters want very, much to,work.
Most have strong preferences as to the kinds of work that are worth doing. And they have
energies that compare well with other segments of the population. There are political
complications here. 10k

c.

Brendan, dikton,*4 formerly director of the Center for Leadership Training, United
Automobile Workers; has warned that the educator who is concerned with talent development,
but who at the same time divorces himself from the political problems of the economy is
"fooling himself and misleading the people he seeks to'educate and train." The implica-
tions for bath schools and the social order-may have been stated by Robert Merton several
years ago.***

In the American Dream there is no final stopping poin't. . . . At,
each income level . Americans want just about 25 per, cent
more. . . . (but of course this "just a bit more4continues to
operate once it is obtained). . . . The family, the school,,,and
the workplacethe major agencieis shaping the personality strut-
tire and goal formation of Americans- -join to provide the inten-
sive disciplining required if an individual is to retain intact
a goal that remains elusively beyond reach.

This striving, competitive, materialistic side of the American dream, whether the
working'of avarice or fulfillment, cannot help but confine youth. Not in wants, they want
the diversities of the universe--but confined in opportunity to pursue those, wants. It is
a time of job shortages, a time when initial capital needed for franchise or farm is
nnornoun, a time-when family control, "old'boy networks" and union quotas, choose, legiti
mate end limit whowill get the good jobs, the tenure tracks, the career opportunities.
These are not inventions of the 1970's, of course, but they are the realities of the
youth-opportunity world this decade.

>

'*David Pauly, "Europe: Idle Youth," Newsweek, 23 May 1977, p. 53.
4

**Brendan Sexton, "Opening Up the Options," (Address prepared for Symposium on Talent
Development, University of Illinois, May 1970), mimeo.

'4-
***itLeft K. Merton, Socialiheory and Social Structure (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962),

pp. 136-137.
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Advertising, has urged us to excess. Art And literature have revered individuality
and downplayed modesty. The Women's Movement has prompted women to work, and for all its
justification, hasput!vives in competition with youngsters for work. Privilege in the
society has become increasingly related to the expense account, so becoming corporately
salaried has become among the holiescuf Our time. In seeking more we are saying to the
twenty-year-old as well as the sixteen-year-old: your time will come later.

The society is liberated, freer; less constrained. The alternatives for yduth, in
'terms of expression, are many. The alternatives for youth, in terms of career choices,
are Much more constrained. How much so is not well known--how much'the schools contribute,
if any, to the broadening or narrowing of life opportunities is not readily apparent.

Increasingly, school
years a student could tak
sequence of courses. Spec
sbilities and physical defect
to "be nicely diversified.

been offering alternative curricular programs. For many
fe college-preparatory or more vocationally-related
racks have been available for children with, learning disa-
Electives have made the school course-catalogue appear

Individualized schooling. Tea5Ors once championed the idea of taking a child where
he/she is and helping him/her alonghis or her own developiental, experiential path. You
do not hear much pf that talk today. Moat counselori and teachers impress upon you the
importance of meeting minimum requirements and common terminal objectives. There is
"individualized" instruction in many schools but it means proceeding to a common goal at
your own pace, with relatively little contact with teachers or other learners. With
everyone on the same track there are few choices for youngsters to make other'than
whether or not to try.

Interest in "career education" is on a five-year high throughout the colintry despite
the evidence that it has no standard interpretation. The flowering of community,colleges,
with 'their two-year terminal programs and ease of access, contributes to preparation of
youth for jobs, but they still'offer "school," not "work, ".and the assurance of employ-
pan in most fields is not high,.

G
As youngsters became increasingly disillusioned with the war in Vietnam and other

aspects of our culture, both sacred and folly, they dropped out of school. ,And schools,
usually at the initiative of disillusioned young faculty members, created store-front
academies and alternative schools to lure them back and to keep others from dropping out.

The school's offering of alternatives is usually; perhaps as it should be, to satisfy
parent concerns more than student. The description of the alternative school in ALTE ip
an interesting case in point (p 3:101). Some of the more recent alternative schools con-.
centrate on teaching the basic skills and traditional values. Ptivate and parochial .

schools continue to offer parents many alternatives, but most are not real alternatives
for the young. An- effort to diversify alternatives was tried in the "Voucher -Plan" Oweri-
ments, but evhn if they had struck a popUlar chord, they would have been for parents more
than youth. Perhaps that is as it should be. '

*
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Research on learning styles and aPtitude-treatment :interaction* has-not shown a way
for the schools to contribute more to the diverse individualities of youngsters. The
school% role is an uncertain one. Youngsters do not'seem to feel 3that the schools have
too limited a selection, or that they limit their later 'aelectionsi but we do not really
know.

*
We know tbo little. The problems are too large. Too much is expected of the schools.

The pressures are too many. It is a gray'background against which we examine eleven
school science, programs.

Readers will find one special theme running throughout our eleven case studies and
this entire report. It is nicely described by the words of Martin Trow,** reporting on
a disc.asion among sociologists .ss to what their discipline might offer-to the (then)
newly-created National Institute of Education:

One theme that underlay much of our discussions was the tension between
the broad currents of populism in the society, which we seem to agree
are growing in strength, and the importance of the trainiag and forma-
tiotof elite groups, and the conditions for elite achielffiment. I
thi it is perhaps the central tension in American society, and nat-
urally shows itself very cZearZy in many educational iristitutions.

Our case studies captured both the positive and negative effects.of this tension.
The picture we obtained from any one site, from all together, is- fractured, incomplete,
sometimes contradictory --as is all human drama. There are moments of truth, moments of
vision. There are illustrations in the following pages of administrators, students and
especially teachers, hanging on, fashioning creative responses to complex and distressing
situations--of course some of their own making. In most places we visited, we found the,,
will to prevail. And new ideas. It was Thomas Jefferson whose philosophical and political
battles with Hamilton formally launched the struggle outlined by Trow and who first
reminded us that "where there is no vision, the people pdrish."

*Lee J. Cronbach and Richard E. Snow, Aptitudes and Instructional Methods:
Handbook for Research on' Interactions (New York: Irvington, 1977).

**In a letter to professor Burton R. Clark, Yale University, Angust 3, 1971, p. S.
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THE NATIONAL SCISNCE FOUNDATION*

The National Science Foundation Was created nearly thirty years ago as an all-purpose
science organization of the United States government. Almost from its start, NSF has
adopted a position that, as the government science organization, it should be concerned
and involved with science education in the country.' This involvement has focused more on
quality than quantity in the sense that the emphasi has bee cmi improving the quality of
science sduc on, rather than' on increasing the numb ersoaS who pursue scientific
careers.. The rogram to effect improvement inscience education has had two general,
related thruits: vurriculum development and teacher education.

Most peopleleked to date the start of NSF involvement with science education would
probably respond at it started with Sputnik I (1957) when the launching of the first
Soviet satellite emphasized the-tremendous progress of the U.S.S.R. is science and tech-
nology. While Sputnik I confirmed the Russian capabilities, they had been. recognized
earlier by WSF, and the program to improve science education-was started before the
appearance of Sputnik I.

The first teacher education efforts were in 1953 when two surnmPr institutes were con-
ducted.° One was-for college teachers of physics and' the other for college teachers of
mathematici. The1/41irst institute for secondary science teachers was held in 1954. The
teacher education program grew quickly and in the.peak year of 1968 over forty million

;dollars -was spent.on education for over 40,000 teachers most of whom were secondary
teachers. The tea her education program has been reduced since 1968 and in 1975 about
ten Million dellais as expended for various kinds of'teacher training activities.

'0 t Much of the teiCher education activity was done in support of the other programmatic
emphasis, curriculum development which is known formally as Course Content Improvement,
Supporefar curriculum development started in 1956 for the project to prepare new high
school tihysicimaterials. _The suppbrt was to a group. called the Physical Science Study

*The contint of this section is based for the most part On the following sources:
e

MilObn Lomask, A Minor Miracle: An Informal History of the National Science
f Foundation (Washington, .C.: National Science Foundation,.1976).

Dor'oth Nelkin, "The Science-Textbook Conroversies," Scientific American 234
(April 1976) 33-39. .

4
Suzanne Quick, "secondary Impacts of the Curriculum Reform Movement: a

Longitudinal Study the IncOrporation of Innovations of the Curriculum Reform Movement
Into Commercially Developed Curriculum Zrogrnms," (Ph.D. disc., Stanford University,
1977),'

John Walsh, "NSF Education: Basicssuem Still Unresolved." Science, .15 July 19,77,
pp.-233-236.

The reader with a strong interest in the history, controve rsies, and impact of the
science education efforts of NSF is referred to these sources.

s
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Committee and the project has become well known as PSSC. ;Dyer thirty Course Content
Improvement projects have been funded since that time. Among th more well known are-
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study (BSCS), Chemical Bond Approach (CBA), School Mathe-
matics Study Group (SMSG), and Man a Course of Study (NACOS). Funding for curriculum

work reached its.peak at ahOut twenty million dollars in 1968 and has declined to about
six million dollars in 1975.

Regardless of relative costs the science education program of NSF has been large
enough that it should have had a major impact on science education in the country.' Indeed
the evidence supports the expectation. The Quick study documents considerable evidence of
curricular, course, teacher, and student impact consistent with the goals of NSF.

'The kinds of impact, however, are not equally valued by all. Consequently a consid-

erable amount of controversy has been stimulated by the program, especially the Coursa
Content Taaprovenent aspect. Some of the controversy arise from imagined impacts, but

that does not mitigate the concern.

There are three general themes in the controversies. One theme reflects a concern
abditt Federal control of'the schools through imposition of a nationwide standard curricu-
lum. -NSF has been exceedingly sensitive to this issue and has done many things to insure
that they do not become directive. The.evidence thus far is th this issue represents

an imagined impact. Quick argued in her study that the science curriculum was more uni-
fied or common across the nation's schools prier to NSF than it is nay. She suggested
that the increased amount of variation is attributable at least in part to the curriculum

41 work of NSF.

A second theme is that the content of the course has been changed so that the course
does not teach the important content. This issue has been especially noticeable with the
mathematics curriculum and the controversy about the "new math,'

The third theme indicates a basic difference it values or lieliefs.amang sectors of

sociSty. BSCS and MACOS materials have been severely criticized bY some because they
either fail to recognize alternative explanations or present explanations that are regarded
as subVersive to the "truth."

The political pressures on NSF from these controversies have become strong and ave 0

forced the Foundation to become extra careful in its science educatianlefforts. It a ears

) some that NSF is being forced fb withdraw from the leadership role that it has-held nd

to assume a responsive role. Efforts in science education must now be justified on the

basis Of a needs assessment Study. One might speculate that the fustilication will be best

received if the needs are those expressed by a politically viable group.

Three needs assessment type studies were initiafed by NSF in 1976. The results from
the three studies will be used. to make and support policy and program decisions for the

science education program. This report is of the.findings and recommendations from one

of the studies, Case Studiesiin Science Education.
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Ckapter

. RESEARCH METHODS USED

- Jo Ann Day and Robert Stake

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *6* * * * ** * *,** * ** ** * * ** * * * * *

Project Framework

In this chapter we describe the research methods used to obtain and present multiple
case studies in science education to the National Scienceloundation (NSF). Our study was
one of three* funded by the NSF to assess national needs identified in a Request for Pro-
posals (RFP), dated September 16, 1975. Our field work Was'carried out in three phases be-
tween September 1976 and November 1977. The three phases of the project consisted of ease
studies observations, site Visits, and a national survey. While these activities are listed
in Order, they were planned and executed in three overlapping phases, approximately:

Case Studies
Site Visits

Survey Operations

AIMS OF THE PROJECT

September 1976 - May 1977
November 1976 -'May 1977
August 1977 - November 1977

The major purpose of this study waa,to describe the status of pre-college science
education in the United States in the /076-77 school year. Issues and existing practices
and outcomes were found, explored and described by researchers with the intent of providing
another lint between two camps--the camp of school people in each local community and the
camp of national eduAtion policy makers. It was recognized Oat each camp had its own
perceptions of what is needed and desired within a nation's, school districts, and what is
needed and desired for a nation's schoolisa

Mr
ystem. The camps overlap, yet remain distinct.

The case study descriptions were expect to be useful first in Washington, but later around
the country as well, as people of all kinds struggle to meet the needs of a nation for
science education of high quality.

CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Seeing rather ihan measu was the activity of this project. "Issues" were central
--foriv-subitag-thaisse4sg; rganizing the understanding. We sought vignettes and deiribed -

scenarios, representations of experience, to illustrate the issues. What principally we '<,

hoped to see was "how much science is being taught (and) the obstacles to good science
teaching." (proposal)

NieDuringthe contract pert we repared statements, i.e., extended memos, to guide the
pts8 ect staff and others as conceptualization and operation. Some of these statements
will be included here, as s Number 20 on the next page.`

*The other two were.ieported as: Iris R. Weiss, Report of the 1977 National Survey of
Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies Education (Research Triangle Park, North Carolina:
Center for Educational Research and Evaluation, 1978); and Stanley L. Helgeson, et.al,, Statue
of Pre-College Science, Mathematics, and Social Science Education 1955-1975, 3 vols. (Ohio
State University: Center for Science and Mathematics Education, 1977).

) ,
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-4S5ESTATEMENT NO. 20
ON SEEING AND MEASURING September 12, 1976

It is natural to see. It is hatura), to measure. 'See ng and measuring are not the same act.

t

But'they are even mare difficult than we suppose. T e common'notion is that when One mea-
sures one sees the same thing but sees its amounts. As if one were seeing through glasses
having graduated-stale markings on them. Measu t glasses, however, do much more than
scale the view. :Much more difference there is bet en seeing and measuring.

There is a transformation from experiential perception to representational perception.
The observer switches from actor to director. ,11 He /she givestup the direct impression of
the thing, perceiving it no longer as another being, a whole object, a member o the
physical populace, and perceives it then as a bearer of properties, or even mere y,as an
array,of characteristics. This is no small transformation.

When I firid myself in the company of a rose I see it. I do not see its ness, nor the
Washington Monument its tallness, nor Professor Bronowski his intelligence. In order to
talk about them -'and perhaps even to thinA ab ut.them--I am always putting 'bn the measure-
Ment glasses, and of course I see then, at _1 ast partly, each as a collection of properties:
its brilliance, its tallness, its redness.

Getting ready to measure may be more like changing mindsets than putting on glasses. Taking
vitaminst going on a diet, downing a martini, or submitting to sodium pentathol may be more
the analogue. They change mindset, changing one's ability to respond, changing one's expe-
rience itself. Now one fits into different clothes, intodiffere rolps, into different
valuings. And these changes bring changes in strength and powe

The way most of my researching colle,agues-Orlt to see the.iforld is through the properties
of things. The way most, of my-teiChing colleagues want to see it is to see things as things.

Putting on glasses that focus on properties, scales, and amounts changes the perception.
Perhaps only a little, as sunglasses do. perhaps a lot, as reversal prisms do. Whether
the distortion is slight or great, whether the change results in more or,le s comprehen-
sibility, the impression gained is different from .that for the unaided eye.

j do not know whether the unaided eye is more or less likely to see the truth. But it is impor-
tant for me to realize that the perception OT things with-an orientation to properties,
with an orientation to measurement, is "correbtfd" vision. Measurement is common and
natural, but it is "corrected" vision.

Whether or not such vision moves us closer to truth is a matter to worry about. Many of
uschave not been, worrying because we have been taught that when we measure we are closer
to truth than when we just see.

The difference between seeing and measuring seems small when Experience is the heat of
the day and Measurement is the column of mercury in a thermometer. It is because of the
commonness of looking at the thermometer, er hearing its amounts, and realizing the corre-
spbndence to our feeling.

For most of our measurements in education we do not have such a correspondence.

Measurement is nbt just holding a ruler to what. we see, but seeing something to hold a
ruler to.

4
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Issues. Seeing ething to hold a ruler to was not our aim. This research project
was experience-orient We relied heavily on intensive field observations and interviews
as a means of recordin: differing 'mars and meanings. Issue-based images and

ei

neanings- -
more than properties neasurementmwere to form the conceptual structure f work.

In CSSE Statement
manner:

An issue is
involves a
cause) cet

. diffe t

d be

NuMber Al we defined an issue (for our purposes) in the Inirosclng

/circumstance about which people disagree. It usually
ondition having some features causing (or believed to
in effects. These effects are valued differently by
ple--so they disagree as to whether and how the `condition
ged

die ingred
relations

the alte

4.-J

ents for an issue then are the condition, the effects, the
ps between condition and effect, the different valuing, and
tives among courses -of -action for changing conditions.

e

the Contention might be due more to disagreement as to
relationship holds than to different valuing of the
way, issues are points of contention.)

(It is t that
whether or not a
effects. Either

The issue listwas one conceptual structure for observations throughout the project.
To be suit it was an evolving list, one that was expected to be modified and changed by
involvaient to the sites. The issues were originally conceived of as "foreshadowed
problems:"

pas it Benedict or Malinowski who spoke of "foreshadowing ptsobLv4S?"

One, perhaps both, and more recently, Lou SOith, urged the field observer
to specify the big questions that take hire ter into the field. Such
questions are the basis for deciding what will be observed.

Foreshadowing problems are not "the hypotheses to be tested." They are
not that durable. Though apparently the most important questions at the
outset, they are expected to give way to still more-important questions.
The issues that dominate the final re rt mj be reformulations Of the
original issues or may be some th rge during the investigation.
The investigator nee* to avoid ove ring and overkeePing the chosen
foreshadowing problems, but also to avoid approaching the scene With
too little an idea as to what to-watch and what to record. le'

At the outset of the CSSE project it seemed there were three large foreshadowing
problems:

How is 'science being taught today?

. -

What ire the current conceptualizations of science in the classroom?

What are, the current encroachments upon the science curriculum?

l .

1

*
Robert E. Stake, "Seeking"Sweet Water: Case Study Methods in Educational Research"

(Urbana, Ill.: Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum, Evaluation, AERA Training
Tape Cassette, forthcoming).
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problems constituted the starter list of issues. The list soon changed and
the course of the study. We expected that local issues would emerge
such concerns as the following:*

Different Conceptualizations of Science
Science as inquiry
Science as explanation
Science vs technology
Social science vs social studies

Perception of_ Conflict Between Science
and Culture

Sciedce and Religion
Social science and cultural taboos

'Aural issues and science teaching

Place of Science in the Curriculum
Core subjects and electived
Preparation for college
Vocational relevance of science
Integration of subjects

10

Science Instruction
Appropfiateness of teacher preparation
Organization for teaching, Class periods,
Testing, assessment, teachidg for the

test

Laboratories, materials, projects
Science clubs, competition, honors
"Driving-force" persons , "Mr. Science"'
Changing roles for teachers

Changes in School or Community tha may
affect the science (including mat and
social sciences) curricula
Diminishing budgets for education
Emphasis on the basic skills
Emphasis on bilingual programer
Adversarial roles of teachers and

administrators
Increasing role of parents and citizens
Desegregation actions

Some issues were founl in the news media: back to the basics, declining enrollments,
fiscal problems and concept in of science education as vocational and environmental education.

It had been anticipated that five or six major themes would emerge as the most impor-
tant issues across the sites. Possibly they would be some identified in the professional
literature. However, before the end of the project, the five major clusters of issues
listed above had developed into many clusters, with sub-issues and'new.collections of sub -
issues.to form new clusters. We had expected to organize the final report assimilation
chapters around the predominant issues, but our authors found such an organization too
indifferent to many important observatidis - -so we shifted to a more taxonomic table of
contents. %

Seventeen substantive questionp were raised in the RFP to guide case study observation
and analysis in this project. Direct responses to these questions appear beginning on page
19:16. Data for those answers are'inherent in the quotations and descriptions of each case
study. The questions direct one's, trention to the general roles and practices of today's'
Science educator. These roles and'Practices are essential background circumstances for
understanding the issues we found at the sites and in survey, returns from around the country.

Vignettes and Scenarios. The commitment "to see" more than "to measure" invited the
use of vignette's and scenarios. These distinctions'were made for our purposes:**

A vignette is' a small illuttration or perhaps one facet of an issue,
only suggestive, but poignant. It will often be a wisp of a'Alialogue
but sometimes grows 'beyond the size of anecdote to become'a short story.
It may be the trace of previous action, such as the smudge of lip prints
on a photograph. Momentarily it is "figure," but shades off into the
larger meaning of the issue. In this study we will label something a
vignette only if it is reported as an actuality.

*CSSE Statement No. 2i

**CSSE Statement No. 21.
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of one or more issues, its parts joined together to indica
A scenario, on the other hand, for us, is a coutri llustration

conditions and to suggest courses-of-action, but to provide a s imu Urn
to discussion and description of personal points of view. The, rio

may include vignettes or be reconstructed from them. Questi me-

times calling for Categorical answers but usually calling for explanation
or narration, will be a part of the scenario.

An example of these differences can be.seen in the following statements As it relates to a
particular issue.*

Iseue: NOleculaisation_pf the curriculum, breaking down the cour e
content to small pieces of knowledge and skill; to facilitate tea g,

learning, and retention; possibly resulting in a narrowing of the subject
matter, diminishing differences between learner scoring on tests; perhaps
requiring new orientation aad skills of the teacher; perhaps enabling
a istrators to, state school aim and accomplishment more accurately,
tole accountable; possibly consistent with desires to return "to the
basics" and to teach responsibility and respect.

Vignette: One frustrated sixth grader in,District Alpha, whose teacher
was verclrproud of the rapid progress he was making in the individualized
math program, was asked,

"What kinds of answers do you want to put down?" "Any," he replied,
"as long as they agree with the key. You see," hetsaid, "it doesn't
matter if you are right or Wrong, it's according tt whether it's what
the key, says. If you put down 2/4.and the key says 1/2, you get marked
wrong even if they are the same thingloOlf the answer really was 1 and the
.key had 2, you'll'get marked wrong, if you put doWn the right answer."'
"How do you work so fast, then," he was asked. "I just try doing each
page quickly using one way. If I get them all marked wrong, I try another
pattern. Sooner or later, I find the right pattern and'get the whole page
right."- "Don't you then try to use that pattern again?" "No: Each
page is'different."

Scenario: Excerpt from Scenario D. The superintendent of the Dorchester
Schools is telling everyone about the new objeclives-based curriculum in
the local schools. Each teacher, has identified the basic gdals,of each
course--the knowledge and skills each collected and bound in a bright
orange- and -black notebook, one copy of which has a ,nrominent place on the
table each evening the school board meets. Is this the way it is in your
school? Is -there any, danger in breaking thidis too small?

Vignettes are found throughout the case studies and site visit reports. The CSSE

personnel used vignettes from their own experiences on site team visits as well as vignettes
from other reports to discuss the issues.

Our final choice of scenarios is found with the survey findings (Chapter 18) and within
the assimilation chapters (12-17). Scenarios, as contrived illustrations were constructed
originally from foreshadowed problems and vignettes found in our field observations. In

the process of developing the scenarios they were presented to respondents at all case study
and trial sites** in the form of issue - scenarios,

*CSSE Statement No. 21, vignette adopted from Stanley Erlwanger, "Case Studies of
Children's Conceptions of Mathematics," (Ph.D. dies., University of Illinois, 1974).

**Our planning included the use of trial sites. These sites (both rural and urban)

were used to provide information for and reactions to our scenarios, plans for site visits

and survey questions.

.0
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Thee scenarioe,Oere meant to reflect more than immediate problems to a local district,
yet to retain a sense of immediacy to local teaching and learning ina way most research
hypotheses do not. They were neither highly general nor highly localized questions.

The site visit team* originally `Spent a major portion of its'onsite time pursuing
these issues via.the technique of an issue. scenario. A typical session included a small

ed4

group Of people--site visitors and respondents. A scenario was presented to this group
to find ut what kinds of teaching and learning were occurring, how science was conceptualized
by t c era and students and how various things happening in the community and school were
affecting-the science, math, and social studies curricula. .

Teachers,'administrators,' students and residents of the community were asked to respond
by drawing upon their experience in reaction to the scenario presented. Conceptualizations
of issues were to be those held by these groups. The intent of the development of issues
into faharios was that they would be used in the national survey. Survey questions were
designed around a particular scenario ,to confirm or disconfirm the importance of the issues
nationally..

During preparation of the scenarios, we took them to the field and raised"several
questions pf teachers and others. We asked questions about each scenario to ascertain:**

1. the typicality of.ibe situation depicted
2. the accuracy of the representation in the. scenario
3. the importance of, the issues
4. suggestions for remedy of the problems at issue 4
5. other important issues we should be raising

After further refinement based on the "responses, the scenario format was set up for inclu-
sion in our mail survey. The eight that continued to be seep as vital at the case study
sites were to be included. tategorioal responses were added for survey use, though many
open-ended questions were retained. Thi,. is described further in Chapter 18.

As the months passed, the scenarios became less used at the sites. They Served
nicely as "ice-breakers" for.discussion, but school people'often felt the scenarios were
unsatisfactory representations of conditions at, their site, sometimes even because ,(it
appeared) only one part of,the scenario did not correspond. But also, the scenarios pre-
sented so complex a picture that on-site respondents concentrated on detail when we wanted
to talk about major movements. It ,was seldom that the issue of the scenario was, considered
unimportant, unrecognized, or inapplicable, but it was too seldom couched in the appropriate
context for them. The discussion often would continue with the issue presented by the re-
spondents in A context more fitting to their situation. As a representation for conditions
broadly, the scenarios became less and less useful.

`The conceptualization of the issues of science teaching continuedto be incident-
oriented rather than property-oriented until the end, of the field work. The scenarios
were used in the survey, but the case study writers found the effectiveness of their
descriptions depending on details and circumstances idiosyncratic to a site, even'though
the issues themselves appeared to-be quite general.

*Carrying out the second phase of the project. See p. C:38 for the site visit calen-
dar. By the sixth site visit, eight issues had been -selected for survey questionnaire use.
Site"-Visit interviewees continued, of course, to be asked about a broad range of issues.

**CSSE Statement No. 22.
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TWO ORIENTATIONS FOR STUDYING EDUCATION
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We aimed to identi y and understand major issues as they were perceived in the field by

teachers, administrator , students, parents, apequrriculum superyisors. Their perceptions

were sought and recorded by intensive unstructured interviews as well as by structured
questionnaires. Their teaching and learning situations were observed formally and infor-

, orally. Data were gathered, analyzed and repotted in a combination of two methodological
orientations: paturalistic'and formalistic.

. We used both orientations, but the naturalistic orientation more. It might also be

said that we were more qualitative than quantitative, more issued-based than property-based, ,

more case-particularistic than population generalizing, more subjective than objective,
more experiential than rationalistic, more empirical than idealistic, and more hermeneutic
than positivistic. But in each instance, of course,we were some of both.

S

Natural Orientation. We tried to see and to record the educational phenomena as others
were seeing them. We tried not to impose special constructs to represent typical situations

- or underlying bases of,tovariation. Of course we brought along our theories, our memories,

our tabulations of history, and our "etic"-issues--and to a certain extent those formalisms
influenced what we viewed.

A

We were looking for what was particular to individual persons, or to individual class-
rooms, in individual,sites. If it existed, we sought a community view, or all-school view,

but we tried to make sure that we understood any of the views more particularized than that.

It is implied by the "definition of the'situation" that there is no
one-to-one correspondence between an objectively real world and people's
perspectives of that world, that instead something intervenes when
-events and persons come together, an intervention that makes possible
the variety of interpretation which Schutz calls "multiple realities.'
According to this view, the same events or objects can have different "I
meanings for different people.*

These differing views, these multiple realities, were apparent in each of the case studies
and site visitor reports: They were apparent in the responses to survey, questions as well,
but there, both questions and answers were predominantly formalistic. Still, answers to

the open ended questions came back oriented to the concrete particulars of exWience:
the persons, places, eyents, and things the respondents knew. .

o

Formalistic Orientation. In educational research the most common way of describing
complex things is to analyze them into their constituent parts and to summarize quantita-
tively the properties or variables common acrossa sample of these things. Understanding

of particula is expected to come.by reference to populations which in turn are understood.

inferential by a study of sampled cases. In order to,Aake these inductive and deductiveir
leaps, certain properties are identified as of particular fblevance. The property is

measured for each case. Inferential statistics are used as the basis for understanding

the 'general" situation. The description of complex things,neoessgtily is limitedrto those
things that can be expressed in terms of relationships among properties. .

S

To describe one aspect of science teachi4 we might have identified the teacher and
the textbook as two important parts.. A property of classroom recitation'might,have been
the frequency of teacher requests that a question be answered by reading it directly, from

the text. The actual frequency.of this occurance would have been small, but it did turn

out to be much larger than our expectation. Had we anticipated it and made such a count,

we would have had a formalistic way of presenting that one issue. As it was, toward the

*Peter McHugh, Defining the Situation,.(New York:'Bobbs-Merrill Co-.; 1968) p.9.
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end of our fieldwork we realized that such questioning was more common than we expected, and,
noted our common r collec ns across field sites, As it happened, then, it was a natural-
istic rather than formalistic finding, though it could have been either.

In CSSE we su
and by classifying
yithout the quanti
posers answering t
orientation to id
istic questionnair
frequency of viewp

Upon receipt o
way, trying to
searching for
preparing a report
as from the formal

ported our naturalistic inquiries by collecting some standardized data
typical situations. We expected to do mote than we did. We ended up
ative summaries of the properties of science instruction that other pro-
e Rliponould have featured. What we did was to use

4

the naturalistic
ify the issues of teaching and learning, then to use the moreformal-
to get additional information: Thus we have many statements about the

ints, and relatively few enumerations of actual events.*

first drafts of case studies, we debriefed ourselves in Naturalistic
ise the discipline of the historian, ethnographer, and archeologist,

,

tion and disconfirmation im'the experience we had encountered, and----3-'
aged on generalizations drawn as much from recollection and int on
cords we kept.

CONSTRAINTS

Some of the fram fk for this study was set by the constraints of contract research
in a real world situa ion. As indicated before, the National Science Foundation imposed
certain requirements, such as the number of sites and representativeness of the sites.
The schools, the research cammunityl the calendar and our budget imposed certain-other
constraints.

The constraints that we were working under are discussed throughbut ?Kis chapter as a
part of the methodological context. We have presented them both as specific to'tach part
of our methods sections and indicated how they shaped or changed our research design. The
constraints are not unknown to many other researchers and are not mutually exclusive of
each other. Time, budgetsand'the state of social science methodology in general and a
multiple case study project in particular are discussed.

The greatest constraint was time. We-had a long eighteen months to do the work, to
get answers needed much sooner, but still we had too little *Ili We did not have time to
integrate into our thinking hundreds pf suggestions, writings research results that we
Jame upon. The administrative burden took more time than it should have. We needed more
time ta write up the case studies and to assimilate the findings. Perhaps we should have..
confined our field observations to a single semester--but then we might have missed the
reality of year-based schooling and we would not have had Lou Smith, Jacquie Hill-Burnett,
Rudy Serrano, Dan Stufflebeam and Jim Sanders working on the project. The LEIS and OMB
clearance procedures and NSF final review took too much time, even though those people
were extremely cooperative7-and our own clearance procedure for maintaining anonymity, took
too long, even though we ran into no,problems. If we had had more time, we probably still
would have wanted more time.

*We were aware that some readers will dismiss as invalid any summary that is not
based on objective measurement and impersonal analysis. The validation of our assimilation
findings does not depend primarily onl listic analysis. Within our case study chapters
we present innumerable confirmatory iter;a7aand the most contrary evidence we could find.
Our methods are no immediately replicable in the sense that our fieldwork has been ex-.

plicated so that other researcher could-take exactly the same steps. But Ithe study is
eminently replicab, e in that our constructs are common and public, not steeped in special
abstract or technical meaning. They are open to verification or repudiation by anyone.
Other data such as ours are accessible. If we have failed to recognize a mass of dis-
confirming,evidence, we are confident that our professi al eagues and others will
bring it tvttention--instance by instance perhgps-=to it or qualify our findings.

54
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. ,
As with any study,

The otiginal'budg t was
site we were award
tamed $10,000 and
allocations showed:

4,141, Professional

anal even with a generous funding here, money was & constraint.
for $256,000 for an eighteen -month period. To add the Columbus
additional 926,000 and to improve the survey operations we ob

months more study time. A rough breakdown of institutional

salaries

Travel, lodging

.1)
Office, computer, printing

Indirect costs

+Total

A more functional breakdown of actual expenses

Proposed Actual

$1011000 6,$132,000

52,000

44,000 49,00

57,000 72,00

$256,000 $29$700

was estimated to be:

Field observjtions $130,000
, -

Site visits, coordination 40,000

Survey . '30,000

Project administration 22,000

' Indirect costs 72,004

$1294,000

AlthoUth more volunteer labor became available, than expected, allocations of funds and
other resources were essentially-as planned.

4 ,
.

ad more money been available we would have been able to. pay observers for analysis
and writing time and for additional time on site. Additional funding would probably not
have availed us a mdre competent staff, nor inclined our obsemers more to the standardized

(techniques some critics wanted. Inireirospect we realize we Wonld have increased the size
of our survey respondent groups (ratheithan going for additional groups, as we did) and
we might have done that better had wg had more money.

At,t1111(tset it was apparent that there are but few researchers experienced, in field
observation in schools, particularly regarding pedagogical and curricular issues. This
was a constraint, but we accommodated the design to it, and got such people assigned to
almost all our sites. We conld have, teen disrupted_hy.veRthpr,-or-by-dissension at head-
quarters, or by withdrawal of schook cooperation, but we were not. The only constraint
we were continually'sensitive to wad time,

4 ..55
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CASE STUDIES

C:10

Phases of,the Project

9;

We undertook' these case studies provide an empathetic view of science education
in a small number f schools--a view Especially seen by the persons who spend-their time
there. If for exa ple, the work is sometimes seen to be more diffignit or less difficult
because of what "o eiders" do (outsiders such at citizens, university projects, govern-
went agedcies) we nted to document that The final portrayal was not expected to be

----7 what is typical for he country, but a guide to issUes that'are,widespread. Readers.may
see their local sit -tion in a new light,spolicy.setters may cage implications of their
policies, as tbey rea these case studies.

Site Selection. Ten sites were selected at which to do Case Studies in Science
Education. An eleventh site has added when N§F personnel became interested in an
opportunity to study science. Education within a context Of crisis, a heating fuel.short-
age during late winter, 1977.*. We wanted to select,anmanageable group of cases that
would illustrate the diversity of the ,total group, yet show the need,to examine the.com-
plex nature of science education in each site.

. ,...)

Five sites wpm chosen,within driving, distance of where prospective field observers
were doing other work. (We elieved that qualified-field observers are rare and difficult'
to hire: getting experienced educational field researchers to do the case studies was of
high importance to us.) With n this driving range, the five school clusters, anX the
other five school c usters na ionally, were chosen to gilye us a balance in geographic
location, type of common y (u ban, suburban, middle-sized city, qr rural community),
curricular orientation li ova ive, traditional) and reputation of the ocience curriculum.

3 A
*

The RFP-had callecCfor we 'l conceived sampling plan. Many.proposers and reviewers
interpreted this to require a stratified randoM sample. We would have preferred randomized
selection if it Would somehow = 1w thel'alance just mentioned and an effective observtr
corps. ere was no way of iden fying the above characteristics for all schools in,the
pepulatio . We to d have drawn a sample, stratified for geography and type of community,0
then checked out. ch new selectio to tee if it fit our definition of balance, replacing
Selections.ur401 the balance ,was at ained. Eve so, this sample would have caused us to
loin four or five of our best field observers. Ile h4d to choose between a more robust
site sample or a more robust team of observers. We chose the latter.

a

k

* -thodolo: of Case Stud in Col bus. The case study authored by Jim Sanders and
Dan Stufflebeam was researched independ. tly. It represented an opportunity to study sci-
ence education'within a context of'cris --a'Achool district' crisis recognized by community
SW/nation. Intensive efforts were made to gather appropriate information utiliz

ry
ng the

following: Observations; interviews; new_aper, surveys;aper, Nielsen,and Arbltron sueys; te I ision
ratings; random sampling of groups of tea hers,. students,and parents; and hearings with
teachers who taught over television. .

The data collection-tookplace during February 1977, when the schools were closed and
"School Without Schoolsh was conducted. The observations, Interviews and surveys were con-

.

tinged for a week after the school reopened March 7, 1977. Familiarity with the site was
atactor for Stufflebeam who once. directed The Eyaluation Center at the Ohio State Univer-
sity and continue& to have ties with elle Columbus public school system. Unlike our other

sites this one could nit be, granted ananyilty in our reports because of the uniqueness
and publicity bf the emergency efforts \

,
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Access to the sites was an important consideration in site selection, but we did not
turn down any posiibilitmrbecause access appeared difficult or unattractive. Only one
potential site (Graid Rapids; Michigan) refused our request. In retrospect, we realized
we might have biased the sample somewhat by thinking of (and later selecting), for a rural
community in the South, a district whose superintendent we already knew. In some districts
having multiple schools we saw that dimtrict officials were steering us toward or away
from a particular school. Sometimes they persuaded us that their reasons were good. Some-
times we were able to persist with our rationale for a particular school.' We completed
the selection of school clusters with the conviction that we had gained accesd to a suit-
ably balanced sample; free as one could expect a sample, of ten to be free of misrepresent-

.
ative characteristics.c U

1

...:

. -,
...,

Ni

An overview of the'-geographic location of our sites is shown on the map below.* It
ib obvious that 'the locations were not representative of all the country. We were pleased
to get ,coverage of school situations in the newly envigorated Sun Belt and in the old
inner cities of the North as well as schools.East And West.** While the eleven sites
possibly were not representative of the schools of the nation in certain ways, the key
issues in these sites were found. inthe national suiTey issues in many school systems.

41am=- MEOW

*While showing'the regional location of. the'sites for Cis* Studies.in Science Educa-
tion the exact locations have been disguised to maintain anonymity.

**An ecoeillic description of the sites ii included on page C!16.

,
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--610° 'While negotiating with the school district-for access we indicated which high schoo
or which kind of high school we n ded fbr our sample. After identifying that particular
high school we select of its feeder schools (junior high schools and elementary

r" 'schools) to compigre the makeup of a site's "school cluster." The original plan was to
study all the feeder schools but most field observers found it ov011y demanding'of time
to study more than 2 or 3. In more ways than one, greater consideration was given to
secondary schools. i

Proportionate populations in the selected school clusters were different, of course,
from the district.population figures presented on page C:13. However, due to concern that
minority population not be ignored, minorities may be seen to be overly numerou in the
schools in which we worked:

0

In addition to Allowance for ethnic and socio- economic diversity was a'concern that
the eleven sites would have a balance of curricular orientation--traditional or innova-
tiven-and differing reputations fbr science programming. These criteria were considered,
casually, checked out by aeking around, both in and outside the distriets,end these
reputational definitions fell roughly into the following description.

4r, 1

Six sites were considered to have rather traditional curricula and four sitms,,,more
innovative curricula. Of the former, four had no particular science reputation and two
had a good science reputation. Schools with innovative curriculum were located in two
districts with good science reputations, and two districts with'no particular science
reputations. We dTd not feel the definitions rigoroui enough to justify formal compari-
sons.'

It is obvious that the characteristics of the school clusters in this selection were
Stet perfectly blocked; as they would not be in any selection of eleven sites. The impor-

.

tentgoal here was to gee''broad and somewhat balanced representation of school situations.

Two "trial sites." were very important to the USE project. One is small rural
setting in central Illinois, the other a large upper-Midwestern city markedby ethnic.
neighborhoods And the demands of implementing a court- ordered school desegregation plan.
We.functioned in both places throughout 1976-77.

,

- In October,1976, we conducted a trial verion of he forthcoming site visits in
Arcola, Illinois. Students, faculty, administrator,,and townspeople reacted to scenarios
and to questions raised during interviews. Our early sensitivity to issues posed, by the
"Back to Basice movement, was reinforced by their responses. Also in October, the CSSE
site-coordinator spent a week in'Milwaukee reviewing documeneq,made available by city

administrators and interviewing object-matter supervisors, resource teachers, and rvre-
sentatives of the "Committee of 100,".which fashioned the desegregation plan. The work
in 'Milwaukee provided a fine opportunity to examine both the influence of radial matters
in school-community affairs and the impact of pluralism upon edutationaLpolicy and programs.

Respondents in each trial site later Critiqued instruments developed for uge in the
CS6E survey.

F

4
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Site Description. The eleven sites studied were diverse. Size of a
school system, population characteristics, and funding sources, are descriptive
spcio-economid statistics Oat usually come to minghen discussing a school
district.* As depictecinlable 1, our,sites included districts yip enroll- .

manta of from 400 to 131,000 students. All but two districts were experiencing
declining enrollments since the-national high point of enrollment in 1970-71,

150 000 .
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TABLE I; Enrollment by School Districts
1970-71 and 1975.76'

1970 -71

1975-76

11 'A' DI
Scheel Diektele

Netanal Canter tot Educational Statistics Echlotiorm0 Ofroctory Put00 School Sysfom 1970-71 1975-76

1

MP
.*Demographic information that was obtained from public documents or Chief State

School Officers is presented here with concern for the confidentiality of the site.
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TABLE 2: % Racial/Ethnic Groupgnrollment by School District
(1972'

L
""a"tosrmarra. % WHITE

..

u

1 L M23
% BLACK

=II
% SPANISH-AMERICAN % OTHER

.

C

schboi wands

*

4.

'U S Department of Health. Education and Welfare. Office of ever Rights Directory of Public Elementary and Secondary
Schools in Selected Districts Enrollments and staff by racial/ethnic group 1972 1976

'1975-76 Chief State School Officer with permission of participating School districts

A

/
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Almost half Xfive out of eleven) of the districts - reported minority enrollments -
between 23% and 402 with rwamoreschool districts reporting minority enrollments of about
2% and 11 respectively. Tbe extreme cases were two school districts with minority enroll-

.

ments as re than half of their student population and two school districts with no minor-
ities o1 so few as to be unreported.*

- ,

As can be seen in Table 2 eight sites enrolled Black students and six sites enrolled
Spanish American minorities. In two of these sites the Spanish Americans made up two -
thirds of the minority enrollment and in a third site were almost all of the minority
enrollment.

As is common nationally, the minori
studies was consistently lower than the
_school systems had about 50% or more of
had none or too fe17, to be reported.

between 1/2 of 1% and 152 minorities on

staffing of the school districts in ourcase
rcentage of minority students enrolled. Two

heir staff as minorities and two school systems
majority (seven) of the districts employed
it faculties.**

The type .of city and source of funding wet also ail/grafted. Nine districts re-
ceived between 33% and 70% of their reyenueifrom state and federal sources. The extreme
cases were-the rural southern community who teceived 92% of its funds from state and fed-.
eral sources, and the suburban midwestern site which was eavily supported with only
9% of its funds from the same sources (see Table 3). Th two sites were also the
extremes in expenditures per pupil. The rural site was spending less than $1,000 per
pupil*** and the suburban site was spending more than $2,000 per pupil.****

*There are no minorities at one site. (Chief State School Officer) And only 2% of
the total population is reported as of minority Composition at,the other site. (197Fr

Census of Population, vol. 1, p. T:27, Table 39)

**U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office for Ciyil Rights,
Directory of PublicElementary and Secondary Schools in Selected Districts: Enrollments
and Staff by Racial/Ethic Group (Washington, D. C.:U. S. Government Printing Office).

***Chief State School Officer with permission from participating school district.

'****U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Censer for Ed4cational
Statistics, Statistics Of Local Public School Systems, Finance (Washington, D. C.: U.
Government Printing Office).
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So it appeared that the basis on which this Nand other topics of the final report were
selected was partly a matter of each of the following;

a.. commonness at ihe sites
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rPigld Observation

At least for this project, no one method of field observation was seen as the "right",
method of field observation. thods were e4pected to change to fit the situation. Each
field observer was expected t rely on methods which worked best for him or her.

We thought there would be more_methods thin there were. We expecte4 some to use struc-
tured observation schedules, others to pore over the district's own achievement test results,
still others to arrange some simulated decision si tions. But time was short and things
happened fast. Most, observers were doing what wa simplest and more direct, watching and
asking questions.

4,

According to the RIP the observations were to be made by site visit teams,* The CSSE
design called for observation by. participant (or ethnographic) o servers, as wellies by site
visit feams.Thefield observer took the role of "participant, a a visitor," The observers
observed, and as visitors, participated in the ongoing events o the system,. They reported .

their obvious but not uncommon presence as researchers, carryi notebook or recorder down
the hall and into meeting rooms.

Various degrees of obtrusiveness were aoted by case ,study authors. We liked to think
they were unobtrusive on most occasions. Rob Walker made note of the interest in him as
a "foreigner." On occasion of course it was the observer observed.

1

Recordings. We originally planned to record science teaching learning both in
the conventional scaled-property language ief the psychometrician and he incident-narrative
language of the anthropologist. As it turned out, our case studies yielded little of the
former, almost entirely the latter.

We wanted to make some simple aggregate-data statements about the classroom'at various
sites, including some rough indications of the modernity of the room, the text-boundedness
of the pedagogy, and the frequency of -references to "what science means.." We thought we
might find common factors or categories that would help us typologize the classrooms and
their teachers.

Prior to the August orientation session we developed a checklist. A copy of the
final revision is shown on the following page.

We devised this B 1/? x 11 checksheet that could be completed by the obse
less than three minutes. We left space on the sheet for the observer's reminders of hat
specially should be looked for on that occasion, and for notes about lesson,. classro
activities, and science education issues encountered. Wanting a sheet that would rai
few apprehensions and stir few curiosities, we tried to make it a blank-looking page.

Each observer was asked to make i minimum of ten classroom observations a week, and
to turn da a tompleted sheet on each. We had hoped that this task would not interfere with

" the individual observer's normal observing activities. We counted on a minimum of 750
completed sheets, which even with the huge mix.of classoma, would give us some nice
input for statistical analysis.-

*Has the RIP design been followed more closely the study would probably have been com-
pleted with a report something like, Offide of Rural Development, Getting Human Services to
Rural People (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1976).
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School Code: 1-.; Fr-tette: /d,//6 Time: 2.'00 To: -2.'30

rriyi Subject Matter Code:&24-fttGrade: 14.-=L Time of write-up: 7/1.0
same daym,

No. students: /f Teacher 14114p35 50 65 experienced: L -d)H directive: L -OH

SYNOPSIS OF LESSON, ACTIVITIES

4a,;,1 ,2L40
SCIENCE EDUCATION ISNS

,4_444kf/I,41r12#

h.&

--$

--y

1

DESCRIPTION OF PEDAGOGY
medera - antiquatd - - a text orientation
mobile - fled wet - - f test orientation
ape' - regulated . - - r experience,besed
formal - casual ... - c objectives based
active - still . problem oriented
a limning OA. .. N - aperatiens.drill

c
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scientific methods .
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ecology. environment
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Butone iiiieiver said that it walk contrary to his field-method to do any writing during
his first months of obserVaiMu.. Aneiher said that the scaled properties we were asking
f* were in cal' to his frame;pf reerence,forclassrooms and were likely to be distract-
ing. He'triA a few and asked 1E614 excused. Another °barmier did a few, then ecided
with only four weeks available, claSsroom observation would feveal circumstanemisnd issues
tog slowly. He shifted almost entirely to an interview approach. The other two fall'
semester ilbservers. went about the business of completing the scaling requested; but when
it became apparent that the others were not going to provide these data, we made it optional,
and theytoo stopped. We thought that we might be able to pick up some of these'data in
the national survey, but downgraded that information there too, and ended up without any
property-scaled descriptions of the classroomd'at our eleven sites.

Thus we presented-to many a reader a major disappointment. It seemed important to
,them, even though we were working with a small number of districts, that we should at
least gives careful coding to the instructional activities we found there. We chose in-

. stead to insist upon attention to our list of science education issues, foreshadowed and
evolving. Wanting not to lose any of our observers, or their enthusiasm for the job, we
did not insist on the use of the checklist.

Only later did we realize this to be a major choice point in our design. In so doing
we committed ourselves largely to an instance- and -issue orientation in the case studies.

But the choice point was earlier stip. At the time we selected the first of our social
scientists we appasent.ly had unconsciously foregone the standardized checklist approach,
for few of them were interested in having this side of descriptive work covered too. Of

course even though our "observers were rather agreed on this de-emphasis on statistical
description, they were different in other ways of describing the field situations.

Techniques of Description. We found an interesting contrast in techniques of descrip-
tion within the case studied. In some, comparisons were made between a schoor's past his-
tory and its current situation in term of population mix, curricular emphasis, or rela-
tiondhip to the outside world. Compar ns were made between the particular school site
in which a field observer was working past school sites with which he/she was familiar.
More abstract themes were presented by some observers, leading to discussion of thctry of
educational achievement, learning theory, or competition and social interaction theory.
Pictures and quotes from teachers and students were used as explicit examples of what the
observer found. Literature was introduced as a means of inviting the reader to react.to
the field observer's analysis. Some examples are shown below.

4t(
F r instance a type of comparison used by Rob Walker in the South, Lou Smith in the

Midw and Mary Lee Smith in the West was that of historical comparison. Reference to the
past was used to structure description (p 2:1):, _

I 4

The study of science education programa at a single site, FALL-RIVER, Colorado,
exposed bits of the history of the_field. In this archeological dig can be found
remnants of each era: the pre-Sputnik traditional disciplinary/science-:-still used
in some classes; the textbooks, equipment and institute - trained teachers left by
the first two generations of National Science Foundation activity; the enrollment
decline and disillusionment with science coincident with the romantic rebellion;
the enrollment resurgence that has come with the new pragmatism; the recent popu-
larization of the ecology movement. All of these historical eras have had effects
at FALL RIVER, and all left some relic. In each case the impact was deflected or
defused in some way, as if an alien culture had attacked an older one, entered its
territory, but gradually lost its language and separate identity, absorbed'into the
older one.

65
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-Another type of comparison writets Osed was reference to previous conceptualization,
especially how it was altered upon entering_the site and engaging in participant observa-
tion (p 5:2-3):

As I turrAd right on Evergreen Street and started ihsin the hill, l)poticed a
sprawling yellow brick building outlined with white trim. A red, white, and
blue Patriot (the schobl mascot?) painted on a single chimney stood guard over
the school. A modern two story building, about a dozen -years old, was nestled
in a large grass-covered valley. A raft of tennis courts waP flanked by football
and baseball fields, and several adults were jogging on a path that circled the
gridiron. Several temporary buildings; painted a dull oispge, were behind the
school and a large parking lot was filled with brightly colored cars., The whole
setting was sut7unded by an ampitheatre of sreen pine trees, yellow maple leafs,
and manicured lawns leading from.the street to single dwelling homes. For A
moment, I thought I had escaped the city boundary and had mistakenly arrived at
one of the surrounding suburbs. But no, the silver block letters to the right
of the white pillared entrance clearly spelled our: HARDY HIGH SCHOOL 1965.
As I pulled intoone of four, parking spaces marked VISITOR, I thought'how far
wrong my expectations for the appearance of the school had been. I locked my car
doors and went through the main entrance. The halls were filled with student's,
talking and walking, and I was struck by how similar the picture was to the
Milwaukee suburban school I left in 1963. I entered a door marked OFFICE and
introduced myself. They were expecting me.

S.

Another comparative technique was the use of the stranger to a situation., The stranger
notices phenomena that the participants have long ago accepted and no longer constiouply
considers. For instance, Rob Walker' tated, ('p 11:2):

It's an interesting thing about the school that once inside you lose much sense
of what.lies outside. It's one of tho,se things that is so obvious to all
the teachers that they have long since ceased to question it.

Ethnographefs often rely on theoretical orientation. In Lou Smith's study .he invited
the reader to see how his attention was directed to theory. This technique of reaching for_

runs throughout Lou Smith's study. He described an incident,a more general abstract theme
then stated (p 3:22):

I think what I'm reaching for is a set of reasonably simple ypotheses
(mechanisms) on the adtecedants, nature and-con epskon of school learning
with particular emphasis ri explaining the high achievement levels of upper
middle class kids, e.g.,/the two grade levels and/or 1+ SD above the mean on
test scores.

Another interesting manner of pursuing a thought or explanation can been seen in Lou
Smith's interpretive asides (p 3:13):

As they talkdd it seemed to.come out that different schools had different
things going for them (as I'd heard previously). For example- -one has a
big outdoor education program, secOnd grade and up, overnight camping, etc.
Another is frying out some of the new CEMREL math materials in the primary
grades, and so forth. S 1.-

("Obs - All this suggests aspects of the old elementary principals competition,
indentity, and place in the sun as a.major issue in the dynamics of a district
and efforts in curriculum, teaching, parents, etc.)

e#
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Explicit examples of what the obserVer,heard or saw in the class were used extensively
' by Peshkia. Serrano, Denny. Walker, Hill- Burnett and both Smiths. Entire tests were in-

cluded by Alan Peshkiri because he "believes tests are particularly indicative of those
things a, teacher most valuesthough not exclusively,. their students knowing." Pictures
were used by Rudy Serrano, an advocate of visual anthropology. But Terry Denny said (LA):

Seeing may be believing, but I need more. I never see the picture worth a
thousand words. It occurs to me that a very few words can represent a thou-
sand pictures; can represent unobservable feelings; can reveal tomorrow's
hopes and yesterday's fear which shape today's actions. My story A largely
teachers' words.

All of then field observers made extensive use of direct teacher - student dialogue. This
dialogue oft included description of the context in yhich the interaction took pYace.

'Reference to literature--poems, stories, plays an boobeeLwas yet another technique.
Terry Denny used poems. Wayne Welch used a book,torkine by Studs Terkel, to describe a
style of yriting. Rob Walker used Steinbeck to suggest caution in interpretation. Lou
Smith utilized educational literature to tell the reader his interpretation of a specific
classroom situation (p 3:17):

(bobs Through all his I'm reminded of Brueckner's Diagnostic Tests-in
Arithmetic. The sys em seems a logical outgrowth of that point of view.
Need to look at old NSSE Yearbook from 1434 (?) and the Bond and Bruecicner
Diagnosis and Treatment of Learning Difficulties. Need to check manuals.
Seems like a teaching and organizational system (aides, storage and LRC)
building upon that., Need to look manuals and reference literature.)

I go through Placement Test C. There are 2-3 pages on each area. It does
look like Brueckner writ large.

At another point Lou Smith used writings on philosophy of history to make an analysis about
what he saw in ALTE (p 3:109):

s 4

. The historical perspective can lead also tO.a fundamental reworking of one's
approach to the very nature of knowledge. heading Toulmin's and Goodfield's
triad of books on the history of science, Architecture of Matter, Fabric of the,

___,___Heavens, and axpecially-The 'Discovery of Time in anticipation of the project
was'both provocative and unsettling in terms of specific Pleas and conceptions
in "Science" and also in the investigator's ownconceptions of social science as
it related to CSSE. In the preface to a later book Toulmin.(1971) expressed it
this way.

The central thesis of the present volume'. . . can be sunned up in a
.single, deeply held conviction: tRat, in 'science and philosophy alike,
an exclusive preocc4patipn with logical systematiciiy has been destructive
ofboth historical underetanding and rational criticism. Men decmstzlate
their rationality, not by. ordering their cfrepte and belief& in tidy'
forma structurals, but by their preparedness to respond to novel situations
with open minds=-acknowledging the shortcomings of their former procedures
and moving beyond them. Here again, the key notions are "adoption" and
Vemirdn ratter than "form" and "validity" . . . The philosophical agenda
propose sets aside cal such assumptions in favor of patterns of

kohl> are at once More istorical, more empirical and more
pagmatic-, pp-vii and /iii)
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f-
His point of view is a large agenda, indeed. It leaves one feeling more than

a bit presumptuous. r 4

The zoning of parts of ALTE into 1 1/2-3 acre lots sixtyysars ago is,a
chronicled fact.' The interpretations that this led to "executive city"'
or to the current upper middle class quality of the community and the
emphasis on eiVcational excellence is overly simple and open to questibn.
The relevance of this thought to policy groups such as NSF or NIE and to
more local immediate "chaos, agents" however, does seem very great.

One reason for using an outside reference is' to assist the racier to make his/her own

comparisons. The literature is utilized as a backdrop for both"the field observer and the
reader to react to description in the case study. It should help explain how the research-
er made his/her analysis.

Judgment Daing4Observation. Feld observers doing case studies are faced with a
dilemma as to the degree to which th it field notes'should be composed of judgment-suspended
observations. According to the "cod ' erhnograPhers are said to follow, raw observations

should be emphasized because they pe it the observer and others to go over the data with
alternative questions, potential inte pretations, and different frames of reference.

.11

It is apparent however that the j
frame,of reference, increasing the numb
A transformation from "normal" observat

. direct vicariaus experience. It may be
data, data that no one sees directly.

more judgmental style.

gment-suspended mode of observation is itself a
r of certain entries in the log, decreasing others.
on occurs. Readers are denied some of the most

id that they are reading a report of "laundered"
eir normal style of observing, of course, is a

David Bohm made the point that, for the purposes of science, perception and communica-
tlon should be--as nearly as poisiblt--one and the same thing. This identitv would, it
is presumed, argue against judgment - suspended observations, for the scientist, as the lay-

man, is more accustomed to interpretation-laden observations than interpretation-free
observStions.*

Selection of Field Observers

Each observei's report is essentially a description of the behav or of science educa-

tion in its habitat. 'It includes a description,of the context in whi h science education

is conceived. It is conventionally "objective" in the sense that it s for the -most part

a shared perception7-one that the researcher, site visitors and the rticipants recognized

in common. It is "subjective" id that it was the field observer who decidet which issues

were pressing and which relevant to NSF needs. gore agreement, of course, was found on

what it was that was happening than on.what was worth further study. At the outset, we

wanted to select field observers who had experience with both the objective and subjective

responsibilities. '
.

. 9
e'

*David Bohm, "Scielke as Perception-Communication," in The Structure of Scientific*,,

Theories, ed. F. Suppe /trbana: University of'Illinois Press, 1974).
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thefield observers.were to be'the main, CSSE data gatherers. They were to operate
with a great, demi,of freedom to diseover those isstes important to people at the site.

They were to.heobservers who had demonstrated their ability to produce insightful field
studies/and, if phsalble, already to have had -some familiaritymith th44'site. The selection
of field observerkWas made with'the intent of capitalizing on the use jp experienced,*
highly, compet researchers who would broaden the view and minimize the subordination of ...

,,the perspectiVe o any'one'theoretical or liethodological view.' The need for inter -Iisciplin -
ary gued by Szwed:**

Thetrai of urban ethnographers requires a reach'across disciplines
and depar tal politics that few ufiiversities now seem able t4 accommo-,
date. A wel aine_student needs to combine tHe knowledge of a half-

'dozen fieldiCei the skills the classical anthropologists And those_
of the,,best Jour Jets and er-investigators (such as Beatrice 1,

Webb, Henry Mayh nd jack, n).

I

,

H pOinted oUt that,

a.

students with backgrounds in linguistics, folklore, history,English,
sociology 01 American.nivilization as well as anthropology have studied
bars, schooliooma, geriatric' nursing,centers,- apartment buildings., play-,
grounds and e streets . . . to build up a portrait of contempo ry

- American J.I.

However, according to Szwed:,
.

4'it still remains to show how this research can best be used and inter-
preted by those whO choose to use it. ,

1

We selected*** field observers with backgrounds in the fields of anthropology, soci-
ologyFeducationa1 psychology and various sub-specializations. Indiyfduals with the nalf
dozen fields" experience and training- suggested by Szwed, are not, to our knowledge, yet-in
supp1)14 So our interdiscipli and interuniversity needs were addressed by utilizing
'many pihple with different ski a and training and hopefully with a high regard, interest
and,commitment to produce an interdisciplinary framework for the.CSSE project.

3!1t was with some dismay that we first realizedthat we were designing the study

without lending to the'support--financially"and experientially - -of graduate' student*. '1.ster,
we found 14 possible, actually necessary, to enlist several to assist with the assimilation

'and final report preparations.

**John F. Szwed, "Anthropology Now Looks to the Cities for Field Trips," New York Titles,
22 February 1976%

4

***If we had had complete freedom to design this studyse would have made observations . ' ,

in perhaps six field sites for a year. Field obseritrs pf the talent we wanted (and Ater
--- obtained) then would have cost us some $300,000 just for salaries, including university

overhead. lath $250,000 available for all expenpes and a"RFP requirement for at leaat 10
sites, we had to ehorten the observation period. We budgeted about $100,000 for Observer

r salaries, ink ludieg overhead, and went out to what. that would buy. The people we wanted
would work for =Average of about $1250 per , counting overhead. We picked out four o

s$ es (ALTE, FALL RIVER, GRIATER BOSTON, and_ md budgeted for 12 weeks.tdere. We
budgeted for 4 weeks study, at the remaining pl With these funds and good luck we were .. ,

able. to get all the longer observations and fOur of the shorter ones staffed with t, field
'researchers we most wanted, The remaining-two sites were staffed from within' the CITE head- -

' quarters team (by Denny and Hoke). Even with this large budget for field observer-salaries
Nt these people were underpaid in that most remained at the sites longer than the minimum r '

\period and none were paid for .the'lengthy period of writing after observations were completed.
dp ...., li. ,

4

' \ a a
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We assigned the'driginal ten case studies to the following field-Observers:

Terry Denny, University of.Illinois;' educational psychologist, specialist in evaluation7of
tetching mate/rigid; once a field survey researcher, grade school teacher; Ed.D. 1962.

jacquetta Rills-Burnett, University of Illinois; urban anthropologist, researcher Of inter-
cultural education, author; once a science curriculum developer; Ph.D. 1964.

Gordan Hoke, University of Illinois; specialist in innovation and community-school relations;---
once a social sciences add gifted education teacher; Ph.D. 1965.

'Alan Peshkin, University of Illinois; comparative educatioa specia list, director of African
Studies, -rural school ethnographer, author; Ph.D.1962.

-

Rodolfo Serrano, California State College at Bakersfield; anthropologist, bilingual/
bicultural educator, author; once a physics teacher; Ph.D. l97.2.

ir

Louis-Smith, Washington Univeisity,of St. Louis; educational ethnographer, case study
methodologist, evanation specialist, author; once school psychologist;Ph.D. 1955.

Mar' Lee Smith, University of Colorado;,program evaluator, counseling psychologist, research-
er On aex bias in counseling and psychotherpy, author; Ph.D. 1972.

Rob Walk er, University of East'Angl a; educational sociologist, field study specialist,
author; once an inner-city m eacher, teacher educator.

Wayne Welch, Pniversity of Minnesota;-science education researcher, educational psychologist*,
once A curriculum deve/oper, physics teacher; Ph.D. 1966.'

, 4

Although our case study researchers are referred to as. ethnographers, as evaluation spedial-
.

ists$ as sociologists, anthropologists, and comparative-education specialists, the case
studies were undertaken using the general methods of field observation.* Each of our field

,
. observers was asked to use his/her own techniques--as diveloped across years of academic .

.

,training and persodal'experienCe.
,

Orientation sessions were held in'Aognst of 1976 for the fall observermand in January
,of 1977 for spring observers.` A few of ,the fall observers were available to attend the

,- second orientation session'thus providing additional continuity.- Background readings Ln-
cluded the following: .

1. CSSE proposal and statements
2. "Organizational Structure and Student Behavior in Secondary

School,"by Cusick, Martin, and Palonaky
.3. "'Degrees of Freedom' andlthe Case Study,U by Donald Campbtll (p IC:27)
4. "The First Probe," by Charles Brauner
5. An abbreviated version,of "Eden Grange," Rob Walker's SAFARI case

study /

els!

,
, s#ZWe found thoie best sUmmarizkor field work by: Leonard Schatzman and Anselm L.
Strauss, Field Research: for a Natural Soclologv (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall, Inc 1973). .. , 1

,/' - I

a-
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Such a qualitative research enterpriie as we planned depends on the researcher's ability
to make himself/herself a sensitive research instrument, partlY by becoming acquainted wfth
the perspectives of those studied. He/she must operate in two worlds -- the world of the
subjects or informants and the world of the research perspective.

.t
* -4

A reader needs to know what the researcher's original points of view were. It sometimes'

helps to know: ,

What was the researchet's role in the setting?

What was his/her training and background?

What was his/her previous experience in the field?

-What'were his/her theoretical orientations about relevant issues and
personal feelings about topics discussed?,

A few of these questions are answered in the biographies of the field observers4410 some
within thb introduction to the,case studies themselves. For instante, Denny said (p 1:1):

I am fascinated by what-people do in schools and what schools do to
people. My task as I.saw it was to. describe what people said and'did
about teaching and learning of scielice and mathematicS,from kindergarten
through twelfth grade in the RIVER ACRES Independent'School DistiAct, a'
suburban/rural setting in the Houston.area. Not to evaluate it. Not to
do anything about it. I once agonized over writing recommendatibhs for
Schools I hid eveloated or researched. Worse, I was nagged faith -the

persisting question, "Was anything ever done? Telime if anything-was
ever done." I A rarely write prescriptions for teachers. I went to
Texas with no personal preference for self-contained classroom instruction,
for open-space instructs r for homogeneous.grduping of students. Moreoever,
I am uncertain of the ?slat sdcial importance of the school subjects as
we commonly know them.

o .

It pleases me to write this story without the additiOnal burden of forMally
Judging the merit of the teachers and practice I observed-The fact that
I was there and not you is of huge importance of course:4

The personal involvement, .how they felt personally toward people 4nd events, can be found,
throughout the case studies. Louis Smith said:

I'm amazed/strudk by the seemipgly flawless aspect °COQ system'here.
41 The aide has been with the program several yeate. She has -ho problem,'

works very rapidly, etc. At this end, the personnel, the facilities,
the storage Of materials, then plenitudes (nothing looks like'it's
even close to being out), the routines are al running smoothly. Need
to look at other end.

44

The researcher went into the field as a sensitive instrument to gather information on
science Iducation and the context in which it is:taught and ,learned., The vase study.reports
belonged to those 'researchers; no editing was'.done of them ether than' what the field observers

wanted. *
'

1
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Conceptual Structures
1.1

At each site'the'field4.observer was ito observe the teaching of science, mathematics,
and social science. Observers were acquainted with the CSSE list of potential issues, de-.
rived in part from the NSF RFP, but were relatiVely free to choose what pe7o and actions
to observe. At a general rule of thumb it_wes expected that abdut half of the ttention
would be given t9-the physical sciences and a quarter to mathematics and a quer r to social
sciences. (To be sure, it was expected that there would be a great many issue worthy of
consideratiOn that would be no more identified with one subject area than another.) The r
rule of thumb Was not to deter probes of any educational or professional issues of local
pacern.1 The search for consistencies within the uniqueness of eachisite, each classroom,
was stressed by Robert Stake:*

One thing common to all authors and users of case studies is the
starch fora, pattern,. All researchers are interested in regularity,
in consistency. Even in the most unique of persohs, even in the
most undue curricula, even is the most unique of bond-referendum
campaigns, there are certain patterns.

Validity. Alehough we pursued the particularity of each,site, for the NSF, generalization
was the goal. We wantel to make these studies useful'to people, not because we were interested
ip some particular; place,or even in some particular idea: We looked 1Sr a kind of toneral-
izability based on deep Onderstanding of phenomena which increases one's opportunity to
recognize similarity and analogy. Eadi,case study depends on this kinkot generality. It
depends on extending the reader's existing apprehension=of, experience through new vicarious
.experiente. The general then is a very personal general. Previously Stake called_it

. "naturalistic generalizability."** To be a good basis for comprehension or policy setting
the generalizations should be based on valid observations.

a

We els it essential to prepare as valid a presentation ofsciehte teach/naswe could.
`But this did not mean to us, to make the most objIctive account we could. Objectivity often
can be increas best by omitting elements that are subject to different interpretation.' To
do so is to ris omitting some of the most vital considerations.

p-All representations are couched in meaning,: Numbers,' plotbgraphs, words, whatever.
, Someone invented all these things forthe purpose of sharing meanings. Some meanings of

representations are widely shared. Everyone agrefs'that.it.is 3 (not 2, Q! 4) people in
the room. To the extent they agree we say that the representation, here the numeral of
enumeration, fs "objective."

Some meaning is not widely shared. "The people hereare fundamentally good people."
The meamingiis subject to .different interpretations. Different observers and readers
will cliff& a.lto.the meanineof the words as well as to tlie claim that it.gertainslio
these Particular people. To the extent people will disagree as to- the accuracy, meaning
and the.associated implicationsiof the represenatipns, fhose representations are more
"subjective." .

V

M

I
.

- .

* Robert E. Stake:,'Seeking Sweet Water: Case Study Methodslli'eadcational Research" (Urinuaa7
Ill.: Cents' for Instructignal Research and Curriculum Evaluation, AERA Training Tape Casdette,

.

lorthcoming.) .
.

*
;,, Mt

(Febrirery 197 ,,.:, i3g.

4Roberq Stale, ,"Tile Cas e-Study Method in Soopljnquiry,"'Educational Researcher 7

.
- , of

a
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ligwould strive, for objectivity, as long as it not cause us,to lose important.
meaning;: There are many exceptions to the belief tha the more objective representations
are the useful. "There were 3 or 4 people there, alr o thgm good people." of the two
representations 4n that sentence., one more objective an one more subjective, it is impos-
sible to say out of context which is the more useful.

. -, 1.

In seeking ways to make otPieSSE representation u ul we of course did try to minimiie
AvrePthose biases of personal view and acculturation t con bute most to misperception and

understanding. These are subjective criteria, of course. We tried to recall or imagine
a representation can lead eb confusion, neglect, or injur.y and finding none, to judge

at representation as having avoided the worst forms of invalidity.

.
.

One of the primary ways of ipereasing validity is by triangulation.* The idea comes from
t soc ology (and from navigation at sea). The technique is one of trying ter arrive at the same

mea ing by at least three independent approached Naturally a finding that has,been Sri-
,angu ated with several ihdep dent data-hOldingS is usually more credible than one that has
not.

a
.

. .

tiara somehow has cope to have a divergent as well a§ a convergent connotation.
To som people it means taking additional viewpoints 1.n,order to encounter the multiple re-
alitie= of the situation. This aim was, prominent in CSSE, but we used the term "triangula-
tion" t mean converging to a focussed reFiesentation of any one viewpoint.

MP
CSS ;triangulation occu both within and across case studies. The field observers

sought o informants havin d f erent positions, roles, experience, attitudes, and goals in
iv order to heck the perceived co_stancy of a phenomenon. ,The observers themselves observed,

interview , and analyzed documents. Their findings were reviewed by site visit teams,
site coord nators, aad on-site educatfts.** All provided additional view's as wdll as con-
firmations r discohfirmations of particulars.

Writin each case studyremained the responsibility of one person, the field observer. 7 d

Independent bserVations were conveyed, particularly by site visitors, Co CSSE headquarters.
. Many taped i ervieWs were analyzed bya specialist in linguistics well experienced fh sci

ence educatio research' (Peg Steffensen). Survey.data were added to the stir visit and
case study da . Triangulation occurred across CSSE sites as multiple researchers examined
the issues man fest in data from multiple sources at ene eleven sites-And from the national
sample.

4

withwe.can say with assurance is that what we report was there to be seen. The.empha-
sized things'were seen many tikes over. What we cannot say is that the things we report
werefthe most imp tant thing to be seen or that we have interpreted them in the best way:,
Also, we cannot pr vide an index number that incicates the degree to which our findings are
valid: That is a isadvantage of all naturalistic observation, but naturalistic observa-
tion ieportshave t e great advantage that the readers can participate in the determination
of validity, especia ly to the extent that the observations cover some batters that they are
already Tamiliacr with

.

....,

*For a discusston of triangulation see: Ronald T. Campbell, "'Degrees of Freedom' and
the Case-tudy," Comparative Political Studies 8 (July 1975): 179-191. The strategy was

-
discussed/more generally in D. T. CaPpbelt and D. W. Fiske, "Convsrgent and Discriminant
Validation by the Multitrait-Multimettld Matrix," Psychological Bulletin 56 (1959):81-105.

.

**On site'administrators in particular were used as refs ewers of draft reports. Earlier
they had been assured the privilege..ofIeview, to result in a statement of substantiation or

. refutation,of the case study at their site. While all such reviews were to be read 'carefully,
the final decision as to what'to include in the case study report remained with the field
observer. 'From our California site came the only major statement of 01.1444Zion, A member
Vfi the district superintendent's staff sent a statement which is incyded irr,Booklet VII
with the WESTERN CITY/case study. ,

- , 4 .
I .
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A case study is valid if it gives an accurate and useful representation of the case in

* a certain pettingwith reference to certain research questions. Accuracy of observing and
reporting'is more than a matter of everyone, seeing the same thing, for many observations
cannot bd made independent of the observer's point of view. The validity of a case-study

Ns, then is dependent on the observer's point of view, and its utility to a reader will be de-
pendent on recognition of.that point of view. To some this sounds hopelessly relativistic,
but it,is consistent with Lee Cronbach's 1971 definition of validity.*

. This kind of validity pertains to the use that is made of the report. 4If the repult-
ing comprehension or action is of a higher quality than it would have been without the re-
port,: then the report is to some extent valid.

Clearly we are not willing to claim that in order for a report to be valid the observa-
tions reported need to be those another observer would have reported. We would of course
question the validity of the report if among those who were at the same scene, nobody saw
what was reported. The report is not necessarily invalid, it just has not been validated.

To be validated a tepOrt needs to be confirmed through other observers, it needs to
survive deliberate efforts to disconfirm it, and it needs to be credible. This latter is
to acknowledge that previous experience can contribute something to the confirmation, and
that it is validity "for use by persons" that we are most concerned about. If a report
strains credulity, then it will need much more confirmation to attain a certain level of
validity. If a report contains the highly expected, then we will spend less of our re-
sources challenging it.

Validity shou)41.be considered less than complete if no effort has'been made dis-
cdnfirm the observations, even if'they have been confirmed.

.

.During an extended visit to a complex site, only a small portion of happenings will
be seen, and only a small portion of those seen will be reported. An important isolated
event may occur. The idea of inter-observer reliability of reporting may be pretty nearly
lost in such a; situation but the idea of valialty holds..

What is expected by readers is that the observer will look carefully and skeptically,

Slit

striving to see more than is easi y seen, looking for missing connections, moving to dif-
letent viewpoints.to see the sam appenings;, then doubting what has been seen,-seriving
to see once again, being skeptics about what is being seen, seeking other interpretations
of what is seen.

)
;11.

W.

11
The question of validity of field observations and case studies will probably be de-

bated for some time. In thsestudies weltonsidered it our obligation to Tort what seemed
to us to be of most importance, that which we could validate as well as that which we could
not. We tried to indicate /o the reader the effort we made to substantiate different find-
Ingo and to share with the reader as much of the burden of deciding what weight to put on '

the presentation.

*Lee J. Cronbach, "Test,Validitation" in Educational MeasUtethent, 2d ed.,
ed., Robert L. Thorndike (Washington, C.:The Ameiican Council on Education) 1971.
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Salience of Topics. What an observer pays attention to and reports is partly a sub-
jective choic , but subject also to disciplined-experience.. Not only are some questions
previcksly indicated to be of greater importanCe, but the importance at the site of some
topics is easily,recognized. The case study worker makes the decision partly on what pre-
sumably will be useful to the audience. Experience helps make good presumptions.

Three wincipal questions initially guided the CSSE project.

,l. "Whit is the status of precollege science teaching and learn-
ing today?"

. .

2. "What are the conceptualizations of science and science teachers
held by teachers and students?"

CI"
-

"What happenings in school and community are affecting the
%

' science curriculum?"
1.,

These questions are broad and provocative. And by honoring the educational and pro-
fessional concerns of science teachers we did not entirely meet the expected attention to
subject orientation. Some field observers found the state'of science education so over-
whelmingly influenced by state or federal laws, budgeting demands or enrollment declines
Jthat they elaborated on these contextual variations.' For instance, lack of resources for
science supplies in Alabama demanded sustained teacher resourcefulness. In our Eastern
middle seaboard city, agencies acting lb youth-advocates, acting to keep children in school,
made it much more difficult for teachers to teach. At the sa94 time the schools' immediate
usefulness to these children was Auestioned by both the child en and the teachers. And a
small school with low, enrollment in our Illinois site meant little student interaction in
science and in fact Ass science than other places nearby.

.,_

' In all sites there was ponde ng and even distress over what the issues were. Several
of the field obser'ers chose to onize at least part of their study around a conceptual
structure or theme. For example, T rry Denny's study (kIVER ACRES) examined "education as
preps&tion." Jacquie Hill-Burnett's study (ARCHIPOLIS) described opportunity to learn ..

among the other "r4gbts" of students. And Rob Walker organized his'case study (PINE CITY)
around the progress of desegregation efforts in an Alabama community. '

Welwere asked why in the CSSE final report we gave high attention to "textbook teaching"
and little attention to the preponderance of males in high school science departments. Both
seamed equally true. 'The textbook issue was an eafly candidate for attention in the final
eport because it was mentioned several times by one field observer and becibie it struck
the authors as relevant to the presumed interests and respOnsibilities of final report
readers. The possible exclusion of women from science faculties did not come up as. possible
major theme from any of the observers., When mentioned at all, it was not seen as something

; to be ,high among the presumed interests'and redionsibilities of readers. The exthook orien-
Aation was considered a tentative finding when perusal of the case study drafts indicated
that it was a rather common circumstance. The finding was seen as departing so t from

became a more frequently mentioned theme. Thefield obseriers were polled to see i th

project staff expectations as to what_liould be happening in science classrooms; th it

had counter evidence to the findings; they reported none. From ?he beginning,the " xtbook
teaching" topic was recognized as something several of the reseaichteam already ha more
than a passing interest in. The question of b s was considered and felt not to be le-
eating a non-issue to issue statue.-

a
1

41.
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So it appeared that the basis on which this.4ind other topics of the final report were

selected was partly a matter of each of the following:

a._ commonness at the sites
b. relevance te,questiqns raised in the RFP and proposal
c. interests of staff in the topic
d. departure from staff expectations as to what the science
e. presumed usefulness to audiences of the final report.

situation was

Definition of Case Study

Each case study was organized around a somewhat different conceptual structure. That
structure is tailored to the particular case. According to Louis Smith, the'case study is
mainly different from other educational research,studies in that it,is*:

the study of abounded'system. The crux of the definition
is some conception of unity of totality to that bounded system. . .

The key notion is that you've got,some kind of entity, a case, and
,

it has some kind of unity., Somebody'perceives a part of that unity
and wants to study some more of it.

:Stake put the difference this

So the pipicipal difference between cast studies and other research
studies f that the case is made the focus of attention rather than
the pOpulation. In most other studies, res archers search for d
understanding that ignores the uniqueness of. ividual cases and
generalizes beyond'particular instances. 'My s ch for what is
common, pervasive, and dependable.

In the case study, there may be or may not be an ultimate interest q
,the generalizable. For the time bping, the search is for an underl
standing of the particular case, in its idiosyncrac, in its (complexity.
Its uniqueness is not considered "error variance." Its Laggueness
is cOnsidered "a handle" for better understanding the wayitile case'does
or does.not maintain equilibrium under environmental stress and strain.

er

The principal difference is one of focus. It is not the experimentalists'
focus on precise variation in,a single-criterion revealing the aggregated

,
reactions of many cases to specific treatments. It is not the historian's
sconcentrationon the complex- mediated connections between antecedent and
subsequent events. It is a foCu on'the happenings around a single actor
(be it child or institutIon or enterprise), so as to understand that actor,
that bounded system, in its- habitat. ,

So what is being studied is the ease. The case is something deemed wogthy,
'of close watch. It has character, it,has a totality, it has boundaries.
It is not just an instance representable by a scoie;,it is not only an
entity'which wild be represented by an endless array of scores. It is a

$ complex, dynamic system, something to bethought of as an existing entity,
even when simple descriptions are being made of it. The case stud tells
'a story about a bounded sys*Km.

,-.,

*Robert E. Stpke, "Seeking Sweet'Water: Case Study Methods in Educational Research"
(Urbana, Ill.: Center for Instructional Reseaich and Curriculum Evaluation, AERA Training
Tape Cagiette, forthcoming).

1
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Our CSSE case studies were the products of field observers who observed, interviewed and
analyzed. The authors selected a conceptual framework on which to lay out their case,
The report was partly a product-of,their intensive academic training, partly a product,of
their-socialization into a community setting and pattly a product of their values. Most
author; made reference to 'the possibility of another story'at another time or by'snother
person., It was recognized that there probably were many potential -conceptual frameworks.
That fact should not preclude the validity (discussed in this chapter elsewhere) of the
current story. Each case presented had its boundaries--boundaries set by the authors in
the sense that they wrote the story. However, other& helped set the boundaries.

*The peoftlewho.set the CSSE htundaries were those who cared about the science programs.
That included teachers at the scene, the NSF, and it included prospective readers of the
case studies. Certain things belong to the case, according to/their expectations--so the
boundaries of the case were setpartly by thoselpeople (anywhere) interested in the case. rc

We,hSd to have boundaries. One cannot deal with the totality of anything. Some strong
claims have been made for the case study as dealing with the "complete" story. Of course
it does not do that. It is extravagant to claim that the case study tells the whole story.
But it does deal with unity of the case, the unity of the experience, in Ways other re-

,

search methods do not.
,,

That leaves us with a pretty loose but workable definition: that the case study is a
study of a boundid system, emphasizing therunity and wholeness of that syscs, but confin-
iqg the attention to those aspects that are relevant,to the research probleF at the time.
The definition of rase study does not indicate whether more formalistic or bore natural-
istic observations are to be made. We chose to, make the CSS-E observations naturalistic.

Arrangement With Schools

06 To facilitate the arrangements between the CSSE project staff and the administrators
at participating schools, we formed what Gordon Hoke called a "temporary system." It re-
sponded to demands stemming from the following activities:

4

4'
1. Obtaining access to sites
2. Minimizing disruptions of school activities by CSSE observers
3. Expediting the gathering of field data by CSSE observers
4. Facilitating communication among ,

a. the principal observer on site (the field observer)
b.' the coordinator (a University of Illinois fatulty m ber)

c. the local school liaison person (administrator or he r surrogate)
d. ethers
Pregerving the anonymity desired -b/ individuals and ins _,tutions

"--N,6.-.Facilitating a' three-day visi by a four-person team to each site, and
404 7. Making the close-out arrangeme

k The person in charge of making the arrangements for CSSE was Gordon Hoke. Negotiations
for access to the ten sites and CSSE staff behavior within Item were guided by the writing
klinA work of two distinguished ethnographic researchers, Roger Barker and Art Gallaher, Jr.

*See p C:47, Project Management,
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Primary and official contact was math the office of the superintendent of each dis-
trict. Originally we had anticipated and hoped that a local science or math teati:;ould
become a liaison person. However, in operational terms our liaison continued to th
administrators or their surrogates. Details of arrangement, of course, were in part made
with the principals and the science, mathematics, and social science teachers at the par-
ticipating dchools. A written agreement was made known to the National Sctence Foundation
and CEIS.

Possible Bias by Cooperation. Voperation of administrators in school systems is nec-
essary for a case study of the kind- wanted. By and large we found administrators and
teachers quite ready to cooperate. A potential bias should be noted. Since matters were
,arranged through administrators we may hive moved toward situations where there was rIttle
antagonism toward administrators, which might not be a general condition. It is possible.
that in sites where administrators are more beleaguered and on the defensive that the-per

.

ception of the needs 'of science teaching and learning would be different. However since
only one superintendent turned us down, the fault would have to be in the original list
of sites.

Of'course, the sites in which we worked were not totally free of administrative prob-
lems. There were some for. example, in one district that required the replacement of a
building principal (shortly after our site visitation terminated). In some schools morale
was-very low among the faculty--for a variety of reasons, e.g., lack of student motivation,
lack of supplies or lack of administrative support. Several good, young teachers in a
couple different places, planned' to leaVe not just the system they were in--but leave the

- profession of teaching entirely.

Anonymity and Confidentiality

Our intrusions into the life of the school were carried out with concern. Not only
disruption, but embarrassment and misrepresentation were constant possibilities. One pro-
tection rested in the anonymity of sites and persons. Our concern was expressed in CSSE
Statement #4 (on the.next page). a ,

A
At the beginning it was presumed that - -after clearing the reports with all persons

possibly jeopardized --the actual names of cities and schools would be publicly revealed
but personal anonymities would be preserved., The interpretation of case study data is
usually improved, we believed,. if the reader's knowledge of these places can be,Fombined
with the case study portrayals. At project finish, we realized that person by fersoq
clearance was too enormous a task, so site anonymity was preserved too.
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CSSE STATEMENT NO. 4
CONFIDENTIALITY

t

1

Stake
6/11/76

A case-study approach in educational research - -even when the case is not a persoor groups'.
of persons--is likely to be personal. The concentrated study of teaching and leil-ning, an
intense examination df meanings and pridrities, is likely to expose teachers, students,
administrators, and others to unusual scrutiny. The personal dimensiOns of responses here
are not going to be obscured by hundreds of others as they are-in survey research.

Al l case-study research - -and particularly that sponsored by governments- -has a special obli-
gatibn to provide legal and ethical protections.

Even for persons observing the highest standards of moral, ethical, and legal conduct, a
study of ideas or actions can be an invasion of privacy and subsequent publication con add
stress to relationships with colleagues. students, and the general public. The normal way'
of life is not one full of openness and exposure. A case-study inquiry even into' notions
of science may raise questions which lay bare commitments that provoke 'approbation.

."f .

\Essentially the same questions may be,raised elsewhere with little need for protection. If
. a,casual acquaintance raises such questions, the respondent feels free to answer or avoid
the questions If an official raises such questions in an employment interview or promption
'review, if a teacheimpises such questions in the course of student elfaminations,
citizen raises suchlilestions of a candidate for election to the schodl board, the respondent
is under some obligation t answer but with, the understandihg that that .1-4 part of his
sponsibility there a the potentiality Of personal benefit. Confidentiality is 1 ss
an. ssue if the respondent has placed himself /herself in the review, situation and has some-
thin to gain from the review.

ti

In the CSSE research situation we are agents of a national bureau using public moneys, ob-
serving and asking questions without obviously having something-to offer in return. There-
spondent makes an important contribution to the research. He/she increases the flow of
information that may serve to correct a problem. These contributions may give the respondent
satisfaction, but he/she will probably receive no other recompense for the risks,taken.

The same argument pertains to institutions although obviously they do not have the same'
rights and vulnerabilities as persons. A school itself has some real chance of being" #
embarrassed, beyond tiie embarrassment suffered by individual.educators or students. The
findings of a case-ttudy might result in embarrassment to the community that itself con-
stitutes that school. (Whether or not the embarrassmentis or is not justified is not.
_relevant at this point. It is not the responsibility oethe CSSE study t6 root out indi-
vidual 44" institutional infirmities but to perceive national commitments and problems.)

By granting our request.for access and assistance, we believe the individual school and the
individual persons we observe and questibn are entitled to anonymityr-should they care to
exercise it.

0

One of the requirements for this study demanded by the National Science Foundation,*the
sponsor, was'the right to retain,any and all data, findings, and dOcuments. No release is
to be made withoutthe explicit authorization of tht Projects Officer, an NSF official. For
whatever other merit it has, this requqemenrcould'serve to extend the protection for a
school of person studied. Yet additional control of data release is needed--particularly .

control by those who might be

1 79
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CSSE STATEMENT NO. 4

(continued)
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In their case study research Barry McOOnald and Rob Walker have-established a'policy that
a person owns the data on himself. They have routinized the return of transcripts and
narrative descriptions to the people concerned for review, correction,,and possible con-
fiscation. The respondentt ire asked to judge the material` on the basis of its accuracy,

,

fairnest', and relevance. -MacDonald and Walker report, however, that, contrary to popular;
expectation, people (including bureaucrats)-seldom exercise the options other than occasilen-

-
ally a request for correction of fact and fail even to claim anonymity in those rare ..

instances when.they have behaved in a way that some people would considegirePrehensible.

A respondent review procedure has merit apparently but is cumbersome, opth to capricious
threat to the-research investment, and does not always serve its purpose, ,

-Lou Smith has advocated reliance more on confidentiality and anonymity. lie tells almost no
one whom and where he fs observing:- He usgs pseudonymf, falsified noncritical descriptions;
and makes composite narratives from isolated events. He even considers publishing under a.,
pseudonym. This policy has the considerable disadvantage of denying the reader the oppor-
tunity of applying what he already knows about the case. But it does. grant a greater pro-,

tection to the people at the site.
A

,,Tor tht CSSE project we.intend to follow the lead of these colleagues; granting anonymity
and review rights. Prior to NSF consideration of release, the persons who have been observed
and those who have given us their observations will have opportunity to review the case
study materials. They will have full right to withhold any information that identifies
them. Though asked to base their decisions oh accuracy, fairness, and relevance, they will

, not be obligated to show that the information is objectionable on those grounds. They will
not have the right to withhold information gained from contact with them if the opportunity
of identifying them with'the data is negligible.

The location of the sites and the names of the people will be kept confidential. Partici-
pating school officials will not be encouraged to publicize.involvement i; the study. Of
course, they may choose to do so and to publicize the case study of theft school cluster,
once duly released. It likely that some schools will eventually be reported with full
identification of names and 'places and that others will be reported with person-and-place +:
anonymity. The CSSE staff will try to maintain a strict anonymity at the outset and re-
linquish it cialy when mutually desirable to do so.

Complete anonyMity is-- impossible. Project staff in the field will know where they are and
with whom they are working. Someone must know how to get in touch with them, ASF.mdst have
some indication of where the work is being done for its accountability procedures--hopefully
no more than one person (and a sealed.envelope).in Washington need know. There .will. be -a

- small number of'peOple (perhaps for each site) who will know where we are--we will urge them
to be discrete.

These-may seem like drastic measures to take for such a benign and impersonal inquiry. ,
Perhaps so. It seems to us that they are cottly and even bothersome procedures but justi-
fied for the protection they'may give and for the increase in openngss and honesty we may
expect while probing basic understandings.and feelings. If we find that our procedures
are extravagant and unwarranted, we can relax them: If we start out without them and find
we should have had them, we may be unable to fulfill our contract to identify the meanings of

science an4 the threats to science education at the precollepe level in the USA today.

80
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Given our policy on confidentiality and anonymi.ta.;04elearance procedures were needed
for the case studies and other data reports. Our guidelines stated:

Case studies and othdrCSSE reports are to main onymity for
cities and schools unless no objection-to ide ification ound.
-Anonymity for peisons either as actors or 1 ormants"has been guar-
anteed and should not be comvomised.

The author of the material has the primary responsibility tcrclear

He/she can circulate rough or smooth materials to each person who is
'involved. Question should be raised as to whether or not the place or
persons can by identified, as well as to pertinent inaccuracies.
(Irrelevant inaccuracies may b'e,introduced to assist in maintaining
confidentiality.)

Persons should see only those materials that relate to-themselves as
actors or that include information they provide - -plus sufficient con-
text to get a full meaning of wthseis being said. The writer,shobld
direct the reviewer's attention to those items deemed crucial to per-
sonal identification and those bearing most directly on important issues
for the particular case study or total CSSE project.

A particular problem occurs when an episdte requires clear e from two
or more persons but part of the critical information is not knoWn'to all
of them.. Some of the information may have to be censored f m the re-
view--and possibly from all reviews at that site. This would be.done
only to -protect an actor...or informant from exposure.

1
4

4 If there is informatiOn'on 'record that will indemnify a person who
explicitly or implicitly granted us access to this information, then
all the data intormation should be destroyed when no longer useful fbr
analysis, and not Later than the date of the submission of the project

(final report toNSF.I\

When all personal episodes have been'cleared for accuracy and anonymity
the site coordinator should clear', it with :the schoolpauthorittes at both
building level and district level. Again, checks should be made'for
security of identity of persona and accuracy of fact and implication.

An illustration of our guidelines translated into action at the final stage of
transcript review is shown in a communication to VORTEX reviewers by the field observer
there.

1
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To: Readers cf the VORTEX Case Study

From: Gordon Hoke

''Re: The contents

1) 1 tried.very hard to hold the material to about 4,000 words or 20?
(double spaced) typewritten pages. Acknowledg nt of this standard
meant that a great deal of information had to b eliminated.

2) Much pf the data obtained in VORTEX, in my judgment, carries great
significance for the organization and management of schools and will be
useful as resource material for other parts of Our final repbrt.

3) The "mini-portrayals" and lengthy quotes are typed in double-spaced
fashion to expedite your reading. They will appear in the usual format
in the final version.

SI

4) VORTEX readers: please indicate questions, corrections, etc.,
individual pages and return thee with the enclosed envelope.

5) A Complete edition of thq final report
'1978.

Will be forwarded early

On

in .

The drafts of the case studies seemed to include very few anxiety-producingor in-
dicting reVelationsy="A number of people.who reviewed them for revision found inaccuracies
and were disappointed sometimes inithe tone or choice of incidents to portray--but
were almost no expressions of need for improving or even preserving anon

dat

In retrospect we believed that anonymity remained an important matter. We did not
learn much about how to handle it, partly because omr case study writers seldom presented

information thatput any one person in jeopardy or even cast them 'in a "bad light." Our
clearance reviews were too'casual, too occasional. Our records :do not sufficiently show .

that all persons potentially,in jeopardy did have an opportunity Ijo review and did give us
assurance that publication was not contraty. 'to their,interests, We were comfortable that
persons were in fact reasonnhly well protected. The field observer and site administrators
effectively established a climate of "trust," In"tutions were left nymous not be-

t cause they needed it but because it was too such -work to "decl'a'ssify," Still, better
techniquei are needed.

r
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SITE VISITS
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The second phase of out project was the site team v its. Since our observers would
not usdally.see more than one site, making it <difficur to draw together a teneral picture,
multiple-observers were used to confiem the existenc of ptgnomena or attitudes, to help
develpp survey scenarios, to assist the field observer in difficult tasks, to add the views
of certain specialists and -to gather additional data on issues of special interest.

The design of, the visit varied from site to site. Usually it consistedlof a teen of
four to six members on site for Oree days toward the end of the.field observatiooperiocht
(This is graphically portrayedin Chart 1.) The visitors were to overview the site and pro -
i.de confirming or disconfirming information to the field obderver ior the preparation of
the ease study for that silt, and to further the preparations for writing the assimilation
chapters. Interviews were regularly tape recorded for later analysis.

-Site Coordinators. Each site team was coordinated by a project staff member from the,
<-University of Illinois:
is

Terry Denny, specialist in evaluation of teaching matakirls
Jack Easley, science and mathematics educator
Gordon Hqbe, specialist in innovation and school-communityorelations
Robert Stake, educational evaluator
Charles Weller, 'acience-teacher educator

4 -

Typically, the site coordid4tor visited the site early in thhirork there and theh re-
turned to make arrangements the weekpreceding the site visit. His duties included select-
ing the Fembers of the site team mit identifying the key respondents from the sltis. He was
tb.link the que'stions identified for probing to particular site team visitor's interests
and expertise, and to find particular respondents thought to have ideas, information 4nd 44.

feelinge,about those questions.

Composition of the Site Te team was usually composed.ot a member-of the local
community,-a,math and a,sciencellator, scientists, educational pol4y people, or experts
in evaluation strategies. These members of the team were selected for their particular
expertise in scientific and educational matters. The theoretical perspectives representeck
by the site team'members included disciplinary allegiances to the,natural sciences, mathe-
matics, psycholoky, socNogy, anthropology, and linguistics.

'Previous knowledke of the school system under Study was an.imEartint factor for select -v
ing at least one member of each team. In ,stveral cases.they weregecaa community memberi;'''t others, people who had previously been involved In consulting at the site. LoCal people
on the tliam were Helpful. They often could clarify issues that were being discussed and
helped us-gain access to teachers and others.

ln4Re round of site visits during the spring the same general pattern of site visitor-
backgrounds was retained but the site team was more likely to inclnde.CSSE personnel who
would have responsibility for writing sections of the final report. By this time issues were

.being clarified and-exteneively discussed among CSSE personnel.. As more of these people Were
included as site visitors, the,more intense and immersed in the issues the project head-4

,quarters_ became.

, r
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'Site Visitor Respon ibilities. Each site temp,member wrote a report at the site or'
soon after'ieaving. of the site reports were descriptive. SOnie contained vignettes,
some were evaldEtive, and a few,copcluded with recommendations One was a,critique of
teachers and math classes. The methOdology of participant observation and interview was

. common to many members of the site teems'but uncommon to others. There were large differ-
. encer in what the site visitors did, although all report; weft written from classroom ob-

,.
servations, formal and informal interviews, and written data sources. Examples are in-

"..` cluded.at the end of the VORTEX, URBANVILLE and GREATER BOSTON studies` '
'

r.

t

t.

The arrangement of int4tViews, discussion sessions and observationswere opportunities
-for site team members to pursue their principal responsibilities. The ppne and spirit of

, -titeap....xesponsibilities perhaps was captured in CSSE c 4atement #-*(on the next page).
de' .e

Data Col rection. While we were primarily committed to studying a particular topior-
science eaucationWe were also 'committed to studyini.the specific context--a school cluster
--the circumstances under which science educatiod occurred. 04r belief in 'the'influence of
context on teaching and learning led to the investigatihn of many topics deeiedimportant.

-to a school distilct We were of course aimed at description --as mighe be expected-tem
this statement by McCall andSimmons.*

. IBC generdl, c;:oosing the organization in terms of the topic tends to

bo agilogted with.thgQryseang,:wherega,_.chowaing_the_fopic in terms
of the organization -favors description and discovery of thebry.

1 -

Interview assignmergs wereausually given to each site ,teemckmber.by the site co-
ordinator in consultation with the field obse;ver:4, The intent was io &Thence the utiliza-
tion of the Personnel on the team as well as gather ate on.questions.1"d'entified'as
important at that site. By the time of the. spring site visits those issues which had
emerged from preyious Elites were included in the probe. An example of this is seeWin an
urban site where the ite coordinator (Stake, Middle Seaboard City) defined the obserya-.
tional-,interviewing needs ln this way:

Dunkum (Science Supervisor).
Science and math curricula: Are texts and materials suitable? '
Support systems: Where does a teacher goto get help?
Special education: is mainstreaming burdening the classroom:teaAer?

Miyers (Elementary Classroom Teacher)
, Elementary education: How substantial is the content?

Student. motivation: DoApAcheri have rewards that students care about?
Counseling! What are counselors` telling students about science and path?

Rodgers (Professor in Early Childhood and EleMentary Education)
Social studies: Is there any social serionce being taught?

Administration: What obstacles are there to improving teaching quality?
'Political climate: How strong is the influence o the local news media

and city council? - \

Stake (Co-director of the Project)
OCurricUlum: How strong is the back-to-basics me writ

Articulation:. Is there conflict between options and u iformity ethics?

Test scores: What is happening to student achievement?

.-
U

.,
.

v -
. *Gegrge J. McCall and Jerry F. Simmons-, edt., Issues in Partieipant Observation

_

(Reading,,Miss.: Addison-Weiley 1969), p 66: A
* t

, / ' - . 41
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-CSSE STAttNES1.#25 5

.
Stake

..
;..

SITE VISITOR-RESPONSIBILI
.

TY ....
.

i. 'Oct

.4.

ober 29 4"

i , , f- ..

..

.As..w.

i . ., C... . .
,

. What this'countryNds perhaps - -even more tilgo.a 5t di§arr-is'a`succinct statement
of,how,science education'is seen here at this site. As a site team member yon; should assume

,! a primary.responsibility to author such-a statement.'

to r.

. Your statement will differ of course from those of others on this team, and from those
'on 'other teams. ft shbulA refleciyour ow* experience and value-commttments, But it should.
not be your view of science educatioq. It Should summartze your view of their view of
science education-. cielice education includes mathematics and social science edOtation. "--

% 4-

,

-,

°The .case study Is a study of the people ihvolved in science education at:this site.
It includes students, teachers, parents, administrators and others. Of course fgom ftrfl-

-.v. brief visit you won't know all views or even a good representation. But you IpiTrqufCkly
1 knowikome views that are worth' the consideration of distant readqrs:

Your statements cao be.brief. Perha s no 1 nger than 300 words. It is need rather
soon.' Perhaps you will write it while yo are till on the_site.

.

_
-,-*ii ?

The purpose of the site visit is-three fold: to report agi issik% fend interprets-
. tions of issues regarding-cOntftoorary science education; to nfirm or dsconfirm the

observations he field observer; and to refnethe statement of issues in scenario for-
mat for t_subs nt natioqal maid survey. The site coordinator-will worry about,most of
this. Your statement willitelp toward all three purposes: IL

Asecond reSpAibility of .each site visitor should bete review the draft ofwthe case,

, study...hen-the field observer prepares it. ,Reactions to confirm or question major {findings
are needed'atthat time. ' . -.4

4

'
. , . .

The total,CSSE.koject has 3 principal questions-to ansiem I. lhaVisl1 the'Status'

of precollege science teaching and learning today?' 2. What are the conceptualizations :

of science held by teachers and students? 3. What happenings in\schobl and community
are affetting tie science curriculum? Your statement and review may 'direct_ attention to

one or more Of these questions. :,

--.(t:

We don't Wally know if the country need4'our answersto these questions.
,4 hope to have"a good supply of well substantiated answers.

4

-\

.
1 .

I
.

,
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Generally w, the visits were organized to include situations for data collection with

the site team members interacting with coomdn data sources -- teachers, students, adman's-
trat curriculum supervisors, and parents. One schedule was summarized as follows:

Ni t befcire: Discuss site and issues,with observer and coordinator, set
division of responsbility. Debrief fi observer.

4 i
, And ih the next three days: Meet school officials, discuss c reat programs

_ .

,and problems, isit several schools, hold,ipter-
views is groups and ndividually. Present issue=

-
g scenarioarteachers, admiqistratorstand citizens

in groups of three to eight. Hold summary of,issues
-- ...

sessions with project personnel.

in 'arrangi gOe site team.three -day visit xoordinators tried to maximize the amount of
infoitgation alr ady available at the site. They trovided wrAtteh information to site team
ytkit rs in the form of newspaper clippings, school distric t' newsletters, and demographic
descriptions of the site. piscussions with the field observer provided othertbasic data on-

. the cbmmunity to the site visit tead.-Theiediscqssions were held previous to the filrst
entry/ into the schools-

f

..
/ l 4

'!

'

/Coordinators also tried to provide time for recohnoitering discusSiOns by siteteam -

members and field Observer thfoughout the visit"; Th iituatiOns'provided opportunities
fpr/clarificationg amplification,and substantiation ollhobservatins and interviews. c-

. .

er.
/ In addition, coordinator tried to provide information for refinkfig and modifying

tte scenarios for the national survey. <See section C:4 and Chapter 18.)
/ --' . - .

,

, These scenarios were to reflect' more than the inmediate problems in'a local Sistrict-,
yetretain% sense of -immediacy and 'relevance to the local-teaching-and learning situatien.sg:.
This combination was difficult to achieve in the sitewisitointerview situation. While 14!'
was generally found that the scenarios served as "ice-breakers" for Hiseudsion and seemed -

to oxfint people to the pariose of the interview, few respondents spoke directly about
what was. in the scenario unless asked. Our lines of questioning pursued their responses '
-an0,welre spontaneous more than they were probing of the scenarios. Sfte visitori.used
and helped modify the scenarios lesf frequently as.the project progressed.-, .

. .
. It would be inappropriate to describe a visitor's presence on site Ss "complete-ob-.

server." There was never complete removal from social interaction.' Neither were they
.4 "Fomplete Aerticipants" in the sense of pretending to bean aide, teacher or consultant. 0

Ourintroduction.tq ritspoudents always identified us as researchers from outside the school
district. And our tape recotderS end notebooks were gf

.'

aple evidence of our intent t9 gather
information. ,: . }

4 '
!

J',

: ' --

The predominant mode,OI operation way. that. of "observer-as-participant" dine we were
involved in one-visit interviews and Observations. Tbi4 roliusually entails brief contact
with why respondents; however, with the assignment Of a 1061 person to qurteam and the

to coordinators arrangement of topical areas of concern to particular site visitors, the
time spent with respOndents on patticular issues was maximized.:

,

-;

, . - ".. ' 4,, ..,

Under these circumstances both individual.an4 group interviews wers'held. Interviews
were'regularly tape recorded. They included respondents from the cnomunity.as tmll es
studentstreacheps,led administrators: Jr, the case of communitytaembers and in keeping -

with our commitment to anonymity, it was left to'the discretion Of:theschoOl district to
invite community members. We did get useful infdrmation about citizen feelings concerning
local and national programs of pre-College science, math, and.social studies.

* ,
.

/

4/11.
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Meetings open to large numbers_of volunteer informants from the-co were
abanddned early. There appeared' little interest on the part of tfie commun ty members.-
However, informal and formal interviews with individual parents as well as with small groups
of community members or school Oerignnel were successful when invitations were personally
extended, particularly c

11by
dImember of the school System. We found individual interviews

.Nt-to
be conducive to frank ss and opportunity for'clarifying issues.

Situations with larger .groups of people permitted respondents to repct to each other
and provided the site team with insights not otherwise available. for instance, one site
visitorh§g.ob?ervectwhat he considered an authoritarian style of teaching in the class-
iooms. H described it as the "shout and bang method of inszuption"and thought it might
be excl ve to the classroom. Howevere during an infOrmal ge'thering of several local

44, .school istricx personnel he observed its more general character:'

In all classes'whick served (they all happened to be taught by men) the
mode of teaching was by'shouting out the information and bariging.on the desk
with the flat of the hand for emphasis. E'en a teacher Who was mild mannered
and softspoken in a private conversation with me shifted into this style when
he got "intb" his lesson and the adrenalin started to flow. I thought this
behavt1V might- be unique. to classroom situations because the acoustics were

= sarhad, but after sitting through friendly discUssions'in the, men's lounge
/ and a social hour with several principals, in which the walls of

fairly shook from the "bellowing" at each other, I became convinced that the

clissroomtechnique was only a specialiied case of a muchiaore general mode of
communication. The amazing aspect of these situations was that none of the

. participants were at all offended by being shouted at--in fact,'one partici:
pant even changed. his mind in the midst of one of thAe seemingly "heatei

4 discusdlons. "*

Respondent Sampling. The CSSE approach to sampling of teachers, students, administra-
tors; rand parents consisted of three general approaches commonly-tsed in'participant ob=,

'

nervation.

The first--"some sort of quota sample" was used most often. It provided usE/WiEh
informatioh from the categoriei of school district "members" just cited. We interviewed
and obs9Aped at least a few.people't,ro, each of these categories. They were ofte9 selected
and introduced to us by administrators.in the local scho4l. Often wetalked.with respondents
that we met informally in lunchrooms and teachers' lounges. Or 2ccasionall; our local
team members knew of people we would be interested in talking with and introduced us to them.

The second typeobf sample-- "the snowball sample " - -was used when asite"tl: meMberAlk
found an issue that needed clarification or elaborations. The original respon nt' then
diryted the site team member to others in'the'school system whb might have the desired
information, and they to still othe4rs.

OP,
The hird type - ''search -for exceptions'--was employed mo ;e commonly ag the identif-

cation of issues progressed. This approach ...las utilifed when a relationship between

categories of people apdinr events was taking op the appearance of a hypothesis and time
and opportunity permitted its use.**

*Charles Weller, Site Visit Report.

**George J.*14cCall and Jerry F. Simmons, assujikin ParticipariF Observation
(Reading,Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1969).

4
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' Participant observation with the emphasis on observation and interview rather than
participation and interviewing, a group site team visit, and assignment of &am membeis
to Mn area of concern to theLield observer nr site coordinator were the characteristics of
nine of the school district visits. In ALTE we utilized a different site visit design.
In Columbus, Ohio; we'held no site visit.

Site visit reports from URENVILLE and VORTEX are appendtd to the case studies. They
illustrate how the site visits provided descriptive data that the field observer felt ex-
tended information he or she did not have an opporEtnity to pursue and confirmed or clarified
the general overview o the case study. ,With another case stud (GREATER BOSTON) a site
`visitor's report port ays a contrasting'view to that of:the field observer Rob WaAker.',
This brief report - illustrates the ifiterentstrengths and flaws of case study methodology.
It is less a matter of which viewer is right or wrong and more, an issue of what is impor-
tant to and valued..by the 'individual observr.,

ti

Site Visit Design for ALTE: The suburban midwest site was handled slightly differently
both in terms of thesite team concept and the amount of participation of team members.
The site coordinator, Jack Easley, described it in'the fqllowing manner:

In keeping with, the CSSE project desire to adapt the site visits to the

4 varying expertise of the site team observers men-Changes from the fall semester
site visit design were made in one school district, ALTE. Ane of the two efforts
was to 'select site visitors- with expertise in programs' that were of current interest.
Thelliecond effort was to schedule visitors at several different times rather than as
a team effort. (See Chart r, p C:38), These changes were'made, primarily, to permit pb-
serversto get into the workings of the curriculum development process iikthe schools,
which appears to be unusually active at this particular site. The details of the
changes included the following points:,,

1. We have sometimes chosen site visitors f d particular site because
of their exptrt knowledge of a particular problem he school district is facing;
and we have used loca+.40.tizens and scientists on site visit teams in part because
of their interest in and knowledge of the site. It is therekwe only another aep
in the same direction to have site visitor§ with a particUlar xpertise desired
by groups workinigin.the schools bn curriculum development or program reorganization.
This permitted the.site visitor to-play the role of consultant to the school distric'S

. , as well as to the-CSSE personnel.V
2. For .phe school district the visitors were chosenso as to Agver as many Of

the aspects of the science, math, and social'studies programs as possible within
4, the allotted budget. And they visited at times that optimized their ability to con-.

tribute to the program development process, OF
41

`3. The spreading out of :the site visit dn time permitted a more natural integra-
tion of they itors' interactionsinto ongoing curriculum and,orgahizationaltdeveldp-
*pt of the hools. It also permitted the field obgervei to observe this interaction 4

fanlethereby scover in,a more concentrated time span the kinds of use the school
normally makes of censeltants ifi different curricular areas.

.f
.

4*
1. . ,

4. This Use of site visitors provided an oppoftunity foi,a more ncentrated%
effort on specific topics-leaching and learning. Observatiop and intorvtews4were
more articulated andfocused on these topics in order to provide a more in-depth

. .

panalysis of particular, issues for curriculum development.
. 0,

.

\ '

In, sum, an in-dept l)wopportunity was provided to integrate tot site visit(s) into on-
koingwork 141 the curriculum process at this site and extensive quotes from the site visit
reports were included' in assimilation Chapter 16, The Teacher In The Classroom.'

6
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SURVEY

The survey, described'in detail in Chapter 18. was panned- originally to provide
additional interpretations and information on the extent of general bility of chse.
study data. Issues developedin Phase I and I were to be the primNy conceptual struc-
ture of bbe survey. These, issues were to be 0Ortrayed through an issue-sdena-rio. ,

.

The scenarios first develdped from verbatim quotations recorded at our sites were
round to be too fragmented and too frecinehtly rejected by our try -out questionnaire re-
spondents apd onsight reviewers.. As we departed more and sere from thoweescriptive de-
tail of the site'situation we saw it decreasingly possible to captike the complexity of
local issues. We moved gradually toward describing Lore general sffuatioup eV Award
issues as they were seen generally. The emphasis, was then shifted to a moreNontrived,
purposive scenario based on what we 'perceived to Vemajor issues in the field and the
literature. With this approach, our purpose changed also from one of conflimiag the case
study findings to gathering fresh information on key. issues.

.
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Multiple Case Study Project"

16,

SC dIt may be"bseful to distinguish between a cate u y project which
is the persistent stddY of a single case and the' multiple case study
project, which is'a collection of individual case studies--where one
tries to maie the several case studies alike in -some ways to provide
a synthesis of, findings to the reader tr,ying to understand the whole
collection. .- ..

. '

Special research procedures are Weeded, of course, for the multiple
project. Unfortunately, those procedures are not well developed--
so.far is pretty much.aflmatter of following one's intuition.*

'

. s

1 t 1

,
,

Natural science seemsito-progress'rapidly in compprison withsocial science. One
,reason is thatmatural science chooses problems to solve for which the methodology has
been perfected. They choose 1problems that can be assumed td have solutions. However,

- --seekal.-setentists usually do not select problems according.to the sophistication,ok the
techniques they have availahke. Important problems to be explained are constantly pur-
sued regardless of whetherithe appropriate methodology has been Well developed.**

.

If as Francis Bacon suggested, "truth emerges more readily from error than confusion"
and the sense of situations can nry be- acquired after some action has been takem***then
we shguld act and reconsider in o der,to movepong.toward making sense Of the sispation.
That is what we tried to do.

obviously multiple case studies demand a form of linkage--a manner in which to discuss
their differences and similarities. The methodology for aggregakingowholistic data from
multiple observers at multiple si es and comprehending the over4few is one that is little
examinedin the'methodological lit rature. However, large scale projects that we are aware
of, have allowest,for a numberof independent pieces of fieldwork and reporting that provided
same fascinating cross -site comparisons he descriptive account of the casepbtudy is
the basis for these comparisons.

Sr

flobert E. Stake, "S eking Sweet Water:. Case Study _Methods in Educational Research"
(Urbana, Ill.: Center fo Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation, AERA Train-
ing Tape Cassette, foal dming).

**Thomas S. Kuhn, e Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago: The Universityof
Chicago .Press, 1970) .

***Karl E. Weick,
Wesley, 1969).

The Social Psychology of Organizing (Reading, Mess.: Addison-
r
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One method wa esb used by The Center for New.Schools in Chicago. They were study-

ing ways schpol people go about trying to solve their pfoblems. They had ethnographers

in nine diffeient school districts around the county. .It also was a multiple-case project,

In this project, The Docuinentatibn and Technical Assistance Project, Tam Wilson and his
oolleagues sought an understanding of how to enhance the capacity of schools to sokft
problemsithrough knowledge utilization of research and the experience of practitidhers.
The 161tat/owl of dissempating information for problem-solving exclusively through the
case 'study approach have been noted.* These limitations led,prpject personnel to expore

' different methods of aregating case studies. Their primary method included use of i
computerized coding systente converting ethnographic data toskits

1

ofnatural language re-
ports coded and stored in a computer..

Another method( proposed for dealing with the problem of aggregating data from-case
studies is to analyze the-content of case studies with a closed- ended, questionnaire, con-

taining questions regarding pertinent issues. The resulting' nalysis becomes "case sur-
vey method." It may allow an analyst to aggregate the case study experiences across

sites.** Cases that do not have information fbx the questionnaire are dropped, is

may be more suitable for developing theory' than for understanding a particular gr p of

situations,_ It neglecp key information that is available in a case st10 report -the
context of a situation. Cortext is utilized'more fdr detlsion'making.

A lovely example of the use of a case.study for decision-oriented findings is David
Hamiltod's "The Case of., the Missing Chairs." 'The question was whether or not, in a new
Primary school, with open classrooms, to provide one chair for every child, or feWer

chatTs. A trivial question? Not.in terms of cost, and not in terms Of instructional

method. Here are three paragraphs fros6Hamilton's keport.

01973 the situation changed. The plans fon:the new lower primary
building had reached the state where a seating level had to 5e,

decided. Consensus among the staff was difficult to achieve since
individual members reacted differently to the,idea that seating
levelsmight be reduced'Below one chair per child. . .

was
.

To resolve this issue the headmaster of the school was asked to

act as an arbitrator. By his decision the seating-level was duly
,v,7-fixed at sixty percent. In principle'this ac 16sed thq debate.'

If! practice, however, the teachers were left with possible alter-

native: if the designated seating level proved inadequate, it
could still bt3 topped up with infant-sized furniture left over from

. '

*Steve Wilson, "In&luences on the Usefulness of Case Studies" (Paper presented at
the Annual Meetinglbf the American Educatipnal Research Association, New York,5 April

1977).

,* *Robert K. Yin and Karen Heald, "Using-the Case Surviy tethoct to Analyze Policy

Studies," Administrative Science Quarterly 20 (September, 197571011-1.1.

\s-
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the old buildings. The flexibility of this arrangement became apparent
when some of the ordered furniture failed to ....vive in time for the_open-.
ing of'the'neo building. The old tables dnd chairs were immediately
pressed into service and, in a complete reversal of the original intention,

, were "topped up" by-the new furniture as it arrived. Eventually, a sia,-..,
plus of chairs was createdwhich meant thateach teacher old operate,
their-our: seating policy. .Some chose the figure of sixty percent while
otherit retai4ed at least one chair for each child.

A

nillk
This arrangement did not last for very Zo ithin aterm all the
teachers had built up their seating levels t least one hundred
percent. The topping up, however, did not herald a return to class
teaching.,. Quite the reverse: as shown below it marked a recognition ,

that an adequate supply of chairs yas,necessary to the individualized
and balanced curriculum that the case study teachers were trying to
implement. Thus, despite q certain sense of public failure among the
teachers who tried to work with a reduced provision, the intervening
experience had taught them a great deal about the relationship between
teaching methods and seating requirements. . . .-*

It is not surprising thal 'case study research can be used to aid in the understanding and
resolution of a local pronlem. But tha Hamilton study is illuminative for teachers and
administrators of primary schools in many countries.

N s

10
Although Hamilton's report is single issue specific, and our se studies are not,

we made use of issue-specific thinking in our assimilation chapte

Project Management. As indicated earlier, we set up a Temporary System to organize
and operate the project. It was based on high personal contact and conventional filing
systems.

The temporary system operated out of Room 260 Education, at the University of Illinois
in Urbana. The five site coordinators (Stake, Denny, Easley, Hoke, and Weller) officed
there, with short and long-term visitors, graduate students, and secretaries. On a typical
occasion one might %eve found a couple of coordinators plus Kip Anastasiou working on the
"elitism" topic, Helen Simons helping drafta statement on field methods1 Peg Steffensen
coding tapes, Jo Day coding incoming research reports, and Gordon Hoke telephoning an
assistant superintendent

The coordinators came and went, briefing others, filling file fdlders. Seminars ran
almost continuouslyb a couple for coarse credit (led by Charles Weller and Bob Stake),
others informal. There were long runhing conversations with _graduate students and inter-
ested colleagues'about such tasks as issue formulation, analysis, scenario writing.
;here were debates on the significance of °this or that finding.

- Scrapbooks, window panes, file drawers, .cabinet filled up. Teleptiones rang. Decisions
were about adding or dropping a .site, subcontracting, clearing the site visitor list with ,

NSF. One secre ;ary, weta kept busy most of the year just on travel artangassantsand vouchers.
These were notmal administrative concerns, yet most ineeracted --with content and method

*Dai)id Hamilton, "The Case of- the Missing Chairs," Education 3-13 4 (0 tober 1936):
r13-116.4 a f Ar
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of'this multiple, simultaneous case studies projecP. Issues emerging from the Sites color-
ed-the adkinistrative decisions, which isturn'reflected back on the field work. Were the

1., coordinators too intrusive? too demandiAg?--- This temporary system functioned, fought out'.
and strained at die_iesues, :'doing its damndest with its mind(s); no-holds barred," 4s

, Percy BridgMin* said it ought to function.

The most.impqrtant finding is that there is no inquiry going on out there.

Was there ever any real inquiry?

Maybe that--Vasn' t important.

Pupil motivation is the real1 assue--

. 4

But that's not always a thing teachers worry. about.
. ,

Yes, but they should. '

Well, that's not our problem.

- Out of the confusion of too -many isSues,_too many petsonalities, there gradually
.emergedia tentativeconsensus of findings. It took &lot of -such argumentation within
the temporary system to set aside (even temporarily) NSF rationIes for course content
improvement and to-examine the rationales of classroom teachers and others.

Y

DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

awe

Datawerdcollected by the field obsevers; site visitors, and the survey questionnaire.
the formal mechanist for data transmittalitsa the project were - respectively the case study,
the site visitors' reports and tapes, 4nd 'the responses to the questionnaire. The
collection of these data,was discuSsed in the sections labeled as CaseStudy, Site VisitS,
and Survey. These dataiwerestored and retrieved in natural language (except for Survey)

r to,fOrm the basis for most Of the issues discussed in_the assimilation chapters., These
issues, especially from the case studies and site visitors' reports, are local issues.
Local in that [hey are embedded in a local context. However, theseiocal issues can be

_and Are discussed as,universpl issues sometimes finding confirmation throughpur-national
survey and at other times in current news articles or the prOfessional.literature.

Ln this CSSE project we addressed local issues as foreground and more universal issues.

ti as background. Both came into foCus in our assimilation chapters. It is nften the case
that an issue at one site is prominant at many sites - -like -the issue of "back 'co the basics."

. _

\
Out coding and aligregation system (see p C:49) emphasized natural language and per-

mittfd the retention of the context in which the issue was addressed. It permitted an
analysis of the tondi ions, under which such issues as "back to the bpsics" are of vital

concern - -as well as a alysis of the multipla understandings or definitiOns ,of'"bick to the

basics," etc., offere by our respondents. ,

/

,r

'Percy W. Bridgman, "The Prospect for Intelligence," Yale Review 34.0.945)v 444-461.

\
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CSSE STATEMENT No. 30
CATEGOKkS OF TOPICS

'e,

Epistemology
Conceptualizations

of science

ga = science as the-seeker of knowledge ,

eb°= science as a vocational tool .

ec = emphasis on college-preparation
edi= concern about humanism
ee = emphasis on bioliogical science
of = scientific analysis and ingdiry
eg = the teaching of "values
eh = science as value-free inquiry,
ei = hierarchialaspects of knowledge

,ej = the utility\of science
'ek = elitism of science

, 'el = keeping, scholarship standards high
em ..ipasing knowledge on experience;

hands-on

ti

c

Curriculum
Back to the

Basics

ca'= the 3 We
cb = coppe fflastery, 'proficiency diploMa
cc = molitulajzation, learning modules
cd specifiCity of gdals.
ce = uniformity across classes, schools
cf = articulation'

Cr
cg = metrication, decimat.fractiohs
ch = hand calculatbrs-
ci ='outdoor education
cj = taboo subject matter
ck Science
cl = the counsel counselors,give.

7- cm = the mati4curriculum
cn = nonsthool learning opportunities
co t. sexeducatton.
cp = Social studies curriculum
.cq,= facts vs concepts; skills vs

underStangings
cr = remedial courses

= the -science curriculum

is

7

I

C:49

Stake

Dec. 9

,11

edagbgy
School-Univetsity

$4,11t .
\ .

Pa =, teacher educatiqn orricupa
pb = training stressing theory vs practice
pc = relating to kids; chf4d7centered t

teaching ° "

pd = no language for kids' ideas
pe = teachers' values, styles
pf =-teacher as diagnostician. e

pg = learning the logic of wrong answers
ph = class heterogeneity
pi = classroom discipline

.

pj student motivation
pk = emphasis on *competition

pJ .resources for aiding to er; inservice
pm = summer institutes and qh

pn = teaching the textbottk, teaching the test
po = quality of teaching materials,obquipment
pp,= tracking.
pq = competence of teachers

5

Socio-economics
School and

. community

'sa = budget cuts, economic support.
sb . reduction in teaching force
,sc = enrollment drop, class siz4,
sd = employment of youth
se = social pattern of youth
sf = demographic changes

- 41,_ .

Sg = local vs state-federal control
ilh = parent, community pressure ,

i = school organization and management
j = shrinking role,oT the school , '.

sk = desegration/integration/busing
sl = bilingualism ii- ,

sm = mainstreaming; eqq#1 opportunity ...

sn = teacher associaticinS, upions
so ='difficulty; expettations of difficulty,
sp = acgountability

95
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The issues were found in explicit discuShions and in descriptidns. As tapes and

documents were received at Ileadquarters"0-the sections were codedoften multiply coded,
as potential information for sections of the assimilation chapters. They were duplicated
and hand filed in notebooks'underrspecific assimalation chapters and subchapter headings.
Newspaper articles reflecting CSSE issues in a broadet co t were coded in scrap-

and on bookshelves. Tile4notalbooks, sckapbooks and files were kept in oneplice in th
)tbooks. Particularly reit/ant professionallliterature'was coded and-filed in file.dr ers

CIRCE offices, accessible4tb all whkworked on the project.

.--

Thb codes used at one time4are sbo in SSE Statement No'., 30. eThes unctioned
as flags for the authors of assimilation chap*rs and subchapters. r allowed-them to
sift through the information-collected an issue and to organize it in a conceptual
structure. It also perm /tied them to g back to Ithe, original Sourti:of the, data to re-
confirm or change interprefh ions. pi coding system was, useful in setting things organ-
ized, but as ffnel'deadlin neared.41: i seemed less necessary than we thought it was going
to be.

'Our- d a pcocessing operations w

interview tape a
2. site visit sync)

1)3. s vey proce- ni_ (B
mite clessifica

S. 'indexing (Kthw Jay bm)
6. issue analysis (Bob Stake)

7. conceptual anelysisi(Jack Easley),

is a

i

1-`

r e '

(Peg Steffensen)
d newsletter (Gordon tioke)

th Dawson)
ion (Jo Day)

Each operation was - assigned /to the particular person,shown but it was

involving iany'people. *It demanded a higb level of iniercommunicafian'among
' Our approach to the task was one of maximizing personal contact of observers, site team
-coordinators, and peadquarters Fortunate0 these people enjoyed Working and
enjoyed working togetber. ..

,-'

a joint effort
CSSE personnel.

WRAING,-ANALYSIS, WRIT

The time to prepare
to write and for the
to read all the ic

marking out wha
Our inabilit
ishueawer developed, though i

for "ex e, .we' the pre
whi 'studying the rural case st
stu es (which were,not.avalifible

,

pars onnel.

ld6 WRITING

pI

e case studies after observation, ;both for the field observes
analysts to analyze, was not amply allowed for. We had planned

e studies in, June with each person irccharge of pursuing, an issue
elonged to him/her and wha qught to be considertd by someone else.

o work'wi*b all t -studies at 'the same tome clearlyinflunced the way
did not begome clear'what implications this might have.
sure for uniformity And belief in htergrchial subject matter
dies (which were available) but not the inner city case
ifien).

-
r, More often than we anticipated, a ....41te;77ould need to go back and re-read each case

study again and again. It was in,efficient but the best' mode of operation we f nd. Often,

a circulation of.a chapter draftlOould draw a flood' of cross references to tie s in other

chapters, Weekend writing cOneetences helped this process on two occasions., digesting,

codirf land analysis of the case studies was not accomplished as early as lintended. Ulti-

.mately-this reduced the number of sessions ilie had intended, engaging in: to go over and over '-'
'tilti assiAlation statements, refining and correcting them. .

.

. r
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'We found Rob Walker's rule, "a day at home writine fbr every day in the field" to b
an underestimate of what was needed: Francis Stevens (a site visitor) report60 needing

. 'several weeks of writing after a day and a half and 20 hodrs of tape from the field. W
know that we ought to be able to provide case study data to sponsors in less than eight en
months-but we kept, finding steps that needed More time than we allowed ourselves.

ASSIMILATING ISSUES ACROSS SITES

The task of the ass9ailation chapters was4set as one of advancing unAerstanding of
issues across sites. We decided early to concentrate on the five or six most domina ing
and interesting themes that ran through the case studies. We expeCted this synthes ing
of data would address most of the explicit questions raised -in the RFP. While majo themes
that emerged in the story subsumed many issues raised in the CSSE proposal, we foun our-
selves short of the grand schemers and writers that this approach required. ,-Our ma or
themes were 'reduced to Student Heterogeneity, Quest for Unyormity, Back to the Bas cs and
Socialization as a Preemptive Aim. These were written up by Bob Stake and Jack Eas ey

Jack Easley and Bob Stake preferred different apptoaches to the task. Easley anted
to use the case studies as background or platform for studying the mechanisms of re ection
often encountered by curriculum project and other teacher support efforts. He chos to
concentrate more on site visit reports, to do more of a policy-analysis study, addi g other
data to CSSE data, rather than to digest Thrtiler the already well-digested case stu ies.

Bob Stake wanted to continually draw the reader's attention to the case studie j
saying we knoW many scenes are particularistic or ambiguous but the interpreted inf ;Mta-
tion about science teaching and learriing is likely to be of more value to the reade than
aggregated or interpreted infofmation would be.

At times we found ourselves.Curning the assimilation chapters into an elaborate in-
dexing task. We looked for what we thought would be more useful to NSF personnel and
panels but found our acquaintance with them an inadequate guide.\ We asked ourvAves "What
would .a curriculum supervisor, a teacher or a principal be interested in knowingl'''!, and then
searched for. this information. We looked at principal findin n'the survey on a partic-
ular issue and checked for counter messages in the case studie . Sometimes there were
counter messages. We considered the survey from a case study point of view and could on
occasion find counter messages there also.

In one memo a CSSE staff methber said:

This business of assimilation is tedious anci\discpuraging. There is
a strong temptatiOn to read more into the re orts than is there. When

--you look hard at what is there you see a dif rent story in each of
the several case studies. The vitality of ea h quickly disappears as`'
you try to aggregate the findings on an isgue.\ You wish that the ob-
servers had been ttuch more closely in tot each other, paying
attention more to the same things--but you quickly doubt whether then
they would have watched what really was happening out'there. The de-
mands of'research for repetition of happening and the uniqueness of
educational acts seem to be an immovable object encountering an irre-
sistible force.

I
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We \hes ted, aring the too simple presentatfpn. Sometimes it is best to encourage.
more co n pers vest. But staltdardizatiOn of puiTose and pfocedurd can be a harmful .

restraint, upon resea h, both i 11\ doing and reading a ut it.

Differe ce in Co-Di ectors' Em hasis. A few lines b ck we noted A-difference in
purpose of t e assimilat n chapters. The difference mani ested itself in orient tion
toward theoretical vs decision oriented findings that co- directors Easley and St ke had.

The mind-set of teacher or coordinator was'the idteresttlf Jack Easley, a mem er of
the Committee on' Culture and Cognition. He stated it this wain the proposal to F:*

Teachers have images of what science is, what mathematics is, what the
social sciences are. Those images tend to be formed by carrying out
their responsibilities in the classroom. The images ae personal. Teach-

ers differ. Teachers differ from curriculu% developes\and others. . . .

Solutions are not likely to be effective wiAlout a better, partnership
between the scientific community and the schools. . . .

Bob Stake, Director of thy... Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum. Evalua-

tion, was i ;terested in curric'ulum evaluation and the context "frame fisctors" of edUpation,

especially as perceived by practitioners. He strdgsed that the perceptions of teachin

should remain recognizable to the teachers even at advanced stages of interpretation.
This is difficult to do when discussion passes into a theoretical stage. He wrote in,t

proposal to NSF:**

The primary aim is toOdevelop a sympathetic view of the situation in
schools-as seen by the persons who spend their time working there.
If this situation is made more difficult or less difficult by out-
siders (citizens, scholars, government agencies) we want to document

that part of the situation too. The undeniable aim of these studies

all over the country (and 'abroad too) is tomake policymakers who
deal with many schools sensitive to the possible effects their
policies may have in schools which resemble in significant ways the
particular schools studied here.

The understanding of science in the country today depends on a drawing

out of. the issues in theclassrmom apdiacrOss the community, and in

interpreting them whesspossible in terms of the more abiding issues.

IC*

roposal to NSF, p. ;I-la.

roposal to NSF, p. II-3A.
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In particular chapter of tge final reRort Jack Easley developed implications for
a theory o teaching and learning (Chapter 16). He noted with disappointment that these
particula areas of interest'were not as extensively investigated by field observers as
he had ex ted. He wrote;

of the consequences of our design, in which we selected ethnog-
raphers, is that we managed to find a considerable number of very ;

tate ted, creative- writer's who approached their task in various ways,
/

an nterpye d our presentation of project goals in various ways.

ICon e uently on some issues the case studies have to speak mainly for
themSe

1
vas., This does not mean, that we cannot present general find-

4ings; ut just that some of these general ideas are not directly
traceat to any particular portion pf the case studies, eieker
collect yely or individually. Our general findings presented here
are moistly the creative synthesis of the coordinating staff who worked
With ethnOgraphers, Collected data on site visits, end'discussed the
issues th were emerging from the complex interactions with very
talented diverse scholars. The case studies themselves bear some
iffluence o `these interactions, but again the influence is interpreted
in Creative iversity. This partic /lar discussion, therefore, is
simply a dig stion and resynthesis ((analogous with assimilation) of
a iariety of arallel activities in eleven sites and involving some
thirty-odd sc olars and experi4nced school observers. Each case study
oil the other nd, is an assimilation of a Concentrated interaction
with personnel working in a given cluster of schools and of a much

1 More limited i teraction aripth project staff and other ethnographers.*
/

,

Stake said:

I organized the field observer orientation sessions and drew up the con-
/ ceptual styuctur foi the survey. Thus these efforts might have served
only my aims and got Jack's, but I was pleased to see that he found much

. in both paces re event to his basic questions.

Most assimilation chapt rs use the case studies as the primary data source for a
description of issues, relyi on site visit reports for confirmation, instances of
exception or additional infor .tion. Qpe section of the chapter, The Teacher In The
Classroom, differs methodolog tally. It primarily uses the site visit reports for a
theoretical explanation of one particular issue, "Why teachers are reluctant and even
hostile toward the best effort of scholars to help them."** For this issue the case
studies provided supportive st tements butnot as much confirmation as was jlesired.
Surpris ngly, perhaps, the prep ration of the executive summary turned out to be a

relativ ly easy task, with esse tially no disagreement as to what should be said.

Jack Easley, Chapter, 15:d-1.

* Jack Easley, Chapter 16:1.
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Interpretation. In any study, inte4fretation of observations is a cons t activitx
lofIlleesponsible reear her. To many people, the case study and the assimtla of /

case studies seem overly subjective, overi7 interpretive, especially during the data. tiler-

ing phase. And many find the final pr,oducti underinterpreted, too susceptible to'nume r us

interpretations.

We, tried to restrain interp-retation during data gathering and not to impose oUr inter-
pretations too much 'auring the assimilation., un er pressure from the NSF did we pre-
pare an exectitive summary 'Chapter 195. We foUnd thi to be an Opportunity to make one
synthesis and encouragtel readers to take otheri. We 1 mited ourtrecommendations:to what
we saw as directly following from the observations.

. e advantage of the case study method is that it fits a reader's-oxperience and think-
ing pat erns. Tp be highly interpretive interferes with readers making Elleir own interpre-
tations.'

\Good rdssearch needs skeptical thinking and systematic replication.
What is missing in case study work is automatic, built-in cautious-

_ ness, much as you have in statistical 'testing of the null hypothesis.

And so it'A too likely that a reader of case study research will over-
interpret the findings, presuming them to be relevant where they are
not. In other words it is likely they will'make'Type II errors.

But they(Will make Type I errors, rejecting releVant findings on false
grounds. City school principals, for example:Aalmost automatically
reject findings from rural settings.

But we might raise the question, "How much of the burden of being
skeptical and systematic should be born by the researcher?' If the
researcher is too cautious, the public cannot find out.about his/her

1jnsights.
It is not possible for the researcher to assume too large

a share of the burden, by refusing to draw in the experience of the .

reader.

The case study researcher does not guarantee that the reader will
have an equal share in the interpretation, but it is common for re-
sponsibility to be shared ?etween study researcher and reader.

We have provided yet another step to this process of interpretation in the assimila-
tion chapters. In many ways the case studies stand by themselves. It is by reading the
case_study that readers have the opportunity to make their own judgments as to the ade-
quacy of the proof and the degree of confidence to be assigned the statement in the
aspimilation section.*

Audiences and Indexing. In addition to multiple observers, multiple data sources and
multiple authors as well as multiple topics, we have anticipated multiple audiences.
Recognizing that our primary audience,is NSF and -their concern for the questions in the
RFP did not preclude recognizing the potential interest in and usefulness of this report
to people throtighout the educational''and scientific communities.

As the writing, analysis and rewriting progressed, the reorganization, mdilification
and finally settling in of various chapters took place. It was during this process that
the need for indexing of topics took on importance. Not feeling comfortable with saying
specific chapters will be of interest to sRecific groups of people, extensive indexing'
was provided for readers to make their selections as to what to read.

. ...,.

. .

*Writing the Executive'Samnary led us further than expected into ."seeing" the larger
social system\in whicfh science education is embedded. It inspire* Jack. Easlel to under-

tiake further research in this direction. (Details available from him personally.)'

1
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CRITIQUES

\ a
A.

Critic 1 reviews f preliminary drafts of this report had started to come in as this
\c inal draft was compl ted. Several of thosq/reactions expressed concern about the methods
used, and s em worthy/of aetention here. One reviewer said:

iou chose to include,some observations in the summary and to exclude
Others. The basiskfo your choice in these matters would be inter-
esting to know. That lis, TRUTH could not be the criterion-- because
there are probably a ndinber of truths that you did not include, For
instance, my guess woul8 be that the science faculties in secondary
schools are male dominated. You didn't cite that TRUTH, You did say
hat the teaching is "text-book" oriented. Why the, one and not the
of ? The reason might be called "bias;" that is, you were biastd
towards bservations of the one sort rather than Another and the bias ,

appears to to be basically unsympathetic to teachers.

'`There is of course a great de of subjective judgment in selecting emit issues. We tried
to include some of our criteria o age C:29. Given the people we. observed; the organiza-
tion which sponsored this work, and t = audiences,we anticipated,,we tried to attend to wh t
was meaningful and would be useful to the' We were also accused of being too sympathetic
to teachers. Of course there was some bias o oth sides in the eyes and words of thoSe
many people who helped shape this final report.

The National Science Foundation asked a panel of four to -view the preliminary drafks.
One of these reviewers, lavish in praise fokmuch of the report, ed that the report

.

.would be limited.in some of its intended utility:
f

Th%s, CSSE likely will be unsettling to conventional policy formati
practices. It certainly cannot be the "fall guy" for actions taken by
policy' makers. CSSE, to the extent that it honestly portrays the
reality of science teaching, does not preseht a rationale in favor of
or against major policies. Policy makers-may fault CSSE for its failure

,,

be justified).
to portray reality correctly (although I believe that charge would not

/
N. /

Although we faild to review particular NSF polici n this research, and were not en-
couraged to do sci, our finding's are indicative of erit and shortcomings in past and
present NSF policies. There is substantial support here for future efforts to help teach-
ers directly, incIiding a continuation of teacher training institutes. There is little
support for a cont nuation of efforts to support curriculum reform or for'new efforts to
develop instructio 1 testing activities. We could have made more direct statements of
this,sortt but we felt that such simplistic findings discourage review of the circumstances
needed to accommodate a policy to complex realities.

1

A second reviews on the panel concluded that the CSSE information "will not be useful
to aCience, mathematic , and social studies professionals because thesdhformation is based
on research with vitia ng flaws in design and execution." ,

Much of the writirli in the,case studies mixes facts, inference, and
opinion with 1 the warning to the reader. Little is said about how
many teachers a d students were interviewed, what the specific questions
were, how many ours were spent at each school, and other obvibusly
importantvipoints What is more there is little explanation of how
aneCOotes and-qudtes were, collected and selected, Since the complete
raw evidence is* presented; one has to guess at how anecdotes were
selected. Do the9 simply exemplify the conclusions and opinions of the
authors? Cerildnly a single instance does not prove a point; and the
instances areghs4fie4ently numerous or explicitly crots-checked to
build up a creditabe generalization.
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Whether or notsthis report cYill be useful to professional educators and others is an
empirical question. The interest shown so far seems high, but that would not yet indicate
that the information is of_high quality.

This critic implied that a good research report is highly explicit to its description
, of researcher behavibr. He presumed that this study should Ile judged on the basis of its
contribution to science. He showed little sympathy for the claiths we made in this chapter
for the validation of observations. (It was an earlier draft he reacted to.) His sten-
dards'are high, but his definition of educational research is narrow.

In revising this chapter we did not answer his questions. Except for one, his ques-
tions are trivial. Had /we documented every moment, every interrogation, every possibly
meaningful raised eygbrow and facial tic, we ould have contributed to a methodologist's
inventory, but we would have substantiated our findings little more than we did.

The final question, "Do they simply exempl
authors?" is not trivial. It stood before us t
continue to bedevil the authors. Chapter 19 doe
they sufficiently based upon representative happ
today? We do not know. We have insisted on ldok
to be handled with standardized methods. We have
that seemed to have special meaning, We have int
,ways, knowing that othefs will interpret them diff
lend themselves to what-that reviewer considered "

fy the conclusions and opinions of the
oughout the two years of work and it will
state our conclusions, of course, but are

nings of science teaching and learning
ng at some issues that are too complex
insisted upon telling of rare instances
preted ordinary events in some unusual
rently. Some of our offerings did not
ientific."

Recently, Henry J. Aaron wrote* that

policymakers or laymen should and do use r search findings as only one
among thany kinds of evidence, including pUs research and commonsense
beliefs, in deciding what public policies t support. They do not, and
should not, apply the same tests of statisti al sigq4ficance commonly
employed by analysts in testing hypotheses, ut rather should act on the
weight of all the evidence. The analysts ca help raise the standards
of admissible evidence; they can enrich and d epen understanding of the
complexity,of problems and the unintended con equences of action.

1,

It seems less important to ask if these case studies met scientific standards than to ask
if they added to understanding, Neither one depends on e other.

As we completed our w rk the fourth panelist had sti not responded, but the third

had this to say:

The maor advantage of this anthropological appr ch is that the re-

searcher-can become a participant observer of the .henomenon being
studied. In ithese studies a researcher visited a lurked in partic-

ular school lettings to document the status of science education.
How better tea describe what is happening in these chools! The dis-

advantage iS that comparison and evaluative type s =tements carlbot
be made.

That is, to be sure, one of the trade-offs. A well-validated judgment or precise compar-

ison is not -available from such studies. The study cannot be he arbiter. As one of the

other paneliSts noted, it leaves it up to the reader and the p ley maker to make their

own comparisons, interpretations, and policy decisions.

*Henry J. Aaron, 'olitics and the Professors: The Great Soc eq in Perspective

- (Washington, p. C.: Brookings Institute, 1978) p. 166.
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